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Trail of blood leads to Pak.: India



NEARBY



MEA summons High Commissioner Abdul Basit, says Pakistani army provided covering ire on May 1 Kallol Bhattacherjee NEW DELHI



Temporary truce in AAP, Amanatullah suspended NEW DELHI



After days of high voltage drama, peace was brokered in the AAP on Wednesday, with the party deciding to suspend MLA Amanatullah Khan for his allegations against Kumar Vishwas. DELHI METRO 쑺 PAGE 1 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



DELHI METRO 쑺 4 PAGES



Hitting out at the Pakistan military for the killing and mutilation of two soldiers on May 1, India on Wednesday summoned the Pakistan High Commissioner, Abdul Basit. The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) termed the incident a “strong act of provocation” and claimed that evidences on the ground confirm the attackers came from Pakistan. “Foreign Secretary conveyed India’s outrage at the killing and the barbaric act of mutilation of the bodies of two Indian soldiers on 1 May 2017,” a statement from the MEA said. The MEA said the Pakistani army supported the attack by providing covering fire to the assaulting



Sasikala iles review plea against verdict Legal Correspondent New Delhi



V.K. Sasikala and two co-accused in the Jayalalithaa disproportionate assets case on Wednesday moved a review petition in the Supreme Court against their conviction. Sasikala, J. Ilavarasi and V.N. Sudhakaran argued that since the case against the main accused and sole public servant in the corruption case, former Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Jayala-



lithaa, had abated, the charges against them should also abate. They argued that the case died with the death of the sole public servant and a corruption case cannot be sustained against private citizens. The court had in a detailed judgment on February 14 indicted Jayalalithaa, albeit posthumously, of having criminally conspired with then aide Sasikala at her Poes Garden residence to launder ill-gotten wealth.



team. “It was significant that the attack was preceded by covering fire from Pakistani posts in Battal sector (in vicinity of village Battal). Blood samples of the Indian soldiers that have been collected and the trail of blood on Roza Nala clearly show that the killers returned across the Line of Control,” the statement said.



Enough evidence India also conveyed to the Pakistan High Commissioner that it has “enough evidence” that shows Pakistani soldiers crossed the Line of Control at the Krishna Ghati sector and carried out the attack. “In the brief meeting with the High Commissioner, it was conveyed that the gov-



Strong message: Pakistani High Commissioner Abdul Basit leaves the External Afairs Ministry on Wednesday. PTI *



ernment considers it a strong act of provocation and in contravention of all norms of civilised conduct. And the government demanded that Pakistan take immediate action against its sol-



diers and commanders against this heinous act,” said MEA spokesperson Gopal Baglay. Sources indicated that the trail of blood is a clear sign that the severed heads of the



Sonia bids to unite Oppn. for presidential election Smita Gupta New Delhi



Congress president Sonia Gandhi has spoken to Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) supremo Lalu Prasad and Samajwadi Party (SP) leader Mulayam Singh Yadav on the phone to urge them to join in an Opposition move to field common candidates for the upcoming presidential and vice-presidential elections, party sources said here on Wednesday.



Simultaneously, party vice-president Rahul Gandhi, these sources said, had sounded out SP chief Akhilesh Yadav, Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) boss Sharad Pawar and CPI(M) general secretary Sitaram Yechury on the subject. The last two named have already been spoken to by Ms. Gandhi as well. She has also been in touch with JD(U) leader Sharad Yadav, CPI leader D. Raja and



Biju Janata Dal leader Navin Patnaik.



Indian soldiers were taken across the LoC to Pakistan. The government had warned earlier that the killing and mutilation of the soldiers would be appropriately dealt with. However, the MEA refused to specify what diplomatic steps would be taken to deter Pakistan-based elements from carrying out similar attacks and urged media not to speculate on measures India would take in response. Meanwhile, India has cancelled visas for a delegation of Pakistani students who were to participate in a student exchange programme on behalf of Delhi-based NGO, Routes2Roots. (With agency inputs) CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



‘U.K. stand on visas to Indians unfair’ Vidya Ram London



Meeting with leaders The Gandhis will shortly meet Trinamool Congress chief Mamata Banerjee and DMK leader M.K. Stalin, the sources said. Ms. Gandhi is also scheduled to meet Bahujan Samaj Party chief Mayawati soon.



Britain’s stance on visas for Indian citizens risks undermining a key plank of the government’s Brexit strategy, forging relations with India and other major economies, Tim Farron, leader of the Liberal Democrat party, said. There was an “obvious unfairness” in the treatment, he added.



CONSENSUS CANDIDATE 쑺 PAGE 10 RAHUL GIVES STATE TEAM FREE HAND 쑺 PAGE 11



LIBERAL DEMOCRATS PUSH FOR MINORITY VOTES 쑺 PAGE 12
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SC puts critics of Aadhaar-PAN linkage in a spot Does right to choose apply for tax? Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Can a person who is voluntarily a part of a tax regime choose to say he will pay his taxes only in the certain way he wants to? Does he have a right to choose? “Yes, it is my right to choose a career. It is my right of choice to be a transgender. But away from these societal rights, when a citizen is part of a tax regime, can you say that I will pay taxes only the way I want to do it... Is there a right of choice in the limited context of tax laws?” Justice A.K. Sikri, who heads the Bench also comprising Justice Ashok Bhushan, asked on Wednesday. The question from the Supreme Court came even as the petitioners claimed that the mandatory linking of Aadhaar to PAN under the newly-included Section 139AA of the Income Tax Act is a “direct invasion” by the state into the citizens’ right to make free, voluntary and informed consent. Critics argued in the Supreme Court that Section 139AA is a “chilling trajectory the state has taken to dilute civil liberties.” “It completely takes away your political and personal choices. You are a dog on an electronic leash, tagged and



‘Leaks not from UIDAI’ Leaks of Aadhaar card details are not from UIDAI, but at the State level, the Union government told the Supreme Court on Wednesday. “Aadhaar is foolproof. There has not been a single leak from the UIDAI. The leaks of details may have been from the States... their offices and agencies,” Arghya Sengupta, counsel for the Centre, said. 쑺 PAGE 10 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



tracked. Your progress hobbled,” senior advocate Shyam Divan, representing a petitioner, submitted. The government, represented by advocate Arghya Sengupta, quoted American jurist Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. to say that “taxes are the price we pay for an orderly society.” Mr. Sengupta that after Aadhaar cards at 113.7 crore, voter ID cards are the most produced at 60 crore, revealing the number of people who want to be accounted for in the system. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 UID CAN STALL FAKE PAN, SAYS CENTRE 쑺 PAGE 10



Patna HC sets aside ban on ENA



Three arrested for beating Bulandshahr man to death



State does not have legislative competence, says court



Tension still prevails in the area and a huge posse of police personnel has been deployed



Special Correspondent Patna



The Patna High Court on Wednesday set aside the Bihar government’s decision to ban production of Extra Neutral Alcohol (ENA) by several distillery and liquor companies in the State. After imposing total prohibition last year in April, the government on January 24 this year issued a notification saying the licences of ENA manufacturers would not be renewed. A group of companies like Global Spirits Limited, Distillery and Bottles Pvt Ltd and others challenged the noti-



fication. The petitioners submitted they had been given the licence to produce ENA, also known as industrial alcohol, after the government imposed total prohibition through its notification dated October 2, 2016. A full bench headed by the Chief Justice struck down the notification. Satyaveer Bharti, counsel for the spirit manufacturers, said the court observed that the government had no right to ban production of ENA as it is used in various other industries apart from making liquor. The verdict meant that investment to the tune



of ₹100 crore had been safeguarded, he added. The court said: “The State does not have legislative competence to deal with the subject of alcohol unfit for human consumption. We see no reason to hold the provisions of Sections 13, 23 and 24(1) of the Prohibition Act as unconstitutional or ultra vires, as in the light of the declaration with respect to including ENA within the definition of Intoxicant to be not permissible, the applicability of these provisions to alcohol unfit for human consumption does not arise now.”



Correspondent Noida



A day after 60-year-old Ghulam Ahmed was beaten to death in Bulandshahr for allegedly helping a relative elope with a girl of a different community, the police on Wednesday arrested three persons in connection with the incident. Those arrested are Hunny Raghav, Pulkit and Lalit but the main accused, Gavender, is still at large. The victim’s son, Vakeel Ahmad, had alleged that members of the Hindu Yuva Vahini were involved, but the police said no link to the



Hindu outfit could be established during interrogation of the arrested men. Senior Superintendent of Police, Bulandshahr, Muniraj G said 15 teams had been formed and a manhunt launched to nab the other culprits. The police also conducted raids to trace the girl. According to the police, 19-year-old Yusuf of Sohi village allegedly eloped with a Hindu girl of Fazalpur on April 27. The girl’s family lodged a kidnapping case against Yusuf at the Pahasu police station. Demanding to know the whereabouts of Yusuf and



nel has been deployed in and around the village.



Ghulam Ahmed



the girl, the assailants dragged Mr Ahmed from his mango orchard to a secluded spot on Tuesday afternoon and beat him to death. More than 24 hours after he was lynched, tension still prevailed in the area and a huge posse of police person-



Planning to leave village Fearing further attacks, Mr Ahmed’s family is planning to leave the village for an undisclosed location. “He was killed in broad daylight. We have been receiving threats. We have decided to leave the village to a safer location,” said Mr Ahmed’s daughterin-law Shakeela. A Samajwadi Party delegation visited the deceased’s home during the day and met the family. “Our national president Akhilesh Yadav has consti-



tuted a team. We were directed to visit the victim’s family and submit a report to our party’s national president. We have collected evidence and will submit the report by Thursday,” Rajya Sabha MP and SP general secretary Surendra Singh Nagar. He said the family accused the police of bias. “A day before the killing, the family had complained to the police about threats, but they did not take any action. The family is accusing the Hindu Yuva Vahini of involvement,” Mr. Nagar added.



In Bihar, rats are the new tipplers Consumed several lakh litres of liquor Amarnath Tewary Patna



Rodents are the new tipplers in town if Patna district police officials are to be believed. They have guzzled several lakh litres of liquor from seized stocks stored in police stations, Senior Superintendent of Police, Patna, Manu Maharaj was informed by his subordinates during a meeting on Tuesday. The meeting of police inspectors of the district had been convened in view of the upcoming civic body elections. When Mr. Maharaj enquired about the seized contraband, he was informed that most of the liquor bottles either were consumed by the rats or destroyed by them.



Space crunch Ever since prohibition was imposed in Bihar since April 2016, the police have had to contend with smuggling of liquor from the neighbouring States. Consequently almost all the police stations have been facing a space crunch to store the seized bottles. Some of them, espeCM YK



cially in the border areas, even have had to take space on rent for use as godowns. Every day, thousands of bottles are being seized by the police, excise and prohibition officials. The government records said over five lakh litres of liquor has been seized and more than 40,000 people have been arrested in the last one year in the State. When Mr. Maharaj wondered how a rat could open a liquor bottle made of glass, he was informed by his subordinates that the rodents nibble off the cap and consume the liquor. He immediately asked the officials to make all police stations free of rats.



Breathalyser test When contacted over phone, Mr. Maharaj told The Hindu that he had also ordered that police officials too would now have to go through random “breathalyser test” at police stations and if they fail the test they could even lose their jobs, apart from being prosecuted under the new stringent excise and prohibition laws. M ND-ND
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RISE 05:38 SET 18:59 RISE 14:07 SET 02:22



Bail plea of former ED oicial rejected



Dreaded criminal held after encounter



He was investigating the Rose Valley multi-crore chit fund scam; sent to police custody till May 12



Three policemen also injured



basis on allegations levelled by chartered accountant Kamal Somani. Mr. Somani had lodged a complaint at the Shakespeare Sarani police station here on February 28. He alleged that one Pradeep Kumar Hirawat had been calling him and demanding money after an ED raid at his office in May last year. Mr. Hirawat, he alleged, was an agent of Manoj Kumar.



Special Correspondent



Saturday, May 06



RISE 05:37 SET 18:59 RISE 15:02 SET 03:00



Kolkata



A city court here has rejected the bail plea of former Enforcement Directorate (ED) official Manoj Kumar who surrendered on Wednesday. He has been sent to police custody till May 12. Mr. Kumar was investigating the Rose Valley multicrore chit fund scam till January 2017.



Video surfaces He was taken off the investigation after a video surfaced showing him with the Rose Valley Group of Companies chairman and managing dir-



In custody: Former Enforcement Directorate Assistant Director Manoj Kumar at a local court in Kolkata on Wednesday. PTI *



ector Gautam Kundu’s wife Subhra Kundu. Gautam Kundu was arres-



EDUCATIONAL



ted by the ED in March 2015. A case was initiated against the ED official on the



Criminal conspiracy Mr. Kumar was then booked under sections 120-B (criminal conspiracy) and 384 (punishment against extortion) and relevant sections of the Prevention of Corruption



Act. Staff Reporter BERHAMPUR



Hard drive recovered The Kolkata police also claimed to have recovered a hard drive with two folders named 'Rose Valley' and 'Madam Rose Valley' during a search at an office in the city’s central business district, from where demonetised currency notes were seized. The police claim the folders contained information about the transfer of ₹15 crore through different accounts. Earlier, on March 22, the Calcutta High Court had rejected Mr. Kumar’s anticipatory bail plea.



A wanted hardcore criminal, Satrughna Swain alias Bapi, was arrested following an exchange of fire with the police inside the Barbara jungle under the Jagannathprasad police station limits in Ganjam district on Wednesday morning. Satrughna sustained bullet injuries in both his legs during the encounter. A country-made gun, five live bullets, one bomb, three mobile phones, explosive material and a bike were seized from his possession. He was tracked down near Lankagada hill around 5



a.m.. Satrughna has been admitted to the Bhanjanagar sub-divisional hospital for treatment.



Out of danger Three policemen, including inspector in-charge of Jagannathprasad police station S.Sethi, were injured in the encounter. However, all of them are out of danger as their injuries were not serious, said Ganjam SP Ashis Singh. According to police sources, Satrughna was wanted in connection with several cases of dacoity, robbery, blasting of bombs and extortion.



Controversy over surrender of alleged Maoist Social activists challenge police claim, say Sikoka was taken away from her in-laws’ home at midnight Sib Kumar Das BERHAMPUR



A Dongria Kondh woman from Niyamgiri in Odisha, Rasmita Sikoka (20) alias Kuni, alleged to be a Maoist cadre with a ₹1lakh reward on her head, surrendered along with five others on Wednesday, the Rayagada police claimed. But controversy shrouds her Maoist identity as well as her surrender. She happens to be the daughter-in-law of Dadhi Pusika (62), a leading activist of the Niyamgiri Surakshya Samity (NSS). She is also the niece of another key NSS activist, Lada Sikoka. Tribals of Niyamgiri hills spread over Rayagada and Kalahandi districts have been resisting mining in the region under the banner of NSS since



EDUCATIONAL



OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE BIRTHDAY REMEMBRANCE



2003. According to police, the five other militias who surrendered along with her included her father-in-law as well as her husband Jagili Pusika (35). All the six surrendered persons were not kept in police custody. They were allowed by police to return back to their Gorata village after their surrender at the Rayagada district police headquarter in the afternoon.



SP’s claim “They have promised to return back to Rayagada after two days,” said Rayagada Superintendent of Police (SP) K.Siva Subramani. The police claimed that



DEATH ANNIVERSARIES



Rasmita Sikoka



*



Sikoka was an armed cadre of the Niyamgiri Dalam of Maoists and was involved in several incidents of violence, including a murder in February 2016. “Sikoka was apprehended from Gorata village under the Muniguda police station on



May 2 night. She was interrogated and motivated to surrender,” said Mr. Subramani. But claims of the police were challenged by social activists and organisations involved in resisting the proposed bauxite mining in the Niyamgiri hills area. They allege that Sikoka had been had been taken away from her inlaws’ home at Gorata village around midnight on May 1. “CRPF personnel were involved in the operation. The irony is that there were no female police personnel around while the woman was taken away,” said State spokesperson of CPI-ML Bhala Chandra Sarangi. Mr. Sarangi alleged that he had received a phone call from Sikoka’s father-in-law around 8



a.m. on Wednesday informing him that he and others were going to the Muniguda police station to enquire about the whereabouts of his daughterin-law. But by afternoon he and his son were found among the surrendered Maoist militias, he added. Meanwhile, social activist Prafulla Samantara, who recently received the Goldman Environmental Prize for his efforts to protect Niyamgiri hills from open pit bauxite mining and land rights of the Dongria Kondhs, condemned “the arrest of Sikoka and others”. “In the name of Maoists, police is repressing the Dongria community as they did not allow mining in Niyamgiri, their natural habitat,” he said.



New Arunachal Assembly building ready



No foul play in student’s death, says IISER



Press trust of India



Family members allege murder, seek probe



Itanagar



The Arunachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly’s new building is ready to hold its first session on May 12. Chief Minister Pema Khandu inspected the upcoming Assembly building on Tuesday. Assembly Speaker Tenzing Norbu Thongdok briefed the Chief Minister on the status of the construction work, an official release informed here on Wednesday. The Assembly building’s hall with most advanced facilities has seating capacity of 90. The Assembly houses chambers for the chief minister, the speaker, the deputy speaker and a resting hall for the legislators. The CM also inspected the library hall, the cafeteria and the conference hall.



Press trust of India Kalyani (WB)



A fact-finding committee of the Indian Institute of Science, Education and Research has found no foul play in the death of a secondyear student who was found hanging in the washroom of the institute’s hostel on Monday. IISER registrar Jaydeep Sil said that a meeting of the committee was held on Wednesday where it was stated that no foul play had been detected in the incident. A report on the incident would be sent to the Union Human Resource Development Ministry, sources in the premier institution said.



Panel formed Earlier, the institute’s director R. N. Mukherje, said that a committee had been formed to look into the case. The family members of the student, Sagar Mondal, alleged that he had been murdered. Sushanta Mondal, the student’s father and a labourer said: “He was murdered



and I demand a proper investigation.” His elder sister Rekha also held the same view as his father and said: “Sagar was murdered by three students who pressured him to take drug and drinks which his brother had refused.” “When my brother came home last Saturday he said that they had threatened to kill him,” she has alleged.



Murder case Uttam Ghosh, SDPO, Kalyani, said: “We have initiated a murder case as it is stated in the FIR that the room-mates had murdered him.” The police sealed the hostel room and collected Sagar’s laptop for investigation. Some of his friends at the institute said that he was weak in English and hence feared that it might affect his grades. IISER Dean, Student Affairs, Arindam Kundagrami said: “He got 75 per cent marks in semesters. Only when a student gets below 60 per cent marks twice, he is warned”.



101 afected by swine lu in West Bengal since January Cases mostly from Kolkata, North 24 Parganas Press Trust of India Kolkata



At least 101 people have been affected by swine flu (H1N1 influenza virus) in West Bengal since January, a senior health official said on Wednesday. Two persons are also suspected to have died of the disease, though it is yet to be confirmed, the official said. The incidences were reported mostly from the city (36) and North 24 Parganas district (33), State Health Services Director Biswaranjan Satpathy told PTI.



RENTAL Food Grain Company Require Min. Area 8000Sqft. For Food Grain Storage, Min Rent Rs 55/Sqft. + Advance Security + Court Agreement(9 yrs). Contact: +91−9958512847.



Stray cases He said that there were one or two stray cases reported from Howrah and Hooghly districts as well. “There have been 101 cases of swine flu infection in West Bengal since January. Out of these, seven persons were from other States while the rest 94 were from West Bengal,” Mr. Satpathy said. On the number of deaths from swine flu, the health official said, “So far we have received reports of two suspected cases of swine



flu deaths. We are waiting for the death report to be sure of the cause.” According to Mr. Satpathy, presently 10 persons, including four admitted on Wednesday, with the H1N1 virus infection were undergoing treatment at different hospitals in the State. Swine flu is a respiratory disease caused by influenza viruses that infect the respiratory tract of pigs and result in a barking cough, decreased appetite, nasal secretions, and listless behaviour; the virus can be transmitted to humans. When contacted, Kolkata Municipal Corporation MMIC (Health) Atin Ghosh, said that there were only eight cases reported from the city in a month’s time. “Out of the eight cases reported from the city, seven have recuperated. Only one aged person from the city is undergoing treatment for swine flu,” Mr. Ghosh confirmed. There have been no new cases of swine flu infection from the city for the last couple of days, he said.
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UP village bans use of mobiles by women



IN BRIEF



RAMPUR



Staff Reporter



SP leader Azam Khan has threatened to blow up a guest house in Jauhar University if anyone tried to lay a hand on it, following which an Uttar Pradesh Minister said a probe will be held to find out what arms he possesses. - PTI



MEERUT



agree that there are trouble makers in every community, and that is why we have decided to socially boycott and punish trouble-makers. Cow slaughter would also be a sin for Muslims because it hurts the belief of our fellow Hindu brothers. The biggest sin in Islam is hurting someone,” he claimed. The fine for drinking alcohol in the village was fixed at ₹2,100 and for selling alcohol at ₹1,11,000.



A village in Mathura has prohibited women from using mobile phones in public. Any woman found talking on a mobile phone in public will be fined ₹2,100, a village panchayat has declared. The diktat issued by the maleonly panchayat of Mandora village is purportedly aimed at preventing girls from eloping with boys. “We had been reading about it in newspapers and watching it on television. Every week there is a story about young boys running away with girls. In some cases, the elopement leads to violence and bloodshed. So an informal meeting in the village decided that girls should use mobile phone only within the boundaries of their homes,” said Mohammad Ghaffar, a former village head of Mandora. He went on to add: “ I want to make it clear that we have not banned mobile phones for women as many khap panchayats have done in the past. All we are saying is that please do not use it



Madhya Pradesh Assembly passes GST Bill BHOPAL



The Madhya Pradesh Legislative Assembly on Wednesday unanimously passed the Madhya Pradesh Goods and Services Tax (GST) Bill-2017 as both treasury and Opposition benches tried to grab credit for this new tax regime. - PTI



Real estate firm directors booked for land ‘scam’ RAIGARH



Police on Tuesday registered a case against a real estate company in the district and its two directors for alleged irregularities in procuring 300 acres of land of tribals in Kunkuni village during 200915, an official said on Wednesday. - PTI



Jaipur A two-day mega event on Yoga will be held here by a social organisation in collaboration with AYUSH Ministry to create awareness about the ancient science. The event will begin on May 6 with a ‘Yogathan-Run’ from Indira Gandhi Panchayti Raj Bhawan.- PTI



Congress protest



Restriction only in public, ine of ₹2,100 for disobedience



Azam threatens to blow up varsity guest house



Two-day mega event on Yoga in Jaipur
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Move aimed at ‘preventing girls from eloping’.



outside your house.” This was not the only decision that the panchayat of the Muslim-dominated village took.



Fine for cow slaughter The residents also decided to impose a penalty of ₹2.5 lakh on anyone found involved in cow slaughter. Accordingly, a reward of ₹51,000 was announced for those who provide information about cow slaughter. “The image of Muslims as cow killers is wrong. We



‘Won’t allow curbs’ The Mathura police, however, said that while they appreciated the village panchayat’s decision to hand over suspected cow killers to the police, they would not allow anyone to curb anyone’s freedom guaranteed under the Constitution. “We have got reports of such a meeting in Mandora. We are probing the incident and are also in touch with the villagers. We would not allow anyone to restrict women’s mobility or freedom by illegal diktats,” Arun Singh, the Superintendent of Police (Rural) Mathura said.



Killing of jawans: Madhya Pradesh Congress chief Arun Yadav with party workers staging a candlelight protest against Prime Minister Narendra Modi in connection with the killing of jawans by the Pakistan army, in Bhopal on Wednesday. A. M. FARUQUI *



Congress mifed at Raje’s remarks She has accused the previous govt of botching up reinery deal Mohammed Iqbal



After prohibition, Bihar to achieve de-addiction: Nitish



Two bodies recovered from Yamuna canal MUZAFFARNAGAR



Two unidentified bodies have been recovered from the Yamuna Canal in Shamli district, the police said on Wednesday. The bodies were fished out from the canal in Bhenswal village on Tuesday evening, it said. - PTI



bad economics for the State.



Press Trust of India patna



After prohibition, Bihar will move to achieve de-addiction, its Chief Minister Nitish Kumar said on Wednesday. “After the total liquor ban we will soon move to slowly achieve de-addiction,” Mr Kumar told a function at Barhara in Purnea district. Dismissing apprehensions over loss of revenue on account of prohibition, the Bihar CM said a fractional difference accrued in tax revenue collection in 2016-17. The Bihar government used to get about ₹5000 crore annually from tax on



Chief Minister Nitish Kumar inaugurating a RO plant in Purnia on Wednesday. PTI *



liquor previously and prohibition was seen, particularly by the opposition, as



Three ex-wives thwart man’s fourth attempt at marriage



‘Statistics proved wrong’ He said that statistics have proved wrong those who had apprehended drop in tourists due to the liquor ban as the data collected suggested an increase of 68 per cent in the arrival of domestic tourists to Bihar and 9 per cent increase in the footfall of foreigner tourists in 2016-17 as compared to 2015—16. He said that after the successful campaign against liquor, a drive would be launched across the state against social evils like dowry and child marriage.



JAIPUR



The opposition Congress has taken umbrage to Rajasthan Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje’s remarks on the establishment of the muchawaited oil refinery in Barmer district. In a road show organised in Jodhpur on Monday, Ms. Raje had lashed out at the previous Congress regime and accused it of botching up the refinery deal and harming the State's monetary interests. The chief minister said the previous Congress government had signed the MoU for the refinery without considering its financial implications. She said it was her government that had initiated the proposal for setting up the refinery in western Rajasthan, but the Congress regime had tried to extract “political mileage” out of it.



Rajasthan Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje



Senior Congrees leader and ex-CM Ashok Gehlot



Taking strong exceptions to the charges, senior Congress leader and former Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot said if the BJP government had not held up the refinery work for four years, its construction would have been completed by now.



refinery project,” said Mr. Gehlot, while affirming that the State government was forced to respect people's sentiments and begin the work on the refinery a year before the Assembly election. Mr. Gehlot said the delay had created loss of employment for the youths and loss of opportunities for small and ancillary industries connected with the petrochemical complex, which could



*



‘Tender apology’ “Ms. Raje should in fact tender an apology to the people of Marwar region for the enormous delay in the



*



not be compensated. “The ruling BJP is speaking half truths. The loan amount will automatically go down because the new MoU stipulates higher production of crude oil.” At the road show, Ms. Raje also called upon the party workers to gear up for the State Assembly elections due next year as well as the 2019 Lok Sabha elections. She said the BJP has set an ambitious target of clinching at least 180 of the 200 Assembly seats in the State. Meanwhile, the BJP working committee announced that the party's district presidents and those in charge of district affairs would not be allowed to contest elections. BJP State chief Ashok Parnami said leaders had the responsibility to strengthen the party across the ranks and ensure the victory of party candidates in the polls.



Haryana's textile policy could boost investment: ICRA SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT



Used triple talaq to divorce them in quick succession Press Trust of India Bahraich



He got lucky thrice in marriage, but a man in Uttar Pradesh ran into trouble in the fourth attempt as his three previous wives, who he had divorced through triple talaq, have now accused him of raping a minor and also making their obscene videos. The three women approached police two days ago and alleged that 30year-old Danish married for the first time in 2013 and made a smutty MMS of his wife. According to police, after a dispute with her, Danish began blackmailing his wife and her family by threatening to share the MMS on social media. He later pronounced triple talaq, a Muslim divorce practice, and married for a



second time. The troubled second marriage lasted only a year and he divorced his wife. On October 24 last year, the accused went to his uncle’s house where he allegedly raped his 15-yearold cousin and later married her.



Blackmailed He allegedly again shot a dirty MMS and threatened her parents he would share it on social media if they protested. “On October 24, 2016 my nephew came to our house, and when everyone slept, Danish raped my daughter. When after hearing her screams we reached there, he offered to marry her and also threatened to kill her if we did not allow the wedding to happen,” the mother of the teenage



girl said. She alleged that Danish not only used to torture and beat up her daughter but also did not allow her to meet her. After some time, Danish got rid of his third wife by handily pronouncing talaq thrice in quick succession. When the three women came to know of his plan to get hitched for the fourth time, they reached the office of Additional Superintendent of Police Dinesh Tripathi and narrated their woes.



FIR under POSCO Act Tripathi said an FIR has been registered against Danish under Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and other relevant sections of the Indian Penal Code. The matter is under investigation, he said.



CHANDIGARH



The Haryana government’s recently announced textile policy that aims for integrated development of the textile industry is expected to make the State competitive for investments in the sector, rating agency ICRA said on Wednesday. “Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh have similar policies and they have benefited from this, as is evident from the capacity additions... The benefits proposed in the Haryana textile policy are expected to make the State competitive for investments,” said Jayanta Roy, senior vice-president and group head of the ICRA. Mr. Roy said Haryana's policy is structured to provide relatively higher incentives in category C and D blocks (defined under the Enterprises Promotion Policy, 2015, as industrially backward areas), as compared to Category A and B blocks (industrially developed and intermediate developed areas). Besides, the policy will also supplement the central policies for the textile sector. He added that similar steps taken by other States proved successful in attracting private capital, leading to incentives-driven new capacity additions.



Skill boost for women domestic workers Rajasthan government signs MoU for national-level certiication and assessment Special Correspondent JAIPUR



Taking a step towards empowering women workers in the State, the Rajasthan government has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Domestic Workers Sector Skill Council to offer national-level certification and assessment, which will help the workers in their skill development and ensure good placement. The MoU forms part of the Rajasthan Skill and Livelihoods Development Corporation's efforts to enhance employability of women workers and hone their entrepreneurial skills to CM YK



It will ensure good placement and better salary *



enable them to become successful leaders in their trade. State Commissioner (Skills, Employment and Entrepreneurship) Krishna Kunal told The



Hindu on Wednesday that housekeeping — being one of the largest service sectors in the country — faced problems of non-certification, less income generation and human trafficking.About 90% of domestic help in the State are females, Mr. Kunal said. The MoU with the council will help domestic workers get proper skill training and certification, which will safeguard them against exploitation and ensure that workers can be "financially stable and socially secure". The domestic workers have been divided into categories such as housekeeping, pre- and



post-maternity care, cooking, child care and elderly care. They will be given access to skill-linked programmes. "This sector needs skilled professionals," said Mr. Kunal. Philippines is the global leader in the number of skilled domestic workers; India can become one too. "Through partnerships with different institutions, we are making steady progress towards the 'Skill Rajasthan' targets," said Mr. Kunal. Mr. Kunal said that women and the specially-abled were a high priority for the department, which has established several women's industrial training institutes. M ND-ND
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Sule seeks PM’s intervention in Pune’s garbage crisis NCP MP hits out at BJP’s apathy in resolving the city’s waste disposal woes



Shantaram Naik complains of judicial activism and overreach Demands 3-day special session of Parliament to discuss issue Special Correspondent



judiciary is < > The crossing the



Panaji



ticised Pune’s politicians and authorities for going on foreign tours and expressed hope that Mr. Modi would intervene in the matter. She said, “At a time when the country is swamped by the BJP’s propaganda of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, it is unfortunate that Pune, with its aspiration to be a metro, should wallow in garbage. I hope the Prime Minister takes note of the crisis.”



Shoumojit Banerjee Pune



The city’s garbage crisis is fast becoming a political flashpoint. The Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) has hit out at the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) over its alleged apathy in resolving Pune’s garbage woes. The NCP has also targeted the BJP’s failure in bringing relief to the residents of the villages of Uruli Devachi and Phursungi, which are being used as dumping grounds for the city’s waste. NCP MP Supriya Sule, who visited the villages on Wednesday, called upon Prime Minister Narendra Modi to pay attention to the residents who are being forced to live in insanitary conditions and compelled to breathe toxic air emanating from the surging mounds of untreated waste. The residents have been opposing the use of their villages by the Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) for dumping the city’s urban waste, estimated at a staggering daily average of 1700 tonnes. Ms. Sule said, “We



NCP MP Supriya Sule on Wednesday visited two villages in Pune being used by the PMC as dumping grounds. FILE PHOTO *



had earlier requested Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis to shift the dumping grounds to another site. But it appears Mr. Fadnavis has no intention of keeping the promises he has been making over the past two years.”



Ms. Sule later participated in an agitation by residents to make the two villages, used as dumping zones for nearly three decades, garbage-free. She posted pictures of the agitation to her Twitter account. She also cri-



‘Find alternative site’ On Tuesday, PMC Commissioner Kunal Kumar’s visit to address the concerns of villagers failed as they stuck to their demand of the PMC finding an alternative disposal dump. A fresh garbage crisis sparked in mid-April after a fire at a garbage depot in Uruli Devachi led villagers to protest against the PMC’s use of villages as dumping grounds. Moreover, the city’s key decision-makers are abroad: Guardian Minister Girish Bapat is in Australia while newly-elected Pune mayor Mukta Tilak is touring Mexico.



Shantaram Naik, Rajya Sabha MP of the Congress from Goa, on Wednesday demanded a special session of Parliament to discuss “increasing judicial activism”. In a statement, the former chairman of the Standing Committee of Parliament on Personnel Public Grievances, Law and Justice, alleged interference of the judiciary in matters ranging from issuing licences to dance bars to appointing administrators to run the BCCI. He expressed concern over “judiciary crossing the Laxman Rekha” and said “step by step, brick by brick, the edifice of Indian Legislature is being destroyed”. In a letter to Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley — a copy of which was also sent to Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad — Mr. Naik said with the recent ban on liquor along national highways, the Supreme Court may have “interfered” with the job of the legislature and the executive. Mr. Naik said in his statement, “In the letter I have demanded that the govern-



Laxman Rekha. Step by step, brick by brick, the ediice of Indian Legislature is being destroyed. Shantaram Naik Rajya Sabha MP, Congress



Shantaram Naik has accused the judiciary of interfering with the job of the executive and the legislature. FILE PHOTO



employed as a result of its liquor ban order. If the courts are going to delve into such administrative aspects, what role will the Parliament, the State Assemblies and State governments perform?”



*



ment convene a special session of Parliament to discuss the increasing judicial activism. The apex court has now gone on to decide on liquor bans and dance bar licences, which are subjects that come under the domain of State governments.” He suggested that the government convene a three-day special session of Parliament to discuss these issues. He said, “The Supreme Court has obviously not taken into consideration that lakhs of people will be un-



‘Going too far’ Just as the Prime Minister cannot decide on judicial matters, the judges cannot interfere in matters allotted to the legislature and the executive on the grounds that they have failed to discharge their responsibilities, said Mr. Naik in his letter. “It is now the Supreme Court which decides how cricket should be played and managed in India, who should be the office-bearers and who should not be on the Board of the Control of Cricket in India.”



DoT’s Tarang Sanchar Portal to clear the air over mobile tower emissions Many parts of Goa have been opposing the setting up of the towers owing to the risk of health hazards Special Correspondent Panaji



The Tarang Sanchar Portal will help clear myths and misconceptions with regard to mobile towers the Department of Telecom (DoT), Ministry of Communications, said on Wednesday following the launch of the web portal in New Delhi. A senior official of the DoT said the portal for sharing information on mobile towers and electromagnetic field (EMF) emission compliances



empowers the common man person to know at the click of a mouse the mobile towers in a particular locality and whether they are compliant to the EMF emission norms defined by the government.



‘Superior standards’ The launch of the portal assumes significance in Goa as people in many parts of the State have been opposing the setting up of towers owing to the risk of health hazards associated with it.



A press release issued by the Press Information Bureau here said the DoT has prescribed standards for electromagnetic emissions from mobile towers that are 10 times stricter than the standards prescribed by International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection and those recommended by World Health Organization. The Union government has taken adequate steps to ensure that telecommunication service



PUBLIC NOTICES



providers strictly adhere to these prescribed norms. Though there is no scientific evidence of any health concerns from low power mobile base transceiver stations, the DoT felt a need to educate citizens about EMF emissions from mobile towers and status of their compliances. DoT hopes the portal will generate confidence among the public about effectiveness of the EMF compliance process in India. The portal has a public in-



terface with a map-based search feature which will help users view the mobile towers in any locality. Detailed information about any tower site will be sent to email to the users on request. Users can also seek information on the EMF emission at a location by paying an online fee of ₹4,000. The tests will be conducted by the local Telecom Enforcement Resource and Monitoring (TERM) unit of DoT and the report will be submitted.



EDUCATIONAL



GENERAL



SITUATIONS VACANT



Additional features In addition to Government to Citizen services, the portal facilitates Government to Business service delivery in a transparent and eco-friendly



manner. The portal enables a method of maintenance and retention of end-to- end records, including submission of compliance by Telecom Service Providers and paperless processing by TERM cells. The Tarang Sanchar portal is a unique initiative and is one of the largest and most complex inter-operator databases of its kind in the world. It has the complete collated technical details of over 14.5 lakh base stations spread across the country.



*



FILE PHOTO



‘Sonia should hand over reins to Rahul’ Special Correspondent Panaji



Former Goa Congress chief John Fernandes said here on Wednesday that ailing Congress president Sonia Gandhi was helping Prime Minister Narendra Modi achieve his ambition of a Congress-mukt Bharat by not handing over the reins to her son and party vicepresident, Rahul Gandhi. Mr. Fernandes suggested that Ms. Gandhi should give Mr. Gandhi the overall charge of the party as soon as possible. Mr. Fernandes said, “If Ms. Gandhi is sick, then she should not make the Congress also sick. She should not also help Narendra Modi in realising his objective of achieving a Congress-mukt Bharat.” Mr. Fernandes, a former Rajya Sabha MP and Pradesh Congress president in Goa, questioned the Congress high command for not holding a session of the All India Congress Committee for three years since its defeat in the 2014 general elections.



‘Time to bounce back’ He said, “The Congress can bounce back, if there are dedicated workers like me. We will work together and the Congress will make a comeback. The Goa election results were an indicator that the people of the State want the Congress back.” In 2014, Luizinho Faleiro replaced Mr. Fernandes as Goa Pradesh Congress President.



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



EDUCATIONAL



SITUATIONS VACANT



The portal also comprises EMF Overview and Learn sections, which provide rticles, booklets and videos, to educate citizens about EMF and the coverage of telecom services. The public can also access the ‘DoT Initiatives’ section.



John Fernandes.
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KC(M) wins Kottayam district ‘Senkumar was never police chief ’ panchayat with CPI(M) support He was ‘head of police force,’ SC told



Congress terms it opportunistic and political betrayal librium that was in place both in the UDF and the LDF.



Special Correspondent



Keralite sets new record in knuckle push-ups MALAPPURAM



Chakkanath Pradeep from Pookkottumpadam, near Nilambur in Kerala, set the world record for ‘knuckle push-ups’ by scoring 99 in a minute. Earlier, America’s Ron Cooper held the record with a score of 91. The event was recorded and sent to the Guinness World Records and the Limca Book of Records.



BJP leader posts porn on WhatsApp group BENGALURU



Mahantesh Kavatagimath, BJP leader from Karnataka, allegedly posted pornographic photographs on a WhatsApp group. The group — Belagavi Media Force — is meant to share information between government officers and the media. However, he later apologised saying it was an “unintentional act.” PTI



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



In an anti-climax to the spat between the Pinarayi Vijayan government and its ousted police chief T.P. Senkumar, the Kerala government on Wednesday informed the Supreme Court that Mr. Senkumar was never appointed State police chief. The Supreme Court had on April 24, 2017 directed the Kerala government to appoint Mr. Senkumar to the post. Seeking a modification of the judgment, the State submitted that the ‘State Police Chief ’ is a distinct and separate post under Section 18 of the Kerala Police Act of 2011. “By the order of appointment dated 22.5.2015 issued by the Government of Kerala, Dr. T.P. Senkumar was appointed to the post of ‘Director General of Police and Head of Police



Force’ and not to the post of ‘Director General of Police and State Police Chief,’ which is a separate and distinct post,” Kerala government, represented by advocate G. Prakash, informed the Supreme Court. A separate review petition has also been filed by the State challenging the Supreme Court judgment. It said Section 18 of the Police Act envisaged only one State police chief but several DGPs. The appointment of the State police chief will be from a pool of DGPs and done by a selection committee. This procedure under Section 18 was not followed in Mr. Senkumar’s appointment. But it was, the State contended, followed in the appointment of Lokanath Behera as Director General of Police and State police chief by an order dated June 1, 2016.



KOTTAYAM



Dealing a blow to naysayers in the Congress, the Kerala Congress (M), the former UDF ally, which had been ploughing a lonely furrow over the past many months, fielded its own candidate in the election for the Kottayam district panchayat presidency and got him elected with CPI(M) support. This pulled the curtains down on the already frail ties with its former UDF ally. In Wednesday’s election, the Congress was to field its candidate and win with KC (M) support. However, KC (M) decided to field its own candidate Zacharias Kuthiraveli, who won with CPI(M) support, pipping the official Congress candidate. While the CPI member desisted from casting his vote, the vote cast by the lone member of the P.C. George-led Janapaksham



Zacharias Kuthiraveli taking oath on Wednesday.



was declared invalid. The 12 votes received by Mr. Kuthiraveli, included six of the KC(M) contingent and six of the CPI(M). The election was necessitated by the resignation of Congress’s Joshy Philip as president. The Congress leaders said they were kept in the dark till the last moment by the KC(M) on the move that had upset the decades-old equi-



Endangered dholes to run free in Eastern Ghats Captive-bred population of wild dogs from Visakhapatnam zoo could establish itself in forest habitat



‘End of the road’ Speaking to mediapersons, former Chief Minister Oommen Chandy dubbed it a ‘political betrayal’ and said KC(M) chairman K.M. Mani had no valid reasons for the unprecedented move. He wanted CPI(M) leader V.S. Achuthanandan to make his stance clear on the party’s decision. Leader of the Opposition Ramesh Chennithala dubbed the KC (M) stance opportunistic and the result of political ‘horse trading.’ KC(M) chairman K.M. Mani, meanwhile, said Wednesday’s developments were strictly local. Congress leaders K.C. Joseph, Thiruvanchoor Radhakrishnan, and Joseph Vazhackan said this was the end of the road for the KC(M) in the UDF.



Ambulance held up for CM’s convoy? Special Correspondent



first will have four males, eight females and four subadults.



VISAKHAPATNAM



Endangered and hard-tospot dholes, or Indian wild dogs, will soon test their fortunes in the Eastern Ghats. The Indira Gandhi Zoological Park (IGZP), running a conservation breeding centre for the species, plans to reintroduce a pack of 16 into the forests. A suitable site for the “soft release” is under study, curator of IGZP B. Vijay Kumar said. “We are looking at 10 to 15 acres around Narsipatnam and Chintapalle regions near Visakhapatnam. A team will monitor the released animals and their progress



CM YK



Stronger together: Research is going on into genetic diferences between northern and southern dholes.



for a season. Before they enter the forest, we will radio collar them,” he said. The Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology in Hyderabad will map the genetic variability of the



*



M.A.SRIRAM



packs before they go into the wild. “The pack should be genetically strong and have the basic instinct to hunt,” Mr. Kumar said. The next phase is likely to involve a pack of 16 wild dogs. The



Third effort If the ₹1.5-crore conservation project works, it will be the third such zoo effort for the recovery and long-term survival of an endangered species. Earlier, Darjeeling’s Padmaja Naidu Himalayan Zoological Park had a programme for the red panda and a Pygmy Hog Conservation Programme was undertaken in Assam. Protected under Schedule 2 of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 and listed as ‘endangered’ by the



Amicus curiae seeks SC intervention Krishnadas Rajagopal New Delhi
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Nivedita Ganguly



‘Probe theft of temple jewels’



International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the dhole was adopted by IGZP in 2014 under the Central Zoo Authority’s mandate. The Visakhapatnam zoo has, since, successfully bred wild dogs from two packs taking the number from just two to 40. “Out of our four packs, two have been breeding successfully,” the curator said. A similar attempt in zoos in Chennai and Mysore did not meet with much success. Dholes, with a cinnamoncoloured coat, bushy tail and an alert gaze, are aggressive pack predators, covering long distances on a hunt.



Bengaluru



Karnataka Police Commissioner Praveen Sood on Wednesday ordered an inquiry into an alleged incident where an ambulance was held up to allow Chief Minister Siddaramaiah’s convoy to pass. It allegedly took place near Ravindra Kalakshetra on Tuesday night. Mr. Sood said under no circumstances can an ambulance be stopped. “I have asked for details and will take action in case there was a lapse on the part of the jurisdictional police,” he said. The traffic police denied holding up the ambulance.



Amicus curiae and senior advocate Gopal Subramanium on Wednesday sought an independent probe by a Special Investigation Team led by the CBI Director into the financial management and “pilferage” of gold, silver, jewels and valuable artefacts of the Sree Padmanabha Swamy temple in Kerala. In a short note handed over to a Bench led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar, Mr. Subramanium said: “It has been noticed and found by the amicus curiae as well as the Special Audit Authority led by Vinod Rai (former Comptroller and Auditor General of India) that gold, silver and other valuable artefacts and jewels of the Padmanabha Swamy temple have gone missing over the years.” Mr. Subramanium said he himself had found 35 kg of gold bars kept hidden on the temple premises. Pointing to the final report of the Rai-led Special Audit Authority appointed by the Supreme Court on March 28, 2016, the amicus curiae submitted that proper records and inventories of the wealth of the temple were not maintained. The amicus curiae report on April 15, 2014 itself had reported “substantial financial mismanagement, irregularities and lack of accounting of ornaments and other articles belonging to the temple,” the note said.



‘Open vault B’ The amicus curiae also urged the court to order the opening of kallara (vault) ‘B’ so that the inventorying process of the jewels and treasures of the temple is complete. “The opinions of the tantris and the Kanipayoor



A ile picture of Sree Padmanabha Swamy temple.



SC’s caution on temple pond revamp Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Wednesday expressed dissatisfaction at the proposed structural plans of renovation of the twin ponds at Sree Padmanabha Swamy temple in Thiruvananthapuram, saying the idea of restoring them is not to make them “start resembling like five-star hotel pools.” A Bench of Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar and Justices D.Y. Chandrachud and Sanjay Kishan Kaul said utmost care had to be taken while restoring anything which involved religious sentiments. Namboodiripad may be ascertained and the opening of kallara ‘B’ may be carried out in accordance with traditions, customs and practices of the temple,” Mr. Subramanium submitted in the court.



M ND-ND
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Narendra Modi greets Das on his birthday



After rural poll jolt, Patnaik seeks to regain lost ground Considers bringing back senior leaders who left the party in the past Prafulla Das



Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday greeted Jharkhand Chief Minister Raghubar Das on his 62nd birthday. Several Central and State Ministers, governors, legislators and political leaders also extended their good wishes to Mr Das. PTI



Bhubaneswar



KATIHAR



Over 100 tortoises were seized on Wednesday from a train and one person was arrestedfrom Katihar railway junction, an official said. Railway SP, Katihar, Umashankar Prasad said that the man was bringing them for delivery to a client at New Jalpaiguri in West Bengal and was paid ₹300 for the same. PTI



Woman killed as cracker material explodes HAPUR (UP)



A 70-year-old woman, Kashmiri Devi, was killed in an explosion inside a house here which was reportedly caused by some material used in making firecrackers, police said. The roof of the house collapsed due to the impact and the landlord, Phool Singh, also suffered serious injuries, they said. PTI



UPLA ultras arrested; pistols seized GUWAHATI



Three United Peoples’ Liberation Army (UPLA) extremists, including a woman, were arrested from Assam’s Dibrugarh district and arms recovered from them, police said. A joint team of Army and police raided the area, apprehended the extremists and seized two pistols and 13 live cartridges from them, they said. PTI



CM YK



Take exception to Minister describing him as ‘gau taskar’ Special Correspondent



RANCHI



Over 100 tortoises seized, one held



Protesters demand justice for Pehlu Khan



With Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik leading from the front, the Biju Janata Dal has got into full combat mode to regain lost ground and counter the Bharatiya Janata Party which is striving hard to maintain the momentum it gained after emerging as the main Opposition in the recent rural polls in Odisha. An achiever since he joined politics after his father Biju Patnaik’s demise in 1997, Mr. Patnaik is leaving no stone unturned to strengthen the regional party and become the Chief Minister for the fifth consecutive term.



Overhaul in progress Unlike in the past, Mr. Patnaik is now taking political decisions on his own in order to make the BJD stronger ahead of the urban body elections next year. He has started overhauling the party organisations



Naveen Patnaik.



*



at all levels since the saffron party tried to create a hype after it overtook the main Opposition, the Congress, in the panchayat polls in February.



Youth wing After reconstituting the BJD’s students’ wing recently, Mr. Patnaik reconstituted the party’s youth wing on Monday. On Wednesday, he indicated that the BJD was consid-



ering bringing back those senior leaders who had left the party in the past. Although Mr. Patnaik is not worried about the BJP improving its position, he is more concerned about the slide in the party’s performance since the last panchayat polls in 2012. The BJD has started adopting a tit-for-tat approach since the BJP organised its national executive meeting in Bhubaneswar last month and Amit Shah was welcomed with two lotus garlands -- one with 21 lotuses and another with 147 -- representing the number of Lok Sabha and Assembly seats in Odisha.



Hoardings coming up Hoardings of the BJD and its government have started dotting the skyline of Bhubaneswar as the party begins to counter the BJP. Although urban body polls are almost an year away and simultaneous elec-



tions to the Lok Sabha and State Assembly are scheduled to be held in 2019, the BJD has started inducting workers and leaders of other parties into its fold in the same manner as the BJP has been doing.



Reaching out Mr. Patnaik is also himself reaching out to people physically as well as through social media platforms. After Facebook and Twitter, he joined Instagram last weeks to reach out to all sections of society, particularly the youth. Moreover, Mr. Patnaik has also said that if any of his party colleagues had anything negative to say, they should approach him directly and not go to the media. Similarly, Mr. Patnaik has also started launching new welfare schemes and redeploying bureaucrats to ensure proper implementation of those programmes.



Jaipur



Demonstrations were held in Jaipur and other towns of Rajasthan and in New Delhi on Wednesday, demanding a ban on cow vigilantes across the country and the immediate arrest of those accused of lynching 55-year-old dairy farmer Pehlu Khan in Alwar district. Besides Jaipur, the demonstrations were organised in Ajmer, Rajasamand, Bharatpur and Bhilwara.



Submit memorandum In New Delhi, the protesters submitted a memorandum to the Resident Commissioner of Rajasthan after staging a dharna outside Bikaner House. A public meeting was organised in a hall in Alwar after the police refused to give permission for a march. Mr Khan, hailing from Nuh in Haryana, succumbed to his injuries on April 3, two days after he was allegedly attacked by cow vi-



‘Flying doctors’ to keep Manipur’s remote areas healthy Governor Najma Heptulla requested the Prime Minister to introduce helicopter service in the State Iboyaima Laithangbam IMPHAL



More lives will be saved in Manipur’s tribal and non-tribal villages that are cut off from towns and major hospitals, thanks to Governor Najma Heptulla’s push for “flying doctors”. Ms. Heptulla said, “I came to know about the concept of flying doctors during my visits abroad. Doctors and paramedics rush to remote areas with drugs and equipment to attend to patients who lack medical care.” She had approached Prime Minister Narendra



Modi to introduce this service in the State’s remote corners where road connectivity is extremely poor. She said Mr. Modi had responded positively to her request.



Two choppers A meeting was held between the Governor, Health Minister L. Jayentakumar Singh, other Ministers and officials at Raj Bhavan here a few days ago. It was decided that two helicopters would be purchased for ₹60 crore each. Official sources said the Governor is paying spe-



Najma Heptulla.



*



cial attention to this project to ensure it becomes a reality soon. One chopper would be



kept for emergency situations like bomb blasts and natural calamities, while the other would be for routine visits to inaccessible areas to treat patients denied proper diagnosis and treatment. Blood, oxygen, life-saving drugs and other paraphernalia would be kept in readiness for both helicopters, and doctors, nurses and paramedical staff rushed at a moment’s notice. Despite the Health Department’s claim of round-theclock service in all hospitals, Ministers or higher officials visiting medical centres in



remote areas have frequently come upon locked buildings, and absent doctors and senior staff. However, there haven’t been any reports of disciplinary action against the medical staff. Expectant tribal women are routinely forced to travel long distances to get to the nearest hospital. Many of them end up giving birth by the roadside. The very few times these neglected areas receive medical attention is when non-governmental organisations, along with the Health Department and security forces, hold camps.



Sit-in: Activists on dharna in Jaipur on Wednesday to mark one month of Pehlu Khan’s death. ROHIT JAIN PARAS *



gilantes at Behror on the Jaipur-Delhi national highway in Alwar district. While several persons identified in the video of the assault have been arrested, those named in the FIR are still at large. The memorandum addressed to Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje and submitted to District Collectors in different towns, took exception to Home Minister Gulab Chand Kataria describing Mr Khan as a ‘gau taskar’ (cow smuggler). “Mr. Kataria has tacitly condoned



the killing and given encouragement for more such killings,” it stated. The activists demanded arrest of all those named in the FIR and a compensation of ₹1 crore to Mr Khan’s family and ₹25 lakh to Azmat Khan and ₹10 lakh to Rafiq Khan and others, who were injured in the attack. People’s Union for Civil Liberties-Rajasthan president Kavita Srivastava said despite Ms. Raje’s promises, nothing had been done so far.



Unable to repay loan, farmer commits suicide ‘He could not beneit from the waiver’ Staff Reporter Meerut



A middle aged farmer, Suresh, committed suicide in the Rohana area of Muzaffarnagar on Tuesday, allegedly because he was unable to pay the loan he had taken from a local bank. Suresh’s nephew Shivam said the farmer had taken ₹3 lakh loan from the Allahabad Bank and was depressed as he was unable to repay. “My uncle was depressed due to the farm loan he had



taken a few years ago. He was happy when the Yogi Adityanath Government announced farm loan waiver. But he was depressed when he found that he could not benefit from the waiver,” Shivam told the media. “On Tuesday he went to his room and shot himself in the head,” he added. Sudhir Panwar, an activist, said the government’s announcement that ₹30,729 crore loan would be waived did not match the total loan taken by farmers.
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IN BRIEF



Film awards relect diversity: Pranab Regional movies hog the limelight; K. Viswanath takes home Phalke honour Press Trust of India New Delhi



Eman Ahmed to leave for Abu Dhabi today MUMBAI



After spending 82 days in Mumbai's Saifee Hospital and shedding more than 350 kgs with the minutely designed treatment programme and a surgery, Egyptian national Eman Ahmed Abd El Aty will leave for Abu Dhabi on Thursday. Ms. Ahmed, who weighed 500 kg, had now come down to 170 kg. Her treatment will be continued in Burjeel Hospital.



‘New front, if Mulayam doesn’t take over SP’ ETAWAH



Blaming Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh Yadav for the party’s losses in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly and Lok Sabha polls, senior leader Shivpal Yadav said on Wednesday that he would form a new front unless the reins of the organisation were handed over to Mulayam Singh Yadav. PTI



President Pranab Mukherjee on Wednesday presented the National Film Awards to this year’s winners who included Bollywood star Akshay Kumar (best actor) and Rajesh Mapuskar (best director) as well as the prestigious Dadasaheb Phalke to renowned filmmaker and actor K. Viswanath. He said he was happy that the 64th edition of the awards represented a “microcosm” of India and celebrates the diversity of languages, customs, religions and culture. “Indian cinema and its diversity convey the underlying spirit of brotherhood, tolerance, acceptance and co-existence,” Mr. Mukherjee said at the ceremony.



Highest recognition Mr. Viswanath became the 48th recipient of the Dadasaheb Phalke award, the highest recognition in Indian cinema, which consists of a golden lotus, a citation, cash



Top honour: Veteran Telugu ilmmaker K. Viswanath and wife with actor Anil Kapoor at the 64th National Film Awards function in New Delhi on Wednesday. SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY *



prize of ₹10 lakh and a shawl. Akshay was honoured for his portrayal of a patriotic naval officer in Rustom, a court room drama directed by Tinu Suresh Desai, which is loosely based on the 1959 Nanavati murder case. He received the Rajat Kamal and ₹50,000. C.M. Surabhi got the best actress award for her role in the Malayalam film Minnaminungu. She received the Rajat Kamal and ₹50,000. Neerja, directed by Ram



Madhvani, was awarded the best Hindi film. It is based on the 1986 hijacking incident during which flight attendant Neerja Bhanot was killed by terrorists while saving passengers. Sonam Kapoor received a special mention for her role in the film. Amitabh Bachchan-starrer Pink, a female-centric court room drama by Bengali filmmaker Aniruddha Roy Chowdhury, won the award for best film on social issues. Marathi movie Kasaav led



Laws routinely used against press, says Justice Shah



SC rejects plea of rape convict



‘Political manipulation threatens very idea of a free press’



Legal Correspondent



Udhav Naig CHENNAI



“Whether it is the laws of defamation or the laws of contempt or laws of sedition — all of these are routinely and worryingly used against the press in India,” said former Chief Justice of the Delhi and Madras High Courts Ajith Prakash Shah. Justice Shah was delivering the convocation address at the Asian College of Journalism in Chennai on Wednesday. Delivering the Lawrence Dana Pinkham Memorial Lecture on the ‘Free Press and laws of contempt, defamation and sedition,’ on World Press Freedom Day, Justice Shah elaborated on how to be on the right side of defamation, contempt and sedition laws in such a way that the press can remain free, independent and critical. In his introductory remarks, N. Ram, Trustee, Media Development Foundation and Chairman, Kasturi and Sons Ltd, said, “Several newspapers in developed countries now put their content behind a pay wall, unlike in India, and they have begun to earn significant digital revenue. There is no evidence yet [that] a viable business and revenue model is available for stand alone digital journalism. For young people in developed countries, it has become extraordinarily difficult to find jobs... The Indian situation has been quite different. With all the news media still in the growth mode, prospects for employment and



CM YK



Talent honoured: Justice A.P. Shah presenting the ACJ Awards for Investigative Journalism 2016 to Jay Mazoomdaar (left) and Shyamlal Yadav (centre) at a function in Chennai on Wednesday. K.V. SRINIVASAN *



career development has been quite bright. It has fully reflected in ACJ placement experience year after year. ACJ has also received record number of applications for 2017-2018,” he said.



Scribes honoured The evening also saw presentation of the Asian College of Journalism Award for Investigative Journalism for 2016, to Shyamlal Yadav and Jay Mazoomdaar of The Indian Express. The duo were presented a trophy, citation and ₹2 lakh for their series on Jan Dhan accounts titled 'The One Rupee Trick' in September, 2016. The winners were chosen from 84 entries by a three member jury consisting of Mr. Shah, well-known economist and columnist Jayati Ghosh and former Chief Editor of Outlook Krishna Prasad. Reading out the citation,



Mr. Krishna Prasad, said, “ In the jury’s considered view, the series measured up to the basic canons of contextual reporting — exposing wrongdoing in a flagship government scheme in the larger public interest. In doing so, Yadav and Mazoomdaar drew the nation’s attention to how public servants have fallen prey to perception management in a media-saturated era, by spending out of their own pocket to dress up data." The jury also made a special mention of four other entries: Nikhil M Babu in India Spend: Unspent Money For Dalits/Tribals, Raghu Karnad and Grace Jajo in Akshar Magazine: Confessions of a Killer Policeman, Kumar Sambhav Shrivastava in Hindustan Times: The Jungle Gangs of Jharkhand, Utkarsh Anand in the Indian Express: The Great Government Bank Write Off.



the regional cinema dominance bagging the best feature film honour and was awarded the Swarna Kamal and ₹2,50,000 each to the director and producer. Kasaav, directed by Sunil Sukhtankar and Sumitra Bhave, revolves around the issue of depression and environment conservation. Veteran actor Mohan Agashe produced the film. Kashmiri actress Zaira Wasim was given the best supporting actress award for her role in Dangal, while Nagesh Kukunoor’s Dhanak was honoured as the best children’s film. Mapuskar took home the best director award for his film Ventilator. Actor Mohanlal received the Special Jury award for his work in films like Pulimurugan. The awards for the best male playback singer went to Sundharayyar for Tamil movie Joker for the song ‘Jasmine E’, while the best female playback singer award went to Iman Chakraborty for ‘Tumi Jaake’ from the Bengali film Praktan.



SC considers abortion plea of HIV victim Legal Correspondent New Delhi



The Supreme Court on Wednesday directed an AIIMS medical board to examine an HIV-positive destitute rape victim, who is 26 weeks pregnant, for medical termination of pregnancy. A Bench led by Justice Dipak Misra said a woman who had undergone so much of suffering should not be forced to suffer further. “... A woman, who has already become a destitute, being sexually assaulted and suffering from a serious ailment, should not go through further suffering. The quintessential purpose of life is the dignity of life and all efforts are to be made to sustain it,” the court said. The medical board was asked to report back on May 8. The Patna High Court had rejected the woman’s plea to abort, saying it was a compelling responsibility of the state to keep the child alive.



I-T Commissioner, Essar Group MD held for graft Oicial sought ₹2 cr. for settling appeal



NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Wednesday rejected the review petition filed by 55year-old Maharsahtra resident Vasanta Sampat Dupare and confirmed his death penalty for the rape and murder of a four-yearold in Nagpur in 2008. Dupare, who raped the victim and then stoned her to death, sought his death penalty commuted to life on the mitigating factors that he had reformed in prison. He placed before the court that he had completed Bachelors preparatory programme offered by the Indira Gandhi National Open University and finished the Gandhi Vichar Pariksha and had participated in a drawing competition in January 2016. He asserted that his jail record was blemishless. However, a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra, Rohinton F. Nariman and U.U. Lalit remained unimpressed by the submissions. The court rejected the review petition, saying that “in our considered view, no case is made out to take a different view in the matter.”



Special Correspondent Mumbai/Visakhapatnam



The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) on Tuesday arrested B.B. Rajendra Prasad, Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals-30), from Mumbai and five others, including the Managing Director of the Essar Group of Companies, on Wednesday in a graft case. The CBI sources said: “The Balaji Trust in Mumbai in which Essar Investments Ltd, a part of the Essar Group of Companies, is a trustee, had filed an income



tax appeal through their chartered accountants and the appeal had come before Prasad for hearing. Prasad promised to pass a favourable order in exchange for ₹2 crore. Inquiries also revealed that Pradip Mittal, MD with the Essar Group, was personally monitoring the payment of bribe to Prasad,” said a CBI officer. Mr. Prasad, who was on leave in Vishakapatnam, wanted the amount to be delivered there, following which the CBI laid a trap, the officer said.



NITI Aayog for less teaching, more research Favours hiring of faculty from abroad Jacob Koshy NEW DELHI



To ensure that investments in research better translate to more products and bolster “innovation and development” The National Institution for the Transformation of India (NITI) Aayog has recommended that faculty at “world class” institutions prioritise research and be allowed to “reduce their teaching responsibility,” if required. Such universities also ought to be allowed to recruit research staff from abroad and be encouraged to compete for research projects from industry. The so-called ‘world class universities’ are part of a government-outlined plan to raise funding for 10 public and 10 private universities and mould them into institutions that rank among the world’s best. The names of these institutions are expected to be made public later this year.



Vision document The NITI Aayog suggestions stem from a three-year vision document that outlines targets and goals the Ministries — from railways to environment — ought to achieve by 2020. Universities ought to be ranked according to metrics such as teaching, research output and funding won from the private sector. “Gradually, this model may be extended to bring other universities in the fold,” the report adds. The NITI Aayog also pitches for a new ‘National Science, Technology and Innovation Foundation’



headed by a distinguished scientist. This will coordinate with science and technology departments, ministries, governments and private sector bodies and deliberate on national issues and recommend interventions. Such an organisation will review progress of projects every six months and propose “course corrections” for achieving these goals.



Database of schemes The organisation also proposes a database of all existing schemes related to science and technology across ministries and departments. This will have information on the coordinating ministry, its objectives and available funds. Its key purpose would be to avoid “duplication of efforts, reduce approval times, increase accountability and collaboration between entities and measured outcomes,” the report adds. The organisation has also pushed for more public private partnerships. S&T projects, the report notes, are “different than those” in infrastructure primarily because they are riskier and take longer to fructify. “We should develop clear guidelines for implementing these projects…and administer a clear funding mechanism for government financing,” it notes. Given the government’s “limited funds” the NITI Aayog recommends research priorities to water management, agriculture, energy, waste management, health, connectivity and security.
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The dragon beckons India should ask China if it’s willing to address its concerns so as to enable participation at the BRI meet



Short-sighted ploy



Infosys, trumped As IT companies adapt to new visa regimes, the case for free trade must not be given up



I



nfosys’s decision to hire 10,000 local workers in the U.S. has caused concerns over the impact of President Donald Trump’s restrictive visa policy for skilled workers. Explaining the move, Infosys CEO Vishal Sikka said it is purely a business decision focussed on building the company’s capabilities in ields such as artiicial intelligence and cloud computing. Indian IT companies have been under pressure to adapt nimbly to the restrictive visa regimes being put in place not just in the U.S. but also in key markets such as the U.K. and Australia. As a matter of fact, these companies had been gearing up to become visa-independent even before Mr. Trump’s rise to power. In 2015-16, for instance, Infosys hired 2,144 people in the Americas, increasing its workforce in the region by over a quarter. In 2016, Tata Consultancy Services, another IT giant, made only about 4,000 U.S. visa applications, compared to about 14,000 a year before. The trend is likely to only strengthen. Not surprisingly, there is now increasing speculation that many Indian IT giants will refrain from sponsoring H-1B visas for junior engineers. The exact impact of Mr. Trump’s immigration stance on overseas hiring is diicult to gauge. Going by the numbers, the plan to hire 10,000 local employees looks signiicant compared to Infosys’s current foreign workforce in the U.S., which is estimated to be in the range of 20,000 to 30,000. Yet, while individual companies adapt to the new political economy in the West, it does not diminish New Delhi’s responsibility to make a case for more open immigration policies for India’s skilled workers. The economic rationale behind the free movement of labour is that it promotes economic eiciency. This, as economists from David Ricardo to Jagdish Bhagwati have pointed out, increases the size of global economic output despite the costs. It is obvious that the tightening of immigration is likely to have a net negative efect on the global economy. Also, investment in advanced technologies itself, such as by Infosys, could be a measure to deal with high labour costs in the U.S. Artiicial intelligence has already helped IT companies cut labour costs. In any case, job losses owing to automation are likely to accelerate, which is of course not an issue that afects the IT sector alone. While putting forward the argument that they create thousands of American jobs makes business sense for companies such as Infosys in their most critical market, it runs the risk of bolstering the narrative against the free movement of labour across borders. Sadly, since the beneits of globalisation are difused among billions of people while its costs are concentrated on a smaller but organised group, such adjustments often end up validating populist, protectionist policies. CM YK



p.s. raghavan n March 17, the United Nations Security Council adopted a resolution on security in Afghanistan. It includes a reference to regional development initiatives such as China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). China promptly announced that this reference (possibly inserted at its instance) relected a global consensus on the BRI. This is part of an intensifying campaign to mobilise high-level attendance at a summit — the Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation (BRF) — being hosted by China in mid-May. The declared purpose is to review progress of the BRI, obtain perspectives of stakeholders and plan new trajectories of cooperation.



O



The grand design The BRI originated from two speeches by President Xi Jinping in Central Asia in 2013, outlining plans for China’s global outreach through connectivity and infrastructure development. The Silk Road Economic Belt includes land corridors from China through Central Asia and Russia to Europe with spurs to West Asia and to Pakistan — the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The 21st century Maritime Silk Road links China’s east coast through major sea lanes to Europe in the west and the Paciic in the east. Together, they constitute the BRI (originally “One Belt One Road”, until the Chinese recently changed the name). The concept was subsequently leshed out with multiple justiications and project ideas, inally giving it wings as the



tries may prevail over considerations of economic beneit; local elites may corner the “spoils” from new projects, thereby exacerbating social tensions; and inancing strategies may result in countries sleepwalking into a debt trap (the Hambantota development projects in Sri Lanka provide a telling example). Much will depend on how sensitive China is to international and local concerns on these counts. However, even if only a part of the grand BRI design is eventually implemented, it could have a major political and economic impact.



grand strategic vision of President Xi. Among Chinese objectives of the BRI are inding outlets for excess capacity of its manufacturing and construction industries, increasing economic activity in its relatively underdeveloped western region, and creating alternative energy supply routes to the choke points of the Straits of Hormuz and Malacca, through which almost all of China’s maritime oil imports pass. The political subtext is strengthening China’s inluence over swathes of Asia and Africa, buttressing its ambitions to be a maritime power, and developing inancing structures parallel to (and eventually competing with) the Bretton Woods system. It is a rich mix of economic, developmental, strategic and geopolitical motives. It is also the most ambitious global infrastructure project ever envisaged by one country. Connectivity and infrastructure development are unexceptionable objectives. Much of Asia lacks them and the inances required to develop them. The devil is in the detail. Analysts have highlighted a number of potential issues: Chinese overcapacity may override host countries’ development priorities in project selection; political tensions between coun-



India and the mid-May meet Oicially, India says it cannot endorse the BRI in its present form, since it includes the CPEC, which runs through Indian territory under illegal Pakistani occupation (Gilgit-Baltistan). Some analysts have argued for the more “pragmatic” approach of a partial endorsement: as the initiative rolls out in various countries, India can engage with them (and with China) to promote projects that would be of beneit. Judging from recent Chinese actions, their major focus today is not so much securing endorsement for the BRI as ensuring high-level global attendance at the BRF.



Scope for give and take India should ask China whether it is willing to address its concerns in such a way as to enable high-level Indian participation. Would China be willing to declare that the CPEC is not a component of the BRI but a separate bilateral China-Pakistan project? The sovereignty issue needs to be addressed. China’s Foreign Minister declared that the CPEC does not change Beijing’s stand on Jammu and Kashmir. A senior



Chinese diplomat was more explicit, drawing attention to Article 6 of the 1963 China-Pakistan “boundary” agreement (in which Pakistan ceded the “Trans-Karakoram tract” to China), wherein the two sides agreed that after the J&K issue is resolved, China would renegotiate the boundary with the relevant sovereign country. Would China be willing to say the same today about the CPEC — that once the status of Gilgit-Baltistan is agreed bilaterally between India and Pakistan, China will renegotiate with the sovereign authority the terms of transit of the corridor? China argues that connectivity provided by the BRI would enhance economic cooperation and promote peace. Will it walk its altruistic talk and include the existing land corridor from India to Afghanistan, through Pakistan, in the BRI? This corridor would intersect the CPEC and may therefore open new routes for Chinese goods to both India and Afghanistan, besides promoting India, Pakistan and Afghanistan trade. With its investment in the CPEC now estimated at over $60 billion, its increasing bilateral assistance to Pakistan and its growing military presence in that country, China is in a strong position to persuade Pakistan to recognise that this is in its best economic interest: it may even transform the CPEC into a commercially viable project. The Indian government may have other ideas on reciprocal actions. The short point is that the strong Chinese interest for a highlevel Indian presence at the BRF may provide New Delhi the opportunity to extract something of commensurate value in return.



P.S. Raghavan is Convenor of the National Security Advisory Board and formerly Secretary in the Ministry of External Afairs. Views expressed here are personal



In search of gentle death A judgment in the U.K. that weighed in on dispassionate medical opinion and a passionate appeal by the parents



v. ramasubramanian



O



n April 11, 2017, Justice Nicholas Francis of the family division of the High Court of England and Wales gave a ruling which I doubt very much, whether I, as a judge, would have had the courage to give. He said: “With the heaviest of hearts, but with complete conviction that it would be in the best interests” of an eightmonth-old boy, the hospital which was treating the baby could withdraw the treatment, save for palliative care, to enable the little darling “to die with dignity”. The parents had made an emotional appeal to give the baby a chance — a window that was open, however small it was — so that they could take the baby to the United States for treatment. From the time the doctor in the U.S. had indicated the possibility of treatment, they had been able to raise £12,67,080 through a GoFundMe webpage. But the judge had the courage of conviction to reject it since the success of such treatment was admittedly highly uncertain as it had not even been tested on mouse models. The baby was born on August 4, 2016 with a condition called mito-



chondrial DNA depletion syndrome (MDDS). This is an autosomal recessive disorder, and the baby had the encephalopathic form which causes progressive muscle weakness and brain damage. While the doctors at the Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) in London, where the baby was being treated, were of the unanimous opinion that it would not be in the best interests of the child to subject him to a therapy known as nucleoside bypass therapy, the doctor in the U.S. claimed that the therapy ofered by him was a pioneering one.



Course of the case Justice Francis not only made the consultant at GOSH who was treating the child speak to the doctor in the U.S. but also recorded his evidence by teleconference. The U.S. doctor conirmed during his interaction that he had never treated anyone who had encephalopathy with nucleoside therapy and that he could not provide any scientiic evidence to show that a patient with such a syndrome would respond positively to treatment. After a great deal of discussion with experts in the ield, the judge found no evidence to show that nucleoside therapy can cross the blood/brain barrier, which it must do to treat the RRM2B gene. The boy sufers from the RRM2B mutation of MDDS. Therefore, the judge was convinced that exposing the child to



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Winning back Kashmir The article, “Winning back the Valley” (May 3), is conspicuously reticent about ofering speciic solutions to douse the lames of unrest in Kashmir. The writer has uncritically propagated the myth of the “unattached militant” to make the current phase of political turmoil appear as purely home-grown. It is no secret that the “boys and girls” who pelt stones at security personnel would not come to the streets but for their brainwashing by elements hostile to India. If they had been worried about employment, they should be equipping themselves academically rather than risking their lives in confronting the police and the army. The question is, who is indoctrinating them? The spurt in terrorist attacks on the army has to be seen as in this context. If pumping thousands of crores of rupees as developmental money into



Uncertain recovery



nucleoside therapy may perhaps beneit medical science, on account of its possible outcome, but ruled that such experimentation would not be in the best interests of the child unless there was a prospect of beneit for him. Tossed between a dispassionate medical opinion rendered by experts in the ield and a passionate appeal from the parents to allow them to do anything under the sun to save the child, the judge answered a question that would normally surface in the mind of a common man: “some people may ask why the court has any function in this process; why can’t the parents make this decision on their own? The answer is that although the parents have parental responsibility, overriding control is vested in the court exercising its independent and objective judgment in the child’s best interest”.



Finding that a child of a tender age was actually “lying in bed, unable to move, fed through a tube, breathing through a machine and uncertain to recover from the nucleoside therapy”, the judge eventually came to the conclusion that the doctors should be permitted to remove the life support system and give only palliative care and allow the child to die with dignity. The judge concluded his opinion with a tribute to the parents of the baby for their absolute dedication to their “wonderful boy” from the day he was born and also their brave and digniied campaign on his behalf. The beauty of this judgment is that it is apparently illed with emotions, but was nonetheless the product of a strong intellect. It assumes signiicance in the wake of the fact that there is no law in the United Kingdom which sanctions the right to die with dignity. This is in contrast to the U.S. where the States of California and Colorado



have statutes known as End-of-Life Options Act, 2016. The State of Oregon has an Act known as Death with Dignity Act, 1997. The State of Vermont has an Act called Patient Choice and Control at End of Life Act, 2013, and Washington has its Death with Dignity Act, 2008. But what distinguishes most of the cases that arise under those statutes in the U.S. from the case on hand is that in cases arising under those statutes, the claim is based upon the right and will of the terminally ill person to make a choice. But in the case on hand, the court had to make a choice on behalf of a baby who was incapable of making a choice of his own. It requires a great deal of courage and conviction for a judge to make a choice of this nature, contrary to the wishes of the biological parents. The paradox is that in a country like ours where death is perceived by religious beliefs merely to be a transition from one form of life to another, many of us might not have exercised the same choice as Justice Francis did, though he must have surely read what was said in Deuteronomy 30:11-19: “I have set before you life and death, blessing and curse. Therefore choose life, that you and your ofspring may live”. Justice V. Ramasubramanian is with the High Court of Judicature at Hyderabad for the States of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



Kashmir has not brought the population closer to India, appeals for peace would only evoke contempt. While enjoying the fruits of power, the State’s political elites have preferred to sit on the fence without attempting to act as interlocutors between the local populations and the Central government. Central rule must be imposed conveying the message that winning hearts and minds doesn’t mean capitulating before manufactured insurgencies. V.N. Mukundarajan, Thiruvananthapuram



Jingoistic nationalism cannot subsume the aspirations of the disafected and alienated people of Kashmir. New Delhi has no moral authority to criticise the so-called radicalisation in the Valley when it is asserting a right-wing agenda in the rest of the country. The resolution of the Kashmir dispute needs



■



Pointing out that the intellectual milestone for a judge in a case of this nature was to ind out what is in the child’s best interest and that the judge must look at the question from the assumed point of view of the child, the judge agreed that there is a strong presumption in favour of a course of action which will prolong life. But such a presumption is rebuttable.
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y launching impeachment proceedings in Parliament against Supreme Court Chief Justice Sushila Karki, the ruling coalition government in Nepal has ignited yet another crisis at an already fraught political moment — before the scheduled local polls later this month. The proximate reasons for the motion of impeachment relate to the Chief Justice’s decision to set aside the appointment of a police chief by the government over the issue of seniority and to recommend the elevation of another claimant. The two biggest parties in the coalition, the Communist Party of Nepal (MaoistCentre) led by Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal and the Nepali Congress of Sher Bahadur Deuba, have accused her of interfering with executive powers. However, the timing of the motion and its implications, with the judge due to retire in a month’s time, suggest a narrow-minded political strategy. Since the motion was signed by more than one-fourth of the members of the legislature, Justice Karki was suspended immediately under a constitutional provision that has been misused by the CPN(M-C) and the Nepali Congress. She is seen by Nepal’s civil society as being fairly independentminded in a judiciary that is politicised. The Maoists were upset by a recent court decision to reject clemency for a Maoist leader convicted for a murder committed during the civil war. Mr. Deuba reportedly feared being hauled up on contempt charges, which could have made his elevation to the post of Prime Minister diicult. The government’s initiation of impeachment proceedings over a debatable issue of judicial overreach and for such expedient reasons threatens the separation of powers in the ledgling republic. The impeachment proceedings have political consequences as well. One of the alliance partners, the Rastriya Prajatantra Party, has decided to withdraw support to the coalition, making the ruling arrangement more fragile. Deputy Prime Minister and Home Minister Bimalendra Nidhi, also of the Nepali Congress, has resigned in protest against the motion. With the government unable to rope in the opposition led by the CPN (Uniied Marxist-Leninist) to agree to amendments in the Constitution that will address the concerns of Madhesi parties over a federal redrawing of boundaries, the prospects of smooth conduct of local body elections were already dim. The tussle with the judiciary and the frivolous use of impeachment makes any understanding with the opposition prior to the elections even more unlikely. If local elections are not held in May as scheduled, it will also make it diicult for sets of constitutionally mandated parliamentary elections to be held by the January 2018 deadline. All said, the action of impeachment of a serving Chief Justice is yet another indictment of the Nepali political class, which needs to rise above petty and narrow interests after its momentous achievement of overturning the monarchy a decade ago.
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The move to impeach the Chief Justice is a setback to the separation of powers in Nepal



Whatever its other objectives, the principal role of the forum is to showcase international endorsement of President Xi’s strategic vision of economic cooperation for peace. The forum is timed to enable him to carry this aura of global recognition into the 19th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party later this year, where he will put his policy stamp on his second term as party general secretary. As of April 21, China conirmed attendance of 28 heads of state and government at the BRF. They include leaders of Russia, Turkey, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Indonesia. This is a relatively disappointing list. The U.S. of course, but also Germany, France and the U.K. will not be represented at the top level (because of their leaders’ domestic preoccupations). There are only two each from South Asia, Central Asia and Africa and none from West Asia. It is no wonder then that China is launching an allout charm ofensive to attract more quality attendance at the forum. India has also been a target, since it has apparently not yet conveyed the level of its attendance. China’s argument, that India would be “isolating” itself by staying out, is a pressure tactic: roads, ports and railways are public goods, which cannot be open to some and closed to others, based on nationality.



more than the reiteration of the stand that Kashmir is a part of India. G. David Milton, Maruthancode, Tamil Nadu



Soldier deaths Pakistan has exceeded all limits in its nefarious and persistent attempts to needle India. Violating a ceaseire to kill Indian soldiers is bad enough. Mutilating the bodies is unpardonable. The extent of cruelty is unthinkable. By this, the Pakistan Army has proved that it is no diferent from terrorists. India needs to rethink its strategy and aggressively counter Pakistan’s ill-conceived designs. It needs to be taught a lesson in a language it understands. Srinivasan Umashankar, Nagpur



Even after the incident of killing and mutilation of the bodies of two Indian soldiers has sent shockwaves, it is shameful that Pakistan still demands



■



proof when prima facie evidence points to misadventure by Pakistan. There is no doubt that not only does Pakistan shelter and support terror but it also carries out despicable acts which are a crime against humanity. There has to be a strong message to Pakistan that denial and defending barbaric practices is no longer acceptable. K.R. Srinivasan, Secunderabad



An Indian boycott? It is unfortunate that India’s participation in the upcoming ICC Champions Trophy in England is uncertain. It is not just the Indian cricket fan who is confused over this ambiguity but even Indian cricketers who are unsure whether they will get a chance to defend the title (‘Sport’ – “Magnanimity is the call of the hour for BCCI”, May 3). The BCCI appears lummoxed on this issue after it has lost the ICC



vote and a signiicant revenue share. If the BCCI still thinks that it is the superpower of world cricket, it is sadly mistaken. Cricket is far bigger than



any individual player or a cricket board. R. Sivakumar, Chennai



more letters online: www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/



corrections & clarifications: A report (May 3, 2017) on a serving Indian Air Force pilot — who was injured in a MiG-21 crash in 2005 and awarded ₹55 lakh as compensation by the Delhi High Court for being exposed to “unreasonable risk” was erroneously headlined: “High Court grants ₹55 lakh compensation to MiG-21 crash survivor.” It should have been “orders” instead of “grants”. There was a reference in the third paragraph of the Editorial page article, “Guided by the Constitution” (May 2, 2017) to “rights in Part IV and aspirations in Part IV” co-existing in harmony.” It should have been rights in Part III and aspirations in Part IV. In the report headlined “Parrikar likely to contest from Panaji Assembly seat” (May 2, 2017), Mr. Manohar Parrikar was wrongly described as a Rajya Sabha Member from Lucknow. Actually, members to the Rajya Sabha are elected at the level of States — Uttar Pradesh, in this instance. “LinkedIn India crosses 40 million active users mark” — read a Business page headline (April 30, 2017). LinkedIn has clariied that their user count does not specify either active or inactive users. The opening sentence of “Franco-Russian ties: Orthodox & unorthodox” (Paris Despatch, April 30, 2017) erroneously said it’s hard to miss the symbolism of a structure on the right bank of the Seine in Paris. It should have been the left bank. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com
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Sorry, we owe you no apology



Guarding the gatekeepers



In the new model of the state, everyone is supposedly accountable, no one is speciically responsible



Practising journalism in the age of social media



the current discourse, ‘governance’ implies a lean state whose main job is to coordinate non-government actors of different kinds. They now occupy centre stage in a so-called partnership system. Two kinds of partnerships have emerged: between the state and private businesses; and between the state and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). Thinner staffing and decline in the quality of public services have forced people to try private providers. When one provider doesn’t satisfy, you are expected to try another one. This new reality disperses the responsibility to serve the citizen’s needs so much that no one seems answerable.



It must have been a difficult decision for the Chief Executive Officer of United Airlines, a major American airline, to apologise following outrage over alleged mistreatment of a passenger of Asian origin by airline staff. Initially, the company tried to blame the passenger, a doctor, who was forcibly evicted from his seat and dragged down the aisle by employees. Despite evidence available on video, the company maintained that the doctor was an unruly passenger. Eventually, in the face of persistent public outcry, the company’s head felt that it was better — because it was cheaper — to apologise. In our own country, people apologise only when they feel compelled to do so by the fear that their longterm interests will be hurt. More common are half-apologies that impute part of the blame to those seeking the apology. The argument goes that had the latter not manipulated the message and misunderstood it, there would have been no need for an apology. However, even a grudgingly made apology is better than denial of an obvious blame or its cause.



Shifting the blame A denial of reality is what happened in the recent case of attacks on young African students residing in Greater Noida, a township near the nation’s capital. An official apology would have improved our tarnished international image, but we chose to reject the charge of racism. A similar case related to that concerning a report by the National Green Tribunal detailing the ecological damage suffered by the Yamuna river due to a mega-spiritual event conducted last year. Instead of apologising or agreeing to pay a fine, the organisers questioned the environmental court’s assessment. Their argument was that if the river had been so “fragile and pure”, the authorities should not have permitted the event and, hence, the penalty should be on the concerned administrations. Despite being a laudable — and an inexpensive — option, apology remains unpopular because it signifies
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Krishna Kumar



weakness. In politics, an apology can elevate a leader to greatness, but few have the courage to take the risk for fear of looking weak or losing face. It is more expedient to let a dispensable head roll when a mistake comes to light. Usually, it is a civil servant on whom the responsibility can be fixed. In cases where a bureaucrat is indeed responsible for a bad decision or policy, it is pointless to exact an apology. A civil servant, on his part, doesn’t apologise and expects to be defended by colleagues and underlings. Even academic administrators don’t like apologising. They prefer marching on, letting the young pay the price, often without being aware of it. In any case, the idea of autonomy that universities believe to be their privilege enables their administrators to ignore criticism, both from within the institution and outside. In the world of business, apology is even more uncommon, partly because an apology does not end the matter. The head of United Airlines has apologised but the company will have to face a court case as well. May



be the apology came too late. Delay dilutes the element of sincerity. However, big business organisations, especially multinationals, are a little different from the bureaucracy. They take enormous time to weigh the consequences of an apology, thereby diminishing its effectiveness.



State-corporate nexus The state and the big business have now come closer across the world. In India, they were far apart until quite recently. In the early decades following Independence, public commentary on business houses was avoided. I recall being told by an editor to take out the name of a company I had included in an article on childhood malnutrition. That was in the early 1970s, when you were free to criticise state actors, but wary of naming a private company in public, apparently because it could give rise to a legal dispute. The media hence chose to focus on the political leadership. Conditions have changed quite radically over the last three decades, the change having made any acknowledgement of a mistake even rarer. In



Functional opacity A political consensus on these changes explains why the transition to the new arrangements has been so smooth. Terms like ‘accountability’ and ‘transparency’ are now propagated as the highest values in public life, enabling transition to a new model of the state without complaints about its functional opacity. This model of a minimalist state allows a greater scope for private services, encouraging an expansion of the role of business in areas like health, education, posts and so on. Enlargement of the private sector apparently fulfills the aspirations of the relatively mobile strata among the poor. The rich also feel freer from the constraints placed by state agencies. Thus, in education, the ‘international school market’ has grown side by side with that for non-elite private schools. As for the poorest, they are now being increasingly served by a partnership between the government and NGOs in many parts of the country. This model is more visible in regions where the proportion of the poor is high. Against this background, we can see why an acknowledgement of mistakes concerning poor quality of service, leave alone an apology, from any empowered actor is highly unlikely. The citizen has lost his right to be served by a disinterested state. Everyone is supposedly accountable, but no one is specifically responsible. The route to redressal is longer and the expectation of an apology looks more romantic than real. Krishna Kumar is former director of the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) and professor of education, Delhi University



Mandira Moddie These are challenging times for journalism. Two things have disrupted the way in which people access information, and therefore the practice of journalism itself: social media and the mobile phone. These two in combination have disrupted the way in which legacy newsrooms operate, forcing them to adapt to fast-changing technology. The Digital News Report 2016 by the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism found that 51% of their sample use social media as a source of news. According to the Global Web Index’s first-quarter report for 2017, 94% of digital consumers aged 16-64 say they have an account on at least one social media platform and 98% have visited/ used one within the last month; one in every three minutes spent online is devoted to social networking and messaging, with digital consumers engaging for a daily average of over two hours. At least 78% of the Internet population aged 16-64 is now networking via a mobile. Publishers are relying less and less on their websites and instead going where the audiences are — the social media platforms, on the mobile.



Big Brother is watching you For democracy to be practised at its best, there should be plurality of thought and a public sphere that is vibrant with a multitude of views. Jürgen Habermas, the guru of mass communication theory, has written about how mass media changed the concept of the public sphere from the free-flowing discussions in the coffee houses of 18th century Europe to the mediated space of mass media. Mr. Habermas’s public sphere was occupied by journalists and opinion makers; the audience, in turn, was expected to sift through the news and views to make informed decisions about the world in which they lived. The presumption in this model was that media organisations were driven by responsibility to the public while the audience was politically engaged, rational and discerning. Cut to the 1990s, when the media ecology changed drastically with the advent of the World Wide Web. The generation and distribution of news and opinion was no longer a linear process but networked. This was a medium that was democratic, accessible to all (at least in theory) and a place where multiple conversations could take place. It was felt that the rise of the Internet had given way to the decline of the newspaper but that



theory was soon debunked, and between 2000 and 2009, newspapers began setting up the online versions of their printed publications; this became a time of consolidation for the news media online as people would visit the websites of trusted publications for news. Twenty years on, the media landscape is very different. Large players like Google and Facebook have actually shrunk the space for public discourse and the very nature of news publishing has changed as a result. Big data, personalisation and distributed content are the watchwords today and news organisations are all jumping on the bandwagon. Increasingly, search engines such as Google and social media platforms such as Facebook deliver personalised content to users. Algorithms are now replacing news editors and opinion makers and they are getting more and more refined in learning from user behaviour. And as content has multiplied, Facebook and Google are privileging content based on engagement rather than its quality. The more people click, share, like, or comment on an article, the more likely it is to be served to someone else; and not because it is the best article on the subject. These filters limit people’s access to information, leading to the political polarisation and spread of fake news.



Returning to its roots The mainstay of journalism, holding power to account, is increasingly giving way online to publishing trivial content in the hope of attracting more users. In a bid to increase revenue, publishers are aiming for the largest number of page views, and dumbing down content and engaging in clickbait to reach more eyeballs. In such an environment, it is only a matter of time before readers will seek out trusted journalists and publishers who they can depend on to provide the news and information that is unbiased and accurate, and opinion that reflects multiple viewpoints and world views. This is a unique moment for journalism to fulfil its watchdog and gatekeeping roles and be publicly accountable for its content. However, to do this, journalists and their publishers also need to adapt to the new reading habits of their audiences and adapt to storytelling in different formats — not just text, but more interactive, visual formats. It is also an opportune moment for journalists to take full advantage of the social media tools that are available to them like Snapchat, Facebook Live and Twitter’s Periscope to connect with their readers without losing the core values of journalism so that they can continue to tell stories that resonate with the reader. [email protected]
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Happily never after



FIFTY YEARS AGO MAY 4, 1967



Non-project from consortium



The contrast between EU clarity and U.K. confusion on Brexit couldn’t be starker



Nearly $400 million out of the non-project assistance of $900 million promised by the Aid India Consortium will be given on the most flexible terms and can be set off by India against its repayment burden in 1967-68. India is scheduled to repay $365 million to donor-countries this year. This is said to be a major gain of the discussions held by the President of the World Bank, Mr. George Woods, with the Indian leaders earlier this week. Hitherto, even non-project aid has had to be used to purchase specific commodities in particular countries, namely, the donor nations. The only exception was the amount given by the International Development Association, an affiliate of the World Bank. The amount to be given this year on special terms has to be spent in the respective donorcountry, but not necessarily for purchases of any specific commodities. This would enable India use, the amount to pay off its debt. Rather than organise any additional assistance, the World Bank is trying to arrange for rescheduling of India’s debt by securing special terms for a portion of the non-project assistance already promised.
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AP



The U.K. and the European Union (EU) remain poles apart in their approaches to the former’s impending exit from the bloc. British Prime Minister Theresa May may be credited with the coinage of what has now become a political commonplace: “Brexit means Brexit.” But the rest of the bloc has painstakingly leshed out its substance. From the moment of the referendum outcome last June, European leaders have viewed the termination of Britain’s roughly four-decades-long membership of the bloc with resigned acceptance. Yet, they have remained steadfast on the stance that formal talks on the terms of withdrawal could not commence until London oicially notiied its decision under Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. Brussels circulated its draft negotiating guidelines within days of Britain triggering the exit clause on March 29. The bloc unanimously adopted that blueprint on Saturday. Not only does the text stipulate stringent conditions of departure; equally, it emphasises the need for an orderly, sequential process of its implementation. The guidelines, above all, aim to remove uncertainty at three levels. The foremost priority is to guarantee the rights and future of as many as 4.5 million EU and U.K. migrants resident in each other’s territory. These include Polish students in the U.K., British pensioners in Spain, Romanian nurses and doctors in Britain and engineers spread across diferent countries. The second uncertainty relates to the programmes funded by the common budget. These concern the beneiciaries of the social fund for the least-qualiied citizens, development assistance for the backward regions in the 28-nation bloc and common investments to address climate change and developing renewable energy. Brussels maintains that London must honour all these commitments it signed on to as an EU member. A third uncertainty sought to be addressed in the guidelines is the implication for the union’s external borders arising from Britain’s withdrawal from the common customs union. The likely implication for the U.K. in this regard is the potential of a united Ireland inside the EU, in the event of a vote in Belfast on reuniication with the Republic.



Ill-prepared U.K. Against this evolving backdrop, there has been no evidence so far of a coherent U.K. negotiating strategy. London’s decision to quit the single market was really not an option given that cherry-picking on the four fundamental EU freedoms was never on the cards. Similarly, her European counterparts have cautioned Ms. May not to entertain illusions about concluding a comprehensive trade deal to coincide with the end of the March 2019 withdrawal deadline. Britain’s inancial settlement to the bloc, estimated to be in the region of €60 billion, may similarly prove contentious. Ms. May seems to have calculated that a massive majority in Westminster would somehow strengthen her hand vis-à-vis Brussels. But the election that is materially signiicant to the rest of the bloc is the presidential run-of in Paris on Sunday. One gets the impression that an ill-prepared U.K. will one day discover that it sleepwalked out of the EU. CM YK
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FAQ



Skyscraper curse Economics An idea that seeks to link the construction of skyscrapers to the fate of the overall economy. It was first proposed in 1999 by Andrew Lawrence, an economist at a British investment bank. He argued that when investment in the construction of the tallest skyscrapers peaked, it usually coincided with the end of an economic boom and the likely onset of a recession. Other economists have sought to explain the phenomenon as signalling the temporary misallocation of capital into skyscraper construction being reversed eventually when the projects are exposed to be unviable. The reversal also marks the onset of a recession. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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Mystery Unravelled: blood falls of Antarctica http://bit.ly/redfalls



Flight of the common man From the current igure of 10 crore, UDAN aims to increase air passenger strength to 30 crore by 2022 Somesh Jha What is UDAN?



A regional connectivity scheme, UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Naagrik/Let The Common Man Fly) is aimed at reviving dormant airstrips in the country and helping passengers in Tier-II and Tier-III cities fly by air. At the heart of UDAN is the government’s decision to cap airfares at affordable levels — ₹2,500 for an hour’s flight — aimed at attracting people from the hinterland. Recently, five airlines — Air India, SpiceJet, Turbo Megha, Air Odisha and Air Deccan — won bids for 128 routes connecting 70 cities under the scheme. Why is it important?



Almost 10 crore domestic air tickets were sold in 2016, showing a robust growth of 23% compared to 2015. The government expects the number of tickets sold to go up to 30



crore by 2022 with the help of UDAN. Minister of State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha said recently that under the first phase of the scheme, 12 underserved airports and 50 unserved airports will be covered. How does the scheme work?



Airfare for a one-hour journey (covering approximately 500 km) is to be capped at ₹2,500 per seat. The airlines will be provided subsidy for three years in the range of ₹2,470-₹5,100 depending on the type of aircraft and distance covered. To ensure that they are able to retain business, airlines will get exclusive rights to fly on a regional route for the first three years. Routes are awarded through a reverse bidding auction, so the airline that asks for the least subsidy support gets the exclusive right to fly.



Who is funding the subsidy?



Airlines’ losses will be funded by passengers flying on national routes, and State governments. The Centre has set up a regional connectivity fund, to be financed by levying a cess of ₹7,500-₹8,500 on each departing domestic flight on major national routes. So, each passenger flying on a domestic route — apart from those in the Northeast — will be charged an additional amount of ₹50 (approximately).



Viceroy’s bereavement: India’s sympathy Great and widespread sympathy is felt in India with their Excellencies the Viceroy and Lady Chelmsford in the loss of their eldest son, Lieutenant the Hon’ble Frederic Thesiger, R.F.A. Reports received show that Lieutenant Thesiger was the forward observing officer to the guns during the action on April 30th. He had left his station during heavy fire to speak to the infantry brigadier whose troops he was supporting and in returning to his post was hit by a rifle bullet. He succumbed to his injuries on the following day and was buried in the military cemetery at Baghdad on 2nd May, the Service being conducted by the Bishop of Nagpur. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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What about the airfares?



Airfares may range from ₹1,420 to ₹3,500 for flights covering a distance of 150 to 800 km. Airlines will provide lower airfare on 50% of the seats — for a maximum of 40 seats on a fixed-wing aircraft — and will be free to charge market price for the rest of them. M ND-ND
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FROM PAGE ONE



Trail of blood leads to Pakistan, says India



Kashmir seizes Centre’s attention Home Minister holds review meeting for the third consecutive day after attack along the LoC Pakistani forces, and the killing of another seven people, five of them policemen, in a terror attack in Kulgam district. Both the incidents took place on Monday.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



“The Ministry advised the NGO that it was not an appropriate time for such exchanges after we learnt that the children had crossed over to India on May 1,” Mr Baglay said. The students who had reached India on 1 May were scheduled to travel to Agra and interact with Indian students when they were informed about the visa cancellation. Similarly, India denied visas to Pakistan’s squash and wrestling teams that were to participate in the Asian Championship between May 10-14. “Terrorism and sports can’t go along and Pakistan should understand that. The relation between India and Pakistan can be cordial only after Pakistan stops sponsoring cross border terror-



ism,” Sports Minister Vijay Goel told reporters. "India takes these things very seriously. We are not at loss, our decision to stop bilateral sporting ties with Pakistan will force Pakistani people to put pressure on their government to act against terrorism. The entire world knows Pakistan is sponsoring terrorism," he added. However, despite the escalating war of words following the May 1 incident which took place when India was hosting President Recep Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey, the government maintained that the problem in Jammu and Kashmir remains a bilateral issue. “There is no ambiguity about that,” the spokesperson clarified when asked about international opinion about the Kashmir issue.



Even as intelligence inputs continue to warn that the situation in Kashmir is getting worse this summer, Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh reviewed the security scene in the troubled State for the third consecutive day on Wednesday. Sources said National Security Adviser Ajit Doval, Intelligence Bureau Director Rajiv Jain, and Research and Analysis Wing chief Anil Dhasmana attended the meeting. While such meetings chaired by the Home Minister are a regular affair, the significance this time is that it comes against the back-



Anarchy continues: A protest in Budgam, south-west of Srinagar on Wednesday. drop of dramatic events that have unfolded in Kashmir and along the Line of Control in the recent days. Wednesday’s review came



a day after Jammu and Kashmir Governor N.N. Vohra met Mr. Singh to discuss the security situation. Over the past few days,



*



AP



the situation in the Kashmir Valley has taken a turn for the worse with the mutilation of the bodies of two Indian soldiers, allegedly by



J&K militants loot two banks Incidents point to swelling militant ranks, says police oicer



Aadhaar linkage critics put in a spot He said Aadhaar was foolproof as PAN was in 1975. “Biometric technology is the best system in 2016,” Mr. Sengupta submitted. The government said Aadhaar, rather than causing inequality, bolstered equality between honest taxpayers and those who had till now evaded tax. Mr. Divan rebutted by taking on the court’s pointer that there was no individual freedom of choice when it came to tax laws formed by the State, in this case Section 139AA. He said Section 139AA was hardly a fiscal statute. Instead, it definitely invited judicial review and interpretation. “Section 139AA engrafts the entire machinery and procedure used in Aadhaar Act. Section 139AA is a dir-



ect invasion of fundamental rights using the Aadhaar Act, which is a non-fiscal law,” Mr. Divan argued. He submitted that there was indeed a direct collision between the voluntary nature of the Aadhaar Act of 2016 and Section 139AA which made it mandatory for a person to possess an Aadhaar card to file income tax returns and continue to have a valid PAN. Mr. Divan said a citizen is “entitled” and not “obliged” under the Aadhaar Act to obtain an Aadhaar card to access certain benefits. He pointed to several provisions which mandate that the enrolling authority should first inform the citizen about where biometric details collected from him would be used.



Peerzada Ashiq Srinagar



Militants on Wednesday looted two branches of the Ellaquai Dehati Bank (EDB) within a span of two hours in south Kashmir’s Pulwama district. In another incident on Tuesday night in Shopian district, also in south Kashmir, five service rifles were snatched from court guards. Around noon, three armed militants barged into a branch of the EDB, at remote Wahibugh in Pulwama district, 30 km from capital Srinagar. “Apparently ₹4.92 lakh is missing. The final estimation of the looted amount is still being ascertained,” a senior police official told The Hindu. Within two hours of the first robbery, armed militants again struck, in Pulwama’s Nihama, and robbed another EDB branch of ₹1.60 lakh. It was the third such incident in 24 hours. Around ₹65,000 was



‘Data leaks not from UIDAI, but from States’



Easy target: Security personnel at a bank branch which was looted by militants in Pulwama district on Wednesday. PTI *



looted from another EDB branch located in Kader village, Shopian district, on Tuesday, according to the police. Five service rifles, including four INSAS and one AK-47, were snatched from five policemen guarding the District Court Complex, Shopian, on Tuesday night. The policemen have been suspended. The incident took place just 700 metres from the nearest police sta-



tion. On Monday, militants took away five service rifles after killing five policemen, guarding a cash van, in Kulgam.



Vulnerable A top counter-insurgency police officer told The Hindu that the EDB branches remain easy targets for militants given their locations in the interiors of the districts. The police have already categorised many of these



branches in south Kashmir as “hyper sensitive”. “The growing incidents of looting of banks and weapons only point to the swelling militant ranks in south Kashmir. According to the police data, Pulwama, out of four districts in south Kashmir, has the presence of more than 70 militants, including 12 foreigners, the highest ever in the past two decades. “We suspect that the Lashkar-e-Taiba and the Hizbul Mujahideen are working in tandem in south Kashmir,” said the officer. In 2016, both the Hizb and the LeT militants looted ₹30 lakh from three banks in south and central Kashmir. Arms and cash crunch, due to depleting couriers between fresh recruits and the handlers in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK), is forcing the locally trained and recruited militants to swoop on the soft targets.



Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Leaks of Aadhaar card details are not from the UIDAI, but at the State level, the Union government told the Supreme Court on Wednesday. “As of today, Aadhaar is foolproof. Biometric technology is the best system in 2016. There has not been a single leak from the UIDAI. The leaks of details may have been from the States... their offices and agencies,” advocate Arghya Sengupta, counsel for the Centre, submitted in the court. The Centre’s clarification comes in the middle of reports that data of over 130 million Aadhaar cardholders have been leaked from four government websites. Reports, based on a study conducted by the Centre for Internet and Society (CIS), a



Bengaluru-based organisation, said Aadhaar numbers, names and other personal details of people have been leaked. The Centre was washing its hands of the alleged leaks for the second consecutive day in the Supreme Court.



A-G’s assurance On Tuesday, Attorney-General Mukul Rohatgi had emphatically assured the Supreme Court that biometrics of Aadhaar cardholders were safe and had not fallen



into other hands. He said the biometric details were kept in a central database run by the Union government and the random 12 digit code was “impossible to break and may take over a 100 years to crack.” He submitted that all that was being reported as leaked was the Aadhaar number or a list of names of Aadhaar cardholders. “Just by getting hold of the PAN or Aadhaar number nothing is going to happen. What can people do with a bank account number or a SIM number? What can you do with such information? There is no way biometrics can be leaked,” Mr. Rohatgi had submitted in court. In his rebuttal, senior advocate Shyam Divan submitted that over 1,69,563 Aadhaar cards had been cancelled.



Mandatory linking of Aadhaar with PAN cannot be considered discriminatory merely because there are “conscientious objectors” who refuse to take the Aadhaar in the name of freedom of choice, privacy and fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution, the government told the Supreme Court on Wednesday.



National anthem Arguing before a Bench of Justices A.K. Sikri and Ashok Bhushan, the government compared the Aadhaar law to the Supreme Court’s recent order making it mandatory for the public to stand up when the national anthem was played in cinema halls. Counsel Arghya Sengupta, arguing for the government, said the court order might also have triggered conscientious objections. “But the order is a law nevertheless.



Shah’s hosts now Trinamool members BJP says Bengal ruling party forced Naxalbari couple to accept membership Saradha and Narada scams will not be affected by such tactics,” he added.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The BJP on Wednesday accused the Trinamool Congress of abducting Gita and Raju Mehri, residents of Naxalbari who had hosted BJP chief Amit Shah over a meal at their home, and forcing the couple into accepting party membership. Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said the couple had been abducted after Mr. Shah visited their home and had a meal there as part of his vistarak (expansion) yatra, and that the local police had not allowed the registering of an FIR in Siliguri because of political pressure.



Family’s plight “We condemn these actions and declare that such tactics will not stop the expansion CM YK



You may not want to stand up for the national anthem, but that does not mean you sit down,” Mr. Sengupta argued. He said there could be all sorts of conscientious objections to different kind of laws. But thatt could not be the



Switching sides: BJP president Amit Shah at Gita and Raju Mehri’s house in Naxalbari, last month. FILE PHOTO *



of the BJP in West Bengal. Can the Chief Minister of West Bengal truly expect to stop the expansion of the BJP like this? And even if she or her party is upset, should the consequences of this anger be visited upon an innocent tribal family?” he asked.



He added that a similar report of intimidation of a family that had hosted Mr. Shah in Bhabhanipur (Chief Minister Mamta Banerjee’s stronghold) had reached the party. “The Trinamool Congress should realise that the investigations into the



Varghese K George Washington



Indian IT giant Infosys’s decision to hire more Americans for its operations in the country in the coming days is a sign of President Donald Trump’s successful economic agenda, a White House spokesman has said. “We’re glad to see companies like Infosys see opportunity in the American economy again and as we continue to implement important policy changes — like the President’s bold tax reform plan — we are confident that jobs will continue to come back to the United States,” Ninio Fetalvo, a White House spokesman said, a day after Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb and Infosys CEO Vishal Sikka appeared together to announce a new centre of the company in Indianapolis that would create 2000 jobs



‘No discrimination’ To a query from the court whether there should be discrimination between people who want to pay their taxes — one who want to enrol for Aadhaar and the other who



does not, Mr. Sengupta said the object of Section 139AA was not discrimination but to stop duplication of PAN. The government further argued against the absolute right to “informational selfdetermination”. The state seeks information at various points, including at the time of births, deaths and marriages. Later on, senior advocate Shyam Divan showed the court a news report of how hospital authorities accompanied by Aadhaar officials came to enrol a new-born in Gurgaon. Mr. Divan said even the Census Act, which took all kinds of personal data, did not allow disclosure of data collected even to a court of law. But Mr. Sengupta said privacy could not be imported to the Indian cultural milieu. “This is a country where if you get on a train, within five minutes people tell you their stories,” he submitted.



Govt. notiies Seventh Pay Commission for military Key issue of non-functional upgrade remains unaddressed Special Correspondent



Revenge politics “It is a textbook case of revenge politics. And an ordinary tribal family is being victimised. The TMC appears shaken by the progress of the BJP. We are raising this issue in Delhi as it pertains to the tour of our national president,” he said. He said that the incident also raised “a larger question of what was happening” in West Bengal. “No shobha yatras during Hanuman Jayanthi were allowed, the court has to intervene on Durga immersion. Thus, on the one hand, there is appeasement of one section of the population, on the other, you intimidate people,” he said.



basis for declaring a law discriminatory.



NEW DELHI



After a delay of over six months, the government on Wednesday notified the Seventh Pay Commission for serving military personnel. While some core anomalies were addressed, some are yet to be resolved and that is likely to be done separately by the anomalies committee which is looking into the issue, official sources said. This has left many in the services disappointed.



Pending issues Three issues raised by the services were approved which include increasing the pay matrix from 24 to 40 years, index of rationalisation for Lieutenant Colonels



and Colonels from 2.57 to 2.67, and pay protection for those promoted above Brigadier upwards because they lose the Military Service Pay. “Obviously you cannot get promoted and get less. Therefore pay protection has to be ensured,” Defence Minister Arun Jaitley said about the Military Service Pay. However, the key issue of Non-Functional Upgrade remains unaddressed. Mr. Jaitley stated that the matter was sub-judice and was not on the agenda of the Cabinet. The Cabinet chaired by PM Narendra Modi also approved two modifications in the 7th CPC (Central Pay Commission) recommenda-



AHMEDABAD



Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) has detained 30 Indian fishermen off Gujarat’s coast, the second such incident within a week. The detained fishermen and their boats have been taken to Karachi. Sources said all the fishermen are from Porbandar in Gujarat. They were apprehended along the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL). “We have learnt that five boats have been seized with 30 fishermen on board,” said Manish Lodhari, secretary of the National Fishworkers’ Forum.



Sees it as a triumph for Trump policy



Tells SC that ‘conscientious objection’ does not make Aadhaar discriminatory NEW DELHI



Special Correspondent



White House hails Infosys hiring plan



UID can stall fake PAN: Centre Legal Correspondent



Aadhaar is foolproof, Centre tells Supreme Court



Spike in protests The incidents came close on the heels of a dramatic spike in protests and stone throwing by youth, even young girl students. “We have proof that it was carried out by the Pakistan Army. We have demanded from Pakistan that whoever from their Army were behind this incident, they have to be punished,” a spokesperson of the Ministry of External Affairs said.



Pakistan detains 30 ishermen



tions on pay and pensionary benefits which include revision of pension of pre-2016 pensioners and family pensioners and retaining the percentage-based system for disability pensions. The Ministry has already issued the implementation order which is pending further processing as the services have not issued instructions so far despite government request, and thus military personnel continue to receive Sixth Pay Commission salaries unlike their civilian counterparts. The services had on several occasions raised four core concerns which they perceive reduce the status of the Armed forces with respect to their civilian counterparts.



Donald Trump by 2021. The company had announced that it would hire 10,000 Americans over the next two years and open four technology development centres. Mr. Sikka sought to delink the firm’s decision from the political situation in the U.S., explaining it as part of the company’s growth strategy. “More and more as we look at the future, we have to decrease the dependency on visas,” Mr. Sikka told CNBC.



Sonia took the initiative for consensus candidate Smita Gupta New Delhi



Congress president Sonia Gandhi had taken the initiative to bring all secular parties on one platform to float a consensus candidate for the presidential polls after she met Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar last month. Now her son and party vice-president Rahul Gandhi is gradually being drawn into these efforts. Party sources said she had taken the lead as she still carried more weight than anyone else with the leaders of other political parties. Ms. Gandhi has also been talking to senior colleagues within the Congress on possible names, but no meeting has yet taken place. That, a party leader said, will probably take place after she has finished her preliminary talks with other Opposition leaders. “Opposition parties are together building a consensus on a common name for both the posts in the national interest,” party sources said. “Once this process is over, a structured meeting, if needed, will take place.” On whether the present incumbent, Pranab Mukherjee, would be considered by the Opposition, Congress sources said they had an open mind. “We have three criteria — national interest, Indian ethos and upholding Indian democratic traditions.” A party leader said the Congress and the Opposition parties, that it is in conversation with, feel that “the idea that one man decides all ... for one ideology needs to be challenged in the larger interest of the country.” This was being done, he said, knowing that “even though we don’t have the numbers and we have limitations in the battle of ideologies, we want to extend our bases and support.” M ND-ND
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650 villages join grid, Modi prays at Kedarnath temple but no one lives there Becomes irst Prime Minister to visit the temple in 28 years after V.P. Singh Press Trust of India Dehradun



Capt. Amarinder plays down Khalistani threat



Goyal makes a pitch for ‘formalising’ illegal connections



CHANDIGARH



Special Correspondent



Punjab Chief Minister Capt. Amarinder Singh on Wednesday dismissed the alleged Khalistani threats against him, saying he would not allow anyone to disturb peace in the State. “If they have the guts they should come and speak here instead of misleading people with unsubstantiated statements elsewhere...They can shout their heads off, who cares?,” said Capt. Amarinder.



NEW DELHI



Tanker drivers resume work in Manipur IMPHAL



Oil tanker drivers in Manipur resumed duty on Wednesday in a partial response to the appeal by Chief Minister N. Biren Singh. However, they have refused to ply on the highways to lift fuel from Assam, which is the only source of petroleum products for Manipur. Government is hopeful that the striking drivers shall start lifting fuel soon.



Search on for suspicious men in Pathankot PATHANKOT



The Pathankot and Gurdaspur districts of Punjab were put on high alert after three ‘suspicious’ persons went missing after abandoning a robbed SUV at a village here. A massive search operation was launched by the police. The police claimed the suspects belonged to J&K. PTI



Union Power Minister Piyush Goyal has proposed “formalising” illegal power connections taken by households across the country. At a meeting with State governments on Wednesday, the Minister revealed that 650 villages electrified recently were, in fact, uninhabited. He said it was surprising that there were villages that were officially electrified but had no residents.



Faulty data Nearly 4,100 villages are officially waiting for electrification under the rural electrification programme. “There are uninhabited villages on revenue records and proposals were sent to me for electrifying them that I had approved and funds were sanctioned. This is very surprising to me and we have now found that 650 villages were found to be uninhabited across the country,” he said. “This is a very serious issue. I am flagging this because similar issues are coming up in household electrification also ... How many households are there that are actually deprived of electricity? Are some of the households those that get it illegally? We need to formalise those households immediately and make sure to include them in the official



Of absentee States Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



Slamming seven State governments for not deputing Ministers to a conference hosted by the Centre here on Wednesday, Union Power Minister said they could forget about getting any assistance from the Ministry. “I have said this many times before but this time, I’ve told my officials that I will follow it very strictly myself. If some States are not showing seriousness, if a State Minister is so busy that they don’t have time connection list,” the Minister said.



Slow pace of work The village electrification programme, the Minister conceded, was facing problems in a few States due to the slow tendering processes. It was also affected due to Left-wing extremism in a couple of States. “Yesterday [On Tuesday], I spoke to three or four Chief Ministers where paperwork is getting delayed. The Power Secretary shall speak to the Home secretary to see if States [affected by Maoist



to come and participate in this meeting… Agar woh bhaag nahin le sakte, to woh bhaag lein (If they can’t participate, then they can stay away for good),” the Minister added. “Then, don’t come to me for any issue, don’t come to me with any request, don’t come asking for something under different schemes or say, ‘We want unallocated power, we have coal problems.’ Then my ears will be shut,” he said, adding that 22 States were represented by ministers. activities] can be helped,” Mr. Goyal said. Arguing that transparency has brought down tariffs as well as corruption, the Minister cited the example of wind power where auctions for just 1000 megawatts had yielded a bid of ₹3.46 a unit from over ₹5 a unit earlier. “It’s worth wondering where the rest of the money used to go. In wind power, there’s been no major change in technology that the price should go down by half or 40%. We must think over this,” the Minister added.



Prime Minister Narendra Modi prayed at the Kedarnath temple on Wednesday the eighth century place of worship in the Garhwal Himalayas opened after winter closure. Mr. Modi is the first Prime Minister to visit the temple in 28 years after V.P. Singh in 1989. Mr. Modi arrived in an Army helicopter and headed straight for the temple. Braving the early morning chill, at least 4,000 devotees had turned up at the temple to witness its ceremonial opening and to catch a glimpse of the Prime Minister. The temple doors were opened at 8.50 a.m. and the Prime Minister arrived just about half an hour to offer prayers and perform a ritual bath of the Shiva linga in the sanctum sanctorum. He was gifted a shawl, a rudraksha, a wooden replica of the temple and books on the Himalayas by the priests. He did a parikrama of the



Call of devotion: Prime Minister Narendra Modi greets people after ofering prayers at the Kedarnath Temple which was opened after six months, in Rudraprayag on Wednesday. PTI *



Nandi statue outside the temple before walking through the crowds to make for the convoy that was to take him back to the helipad. The Prime Minister also went to the spot where a huge rock named Bhimshila had rolled down from the mountains in the wake of the June 2013 deluge and was stuck at the back of the



temple. The rock is credited with protecting the temple from major damage.



Inaugurates institute After spending about an hour at the temple, the Prime Minister left in the helicopter to inaugurate yoga guru Ramdev’s research institute at Patanjali Yogpeeth in Haridwar.



Addressing the gathering, Mr. Modi said successive governments had sought to forget India’s traditional medicinal systems instead of promoting them. He said the new institute would pave the way for a wider acceptance of India’s traditional therapeutic systems. Ramdev conferred the title of “Rashtra Rishi” on Mr. Modi.



ED nabs Zoom Developers promoter Devesh K. Pandey NEW DELHI



The Enforcement Directorate has arrested Zoom Developers promoter-cum-director Vijay Choudhary, who did not respond to its notice in the alleged ₹966-crore bank guarantee scam. The action is based on the case registered by the Central Bureau of Investigation,



which has filed five charge sheets against the accused. Mr. Choudhary was arrested in Mumbai and was being taken to Indore in Madhya Pradesh for further proceedings. An application for declaring him a proclaimed offender was pending before a court. The ED alleges that Zoom Developers has defaulted on



₹2,650 crore taken from 25 banks. However, the present case pertains to the default on ₹966 crore that caused a loss to Punjab National Bank, Syndicate Bank, Canara Bank, United Bank of India and Union Bank. The ED has so far attached assets — including 1,280 acres in California, U.S., worth more than ₹130 crore — in the



money laundering case. The ED’s probe has revealed that Choudhary had allegedly got two trusts — Beverin Stifung Foundation and Windleaf Foundation — incorporated in Liechtenstein, of which he was the sole beneficiary. Subsequently, through these trusts, five firms were floated in the U.K. and Switzerland.



BrahMos missile achieves rare feat SC seeks Khurshid’s The missile is capable of being launched from land, sea, sub-sea and air sonic missile was initially capped at 290 km as per the obligations of the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). Since India’s entry into the club, the range has been extended to 450 km and the plan is to increase it to 600km. These tests were carried out in full operational land-to-land configurations from Mobile Autonomous Launchers (MAL) at full-range.



Dinakar Peri NEW DELHI



The Army carried out a successful test of the advanced BrahMos Block III Land Attack Cruise Missile (LACM) in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands on Wednesday. This is the second consecutive test of the missile in two days. The test in an operational configuration was carried by the Army’s South Western Command-based 1 strike corps. Testing BrahMos in the Andaman and Nicobar islands is a symbolic statement, as it brings the strategic Malacca straits under its range. Precise capabilities of BrahMos missile for quick sea access and denial in the event of a conflict, and its testing in the Andaman Sea is a reflection of the changing dynamics in the Indian Ocean.



Target locked: The BrahMos cruise missile being tested from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands on Wednesday.



“This is the fifth consecutive time when the Block-III version of BrahMos LACM has been successfully launched and hit the landbased target in “top-attack” mode, an incredible feat not achieved by any other weapon system of its genre,”



the Army said. BrahMos is a product of joint collaboration between India and Russia and is capable of being launched from land, sea, sub-sea and air against surface and seabased targets. The range of the super-



Rahul gives State teams free hand ‘But will also hold them accountable for any election losses’ Smita Gupta New Delhi



Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi has given the team appointed to plan and oversee the party’s campaign in Karnataka complete autonomy. But, along with that, he has given them a warning: he will hold them accountable for the results. At a meeting lasting an hour and a half on Tuesday, Mr. Gandhi told team members that while he would be available for consultations and advice, they need not necessarily follow that advice, if it went contrary to what they thought would be good for the party. As the Congress prepares for a slew of elections — Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh later this year, and then Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan, Karnataka apart from the four northeastern States of Tripura, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Nagaland next year — Mr. Gandhi is clearly now trying to experiment not with just new faces but is also trying to decentralise decisionmaking.



Siddaramaiah to stay With Karnataka, one of the only two major States with the Congress (the other is Punjab), the party is banking CM YK



Rahul Gandhi says he would be available for advice and consultations.



on its new team to ensure that it retains the southern State. So while Mr. Gandhi indicated that Chief Minister Siddaramaiah, who steered the party to victory earlier this year in the two byelections in the Nanjangud and Gundlupet Assembly constituencies, would remain the face of the party, it will be the team’s task to choose the new Pradesh Congress Chief and work out other details of the campaign and strategy. A senior party source said incumbent president G. Parameshwara, who has completed two terms in office, could be replaced as he is the State Home Minister as well. But it is only after the new team goes to Karnataka that it will be able to decide



whether to continue with Mr. Parameshwara, a Dalit, or look for a leader from the more dominant Vokkaliga or Lingayat communities. “The criteria will be who can deliver the most,” a senior leader said. The newly appointed general secretary for the State is party MP K.C. Venugopal. He is to be assisted by AICC secretaries Manicka Tagore, Madhu Yashki Goud, P.C. Vishnunadh and Sake Sailajanath.



Meeting with leaders The team has already swung into action: it has met general secretary Digvijaya Singh who was in charge of the State till Saturday, for a briefing on the current situation in the State as well as the mood in the party unit. They are also meeting, by turns, senior State leaders including Leader in the Lok Sabha Mallikarjuna Kharge, party MP Veerappa Moily, general secretary B.K. Hariprasad and senior leader Oscar Feranades. On whether the Congress should have an electoral understanding with the Janata Dal-Secular, a senior party leader said, “The mood in the State unit is to go it alone. But things will become clearer after the team visits Karnataka.



Copybook launch “Meeting all flight parameters in a copybook manner while conducting high level and complex manoeuvres, the missile successfully hit the land-based target with desired precision, in both the trials demonstrating its accuracy of less than one metre,” the statement added. The steep dive capability makes it an ideal precision strike weapon.



J&K students to get more scholarships



advice in talaq case



Asks him to appear as amicus curiae Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Supreme Court on Wednesday asked senior advocate Salman Khurshid to assist it as amicus curiae before a Constitution Bench scheduled to hear a batch of petitions arguing that the practices of triple talaq and polygamy violate the fundamental rights of Muslim women. The court allowed Mr. Khurshid to file his written submissions before the Constitution Bench that is set to convene on May 11, 2017. The Constitution Bench will examine if these personal law practices are the “fundamental traits” of the minority religion. The Centre wants the court to re-open the debate whether personal laws can be brought under the ambit of Article 13 (laws inconsistent with or in derogation of the fundamental rights) of the Constitution. If the Supreme Court agrees that personal laws are included in the definition of laws under Article 13, the door will be opened



wide for an aggrieved person to challenge a particular personal law of a religion in court as violative of the Fundamental Rights. If the challenge succeeds in court, the personal law, to the extent of its inconsistency, shall become void. The Centre has also asked the Supreme Court to determine whether triple talaq, nikah halala and polygamy are protected under the freedom of religion under Article 25, and whether this Article is subject to fundamental rights, especially the right to life and freedom of speech and expression.



‘Court lacks jurisdiction’ The All-India Muslim Personal Law Board (AIMPLB), on the other hand, has contended that the court has no jurisdiction to hear pleas challenging the practices of triple talaq, nikah halala and polygamy. The Board said the validity of Mohammedan Law, founded essentially on the Holy Quran and sources based on it, cannot be tested on the particular provisions of the Constitution.



Special Correspondent New Delhi



Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar has announced a slew of measures to offer a fillip to education for students of Jammu and Kashmir. The quota for J&K students pursuing higher education under the PM Scholarship Scheme has been enhanced from two seats per sector per college to 10 seats. The scheme has been offering scholarships to 5,000 students of the State to pursue education in engineering, medical, management and hospitality sectors across the country.



Seven hostels Mr. Javadekar also committed the government to setting up of seven hostels for girl students in the State. A sum of ₹50 crore has been sanctioned for these hostels at Bemina, Paloda, Thatri, Rajouri, Kupwara, Pulwama and Kargil, he said. Also, ₹52 crore has been granted for two sanctioned engineering colleges in the State – one at Sapakora in the Kashmir Valley and the other at Kathua in Jammu — under RUSA (Rashtriya Uchhatar Shiksha Abhiyan). M ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Liberal Democrats push for ethnic minority votes



Melenchon supporters reluctant to back Macron



For Britain, immigration is a blessing, not a curse, says party leader Tim Farron



Over 36% say they will cast a blank vote in Sunday’s poll choice between one democrat and one fascist, [say] I will not go out and vote. It’s really a shame,” Christian Dargnat, a key member of En Marche!, told The Hindu.



Sriram Lakshman



Court upholds sentence of Putin foe Navalny MOSCOW



A Russian court on Wednesday upheld a iveyear suspended sentence for Opposition leader Alexei Navalny for embezzlement that could block his bid to stand for president in 2018. A in court Kirov upheld suspended sentences for Mr. Navalny and co-defendant in a case over a timber deal. AFP



Pak. regulator revokes licences of 2 TV channels ISLAMABAD



Pakistan’s electronic media regulator on Wednesday revoked the licences of two television channels after the Interior Ministry refused to give security clearance to their directors. Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority took the action against the Bol channels. PTI



Methane blast traps at least 26 miners in Iran TEHRAN



An explosion at a mine in northern Iran on Wednesday left at least 26 workers trapped in a tunnel illed with gas that hampered rescue eforts, reports said. The coal mine in Golestan province collapsed when methane gas exploded underground. Two bodies were recovered. AFP



Russia President pushes Syria safe zone plan



Vidya Ram



Paris



London



As France gets ready for Sunday’s presidential runoff, in which the centrist candidate, Emmanuel Macron, faces the far-right National Front’s Marine Le Pen, not everyone feels compelled to make a choice between the two. An internal poll conducted by La France Insoumise, a quasi-formal organisation that has formed around farleft candidate Jean-Luc Melenchon, showed the majority of respondents would not vote for Mr. Macron. Over 36% of the 240,000 respondents supported casting a blank vote, while about 29% said they would abstain. Just under 35% said they would vote for Macron. The poll was set up to gauge opinion and is non-binding on Insoumise members. Mr. Melenchon was knocked out of the first round of the presidential elections on April 23, after he finished fifth with just over 7 million votes, a 19.6% vote share. Mr. Melenchon himself made it clear that he would not be voting for Ms. Le Pen. On Sunday, Mr. Melenchon said Mr. Macron could make a “gesture” to his camp by



Britain’s Liberal Democrats have accused the Labour Party of taking the country’s ethnic minority population for granted, launching on Tuesday a campaign pitched at these communities. The Liberal Democrats expressed hope that their stance on immigration and Brexit would help convince voters who have traditionally supported the Labour Party. Speaking at an event in a synagogue in central London, party leader Tim Farron said the Labour’s decision to “wave the white flag on Brexit... and give [Prime Minister] Theresa May a blank cheque to choose the hardest and most divisive form of Brexit” could prove a decisive moment for ethnic minority voters, who felt unrepresented by either of the biggest political parties. Speaking to The Hindu, Mr. Farron slammed the government’s stance on visas for Indian citizens. “We know the disparities between Chinese and Indian visa access so there is an obvious unfairness that the government should have addressed but it is also foolish of the government not to seek the strongest possible economic and cultural ties with the biggest economy in the Commonwealth,” he said.



SOCHI



Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday pushed a plan to set up safe zones in Syria that could see planes grounded but details remained hazy as a latest round of Kremlin-backed peace talks on the six-year war loundered. Putin held talks with Turkish counterpart Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Sochi. AFP



Less attractive “Leaving the single market makes Britain a less attractive destination for people from anywhere, but particularly Commonwealth countries, and we will lose our pitch as a place where the Commonwealth and the EU meet. This is retrievable if we stay in the common market but certainly so if we get



All smiles: Liberal Democrat leader Tim Farron, right, with the party candidate for Oxford West and Abingdon constituency at a campaign event on Wednesday. DAN KITWOOD/GETTY IMAGES *



what we want, which is a referendum on the terms of the deal in two years time.” Mr. Farron added: “If you are not interested in free trade with the biggest market in the planet [the EU] then you are sending a message that you are not interested in free trade and that will be heard in countries such as India and that worries me greatly. This election is a colossal opportunity to tell another story: and show Britain of the future can be a brighter and less bleak one that the Prime Minister is suggesting.” He said politicians in both the Labour and Conservative parties had been willing to use language that demonised sections of the community. “We need to change the language and upfront say that from a British perspective immigration is a blessing and not a curse.” South Asian communities have traditionally voted for the Labour Party, though over time, there has been a small shift towards the Conservatives, with the Liberal Democrats very much in the minority. According to data



China tightens rules for online news providers



gathered just before the 2015 election by Dr. Nicole Martin of Essex University, 65% supported the Labour, 27% the Conservatives and merely 3% the Liberal Democrats. However, the referendum made a difference — an analysis of the vote done for The Hindu by Dr. Stephen Fisher of Oxford University found that 59% of Indians voted for Remain, well above the national average.



‘Amazed by support’ “Campaigning over the weekend, we were amazed by the support we got,” said Rabi Martins, originally from Goa, who is standing as the Liberal Democrat candidate for Luton North, which includes a sizeable Indian population. “Some of those who have been here for a long time are concerned about how minority communities are increasingly seen as toxic for the country, while businesses are concerned that their ability to trade will be damaged,” he said. Hina Malik, a Pakistaniorigin candidate for the Liberal Democrats in Feltham and Heston, said there had



been an acknowledgement within the party that in the past, not enough had been done to reach out to the community. “I think this election will be a game changer.” Marisha Ray, a Bengali-origin candidate for Chipping Barnet, said: “I think it’s important to have a dialogue and show we are an inclusive society.” She said many within the Indian community were told things that were “completely untrue” during the Brexit referendum, and believes the remain vote could have been far higher than it was. The Liberal Democrats have had two Asian-origin MPs to date — Parmjit Singh Gill, who represented Leicester South for a year in 2004-5, and Dadabhai Naoroji, who was an MP for the party’s predecessor, the Liberal Party. The party is hopeful that it could soon have its first Asian woman MP through Pakistani-origin Amna Ahmad, who is standing in Sutton and Cheam, currently held by the Conservatives but which has swung between the two parties in the past.



Jean-Luc Melenchon



not taking forward labour law reforms, a request Mr. Macron said he would not accede to as it would be a betrayal of his own supporters. Writing in Le Monde, the defeated Socialist party candidate, Benoit Hamon, said he would make an obvious but difficult choice on May 7 and vote for Mr. Macron. Mr. Hamon appealed to the “collective intelligence” and “individual conscience” of citizens, especially on the left, not to give the extreme right a “terrible victory”. Mr. Macron’s camp criticised the Insoumise position. “You can disagree with Emmanuel Macron’s policies and you can disagree on the perceptions of the personality of Emmanuel Macron but you cannot, having the



‘Committed to West Asia peace’ Agence France-Presse Washington



President Donald Trump committed the United States on Wednesday to helping Israel and the Palestinians reach peace, telling visiting Palestinian leader Mahmud Abbas: “We will get it done.”



Mr. Trump spoke after welcoming Mr. Abbas to the White House for a meeting aimed at relaunching talks that have failed repeatedly to resolve the conflict. “I’ve always heard perhaps the toughest deal to make is the deal between the Israelis and the Palestinians,” Mr.
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Ravages of terror



China has issued new internet regulations increasing Communist party control over online news providers, the latest step in the country’s push to tighten its policing of the web. The ruling party oversees a vast apparatus designed to censor online content deemed politically sensitive, maintaining that such measures are necessary for the protection of national security. Sites blocked due to their content or sensitivity, among them Facebook and Twitter, cannot be accessed in China without special software that allows users to bypass the strict controls. New regulations released by the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) on Tuesday will increase party control over who can pub-



Access denied: Sites blocked cannot be accessed in China without special software.



lish what online, taking effect from June 1. All websites, apps, forums, blogs, microblogs, social media accounts, instant messaging and live streaming platforms and other entities that select or edit news will need a license to post reports or commentary about the government, economy, military, foreign affairs, and



Clinton blames FBI, Russia for poll loss Says they ‘scared of’ voters



Own encyclopaedia Business and editorial operations must be kept separate, and those who do not receive public funding will not be allowed to conduct original reporting, it added. Meanwhile, China plans to launch its own online encyclopaedia next year, hoping to build a ‘cultural Great Wall’ that can rival Wikipedia as a go-to information source for Chinese internet users, according to a statement by the project’s executive editor published on the website of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.



In ruins: The remains of the University of Mosul, which was burned and destroyed during a battle with Islamic State militants in Iraq last month. REUTERS *



U.S. warns of Venezuela sanctions Senators plan to introduce law providing humanitarian aid to strife-torn country Associated Press Caracas



Press Trust of India Washington



Hillary Clinton has blamed FBI director James Comey and Russian interference for her defeat in the last year’s presidential elections, saying they “scared off ” voters and deprived her of an otherwise expected victory. The former Democratic presidential nominee, speaking during a luncheon, said she took “personal responsibility” for her loss to Donald Trump in the presidential race. In her most detailed comments about her defeat since the shock result last year, Mr. Clinton blamed Russian interference in the U.S. election and the release of a letter by Mr. Comey pertaining to the investigation into her emails just before the polls, saying such CM YK



Hillary Clinton factors deprived her of an otherwise expected victory.



‘Nauseous’ thought Mr. Comey said he felt “nauseous” at the thought he swayed the election by announcing he was reopening a probe. However, he told a hearing of the Senate Judiciary Committee it would have been far worse to conceal his decision. (With inputs from AFP)



The Trump administration is warning that it might impose more sanctions on Venezuelan officials over President Nicolas Maduro’s push to rewrite the Constitution amid an escalating political crisis with near-daily demonstrations calling for his ouster. “What President Maduro is trying to do yet again is trying to change the rules of the game,” Michael Fitzpatrick, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere affairs said on Tuesday. “The actions that were taken yesterday may well give us new reasons for considering additional individualised sanctions.” The warning comes as pressure is building on the Trump administration from the U.S. Congress to act



Blast targets NATO convoy in Kabul Kabul



social issues, the CAC said. Such online news service providers must “correctly guide public opinion” and “serve the cause of socialism” while “safeguarding national and public interests”, it said.



Beijing



Trump said. “Let’s see if we can prove them wrong. “We will get it done,” he said. Speaking via a translator, Mr. Abbas echoed Mr. Trump’s upbeat tone, saying, “We believe we can be true partners to you to bring about a historic peace under your stewardship.”



Agence France-Presse



Increases ruling Communist party’s control over them Agence France-Presse



Small sample size “There has been some confusion about what the online consultation expressed,” Olivier Tonneau, a University of Cambridge academic and member of La France Insoumise, said, citing the small sample size of the consultation. Citing polls, such as the Elabe poll conducted after the first round of voting on April 23, Mr. Tonneau said two thirds of those who voted for Mr. Melenchon in the first round would vote for Mr. Macron in the second round. “So there is a discrepancy between the most militant fringe of the Insoumise and the broad number of Melechon voters… the risk Melenchon is taking [in not directing voters to vote for Mr. Macron] is extremely slight.” The two candidates will have face each other in a televised debate on Wednesday night Paris time. Ms. Le Pen is trailing behind Mr. Macron by about 18-20%, according to polls.



On the boil: Demonstrators block a street during a protest against the government in Caracas on Tuesday. AFP *



more forcefully to rein in Mr. Maduro. On Wednesday, a bipartisan group of senators said it will introduce legislation providing humanitarian assistance to Venezuela while toughening sanctions against corrupt officials, according to Senate aides who spoke on condition of an-



onymity. The legislation, a copy of which was obtained by The Associated Press, also instructs the intelligence community to prepare a partly unclassified report on Venezuelan government officials’ involvement in corruption and drug trafficking.



Opposition leaders were gearing up for a major march Wednesday in Caracas, seeking to keep the heat on Mr. Maduro after a month of unrelenting protests. On Tuesday, protesters disrupted traffic in the capital by blocking streets with broken concrete, twisted metal and flaming piles of trash. Police used tear gas to scatter demonstrators as they have almost every day for weeks. Two people were killed overnight when the bus they were travelling in flipped when it tried to avoid a barricade set up by protesters, according to opposition activists who live near the accident site in Carabobo state. A third person was killed during a looting incident at a shop in the industrial city of Valencia. The deaths bring to 32 the number of people who have died in the unrest over the past month.



A powerful blast targeting an armoured NATO convoy in Kabul killed at least eight people and wounded 28 on Wednesday, including three coalition troops, officials said in an attack claimed by the Islamic State group. The explosion, which came during morning rush hour on a busy road near the U.S. embassy and NATO headquarters, killed “mostly” civilians, an Interior Ministry spokesman said without giving a breakdown. Three coalition service members received “nonlife threatening wounds’ but are in stable condition, a spokesman for U.S. Forces-Afghanistan said, without confirming their nationalities. The attack was claimed by the IS via its Amaq propaganda agency.



Two held over blogger’s killing: Maldivian police Murder sparked international outrage Agence France-Presse Colombo



Maldives police on Wednesday announced the arrest of two potential suspects in the killing of a liberal blogger last month that sparked international outrage and demands for a foreignbacked investigation. Yameen Rasheed, 29, who poked fun at the nation’s politicians on his blog The Daily Panic, had his throat slit at the stairwell of his apartment in the capital island Male on April 23. “The Maldives police service would like to inform the public that two potential suspects involved in the murder of Mr. Yameen Rasheed have been identified and brought into police custody,” the force said in a statement. Officers were working



with undisclosed international partners and laboratories in Europe and South East Asia to analyse physical and digital evidence, the statement added.



No faith in police: father The victim’s father, Hussain Rasheed, 54, told reporters in neighbouring Sri Lanka last week that he had no confidence in the police investigation and pleaded for an international probe. “I heard about 18 people have been killed in the Maldives like this in the past three years, but no one has been prosecuted,” he said on Friday. He said his son had lodged complaints with the police about death threats he had received in December, but they were not taken seriously. M ND-ND
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market watch 03-05-2017



% CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddd 29,895 ddddddddddddd -0.09 US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddd 64.15 ddddddddddddddd0.09 Gold ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,150 ddddddddddddd -0.68 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddd 50.61 ddddddddddddd -0.01



ICICI Bank net rises almost 3 times Package to resolve NPAs gets Cabinet nod Writes of ₹5,386 cr. of bad loans in Q4; announces bonus issue, ₹2.50 dividend



SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT Mumbai



NIFTY 50 PRICE CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1608.55. . . . . . . 15.50 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 327.45. . . . . . . . -3.15 Ambuja Cements. . . .. . . . . . 242.55. . . . . . . . . 0.75 Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1118.90. . . . . . . . . 6.80 Aurobindo Pharma . . . . . . 584.65. . . . . . -12.15 Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500.85. . . . . . . . -4.70 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2933.25. . . . . . . 35.25 Bank of Baroda . . . . . .. . . . . . 189.55. . . . . . . . . 0.90 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 346.35. . . . . . . . -1.25 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23296.50. . . . . 184.20 BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736.20. . . . . . . . -3.65 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 556.05. . . . . . . . . 0.70 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279.55. . . . . . . . . 5.00 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2595.60. . . . . . . 12.95 Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 25914.95. . . . . 124.20 GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 425.65. . . . . . . . -3.85 Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1158.50. . . . . . . . . 5.35 HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 835.10. . . . . . . 13.05 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1571.30. . . . . . -13.45 HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1544.30. . . . . . . . . 3.70 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 3376.50. . . . . . . 23.55 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197.05. . . . . . . . -3.20 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 934.00. . . . . . . . . 5.90 Indiabulls HFL . . . . . . . .. . . . 1083.60. . . . . . . 11.05 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.75. . . . . . . . -2.85 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1438.45. . . . . . . . -7.35 Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 363.00. . . . . . . . . 8.80 Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 934.30. . . . . . . 11.70 Indian OilCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 441.90. . . . . . . . -1.15 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277.25. . . . . . . . -1.95 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 916.95. . . . . . . . -0.95 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1720.20. . . . . . -11.85 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1264.90. . . . . . -38.90 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1348.65. . . . . . . . . 7.70 Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 6644.00. . . . . . -61.50 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162.10. . . . . . . . . 0.00 ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191.10. . . . . . . . -1.30 PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 211.05. . . . . . . . . 5.05 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1370.10. . . . . . . . -0.45 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289.80. . . . . . . . . 1.50 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 628.85. . . . . . . . -3.95 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 446.60. . . . . . . . -4.65 Tata Motors DVR. . . .. . . . . . 269.45. . . . . . . . -3.30 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.20. . . . . . . . -1.50 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440.80. . . . . . . . -4.25 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2337.30. . . . . . . 47.40 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 419.85. . . . . . . . . 1.70 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 4301.40. . . . . . . 95.40 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496.45. . . . . . . . . 1.55 YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1632.95. . . . . . . . -0.95 Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 527.20. . . . . . . . -7.00



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on May 03 CURRENCY



TT BUY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 63.95. . . . . . . 64.27 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 69.79. . . . . . . 70.14 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 82.66. . . . . . . 83.08 Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 57.00. . . . . . . 57.29 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.28. . . . . . . . . 9.32 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 64.56. . . . . . . 64.89 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 45.84. . . . . . . 46.09 Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 46.62. . . . . . . 46.85 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 14.80. . . . . . . 14.88 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



CHENNAI



May 03 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . 41.60. . . . . (42.00) 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2,756. . . . . (2,760)



Includes ordinance to amend Banking Regulation Act Special Correspondent NEW DELHI / MUMBAI



The government on Wednesday cleared a package to resolve the persistent rise in non-performing assets that is plaguing public sector banks and denting credit growth, a top government official said. The package, which includes an ordinance to amend the Banking Regulation Act of 1949 to empower the Reserve Bank of India to take more actions to check bad loans, is learnt to have been cleared by the government during the meeting of the Union Cabinet on Wednesday. “A package has been approved to resolve the NPAs problem. The Cabinet has recommended an ordinance which has to first go to the President Pranab Mukherjee to secure his assent,” a top government official said. Bad loans in the Indian banking system have gone up sharply in the last one year. According to Reserve Bank of India data, gross NPA, as a percentage of gross advances went up to 9.1% in September 2016 from 5.1% in September 2015. During the same period, stressed assets (which is gross NPA plus standard restructured advances and write-offs), moved up from 11.3% to 12.3% and some estimates suggested it had doubled since 2013.



PSU banks suffer Public sector banks share a disproportionate burden of this stress. Stressed assets in some of the public sector banks have approached or exceeded 20%. Some estimates suggest the total stress in the Indian banking system is about ₹14 lakh crore.



Huge burden: Bad loans in the Indian banking system have gone up sharply in the last one year. GETTYIMAGES/ ISTOCK *



The economic survey of 2016-17 has pointed out the twin balance sheet problem — that is, stressed companies on one hand and NPA-laden banks on the other — and advocates that a centralised Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA) be established to deal with the problem of bad loans.



Disinvestment in hotels The Union Cabinet also kicked off the disinvestment process for hotels owned by the India Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC). The government’s stakes will be offloaded in Ashok Hotels in Bharatpur, Guwahati and Bhopal. “The government has decided to lease or sub-lease hotels or properties jointly with the concerned states or return the properties to the States, after fair valuation. States would then have the option to upgrade and operate the hotels by involving the private sector or to utilise the properties as per their requirements,” a central government spokesperson said. The Cabinet approved also a policy to give “preference to domestically manu-



factured iron and steel products” for government’s infrastructure policy. “The policy mandates to provide preference to Domestically Manufactured Iron & Steel Products (DMI&SP), in Government Procurement. The policy is applicable on all government tenders where price bid is yet to be opened,” an official statement said. The Centre also approved a National Steel Policy 2017 aimed at attracting ₹10 lakh crore investments in the steel sector by 2030-31. The policy projects creating crude steel capacity of 300 million tonnes (MT), production of 255 MT and “a robust finished steel per capita consumption of 158 kg by 2030-31, as against the current consumption of 61 kg.” The Cabinet further approved declaring Vijayawada Airport as an international airport, as per the provisions of the Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act, 2014. A central sector scheme, SAMPADA, was approved with an allocation of ₹ 6,000 crore in a bid to decrease agrowaste and modernise processing.



Govt. mulls changes to UDAN scheme to attract more players



Panel to study debt in telcos



Increasing route exclusivity for airlines among proposals



Press Trust of India



Somesh Jha NEW DELHI



The Centre may introduce changes to its regional connectivity scheme or UDAN to attract more players in the second round of bidding. “In a recent meeting, we have received numerous suggestions from stakeholders and we might bring some changes to UDAN ahead of the second round of bidding so that more airlines show interest,” said a senior Civil Aviation Ministry official. Allowing single-engine aircraft to fly under the scheme, increasing route exclusivity for airlines and higher subsidy for helicopters among others are some of the proposals which may be considered.



DGCA is not for operating single-engine aircraft on routes under the scheme.



Airlines had asked the Civil Aviation Ministry to increase the exclusive flying rights on UDAN routes from three to five years. “However, we do not favour increasing the exclusive rights to five years since we feel airlines get enough safeguards by operating exclusively on a route for three years,” said another Ministry



official. Justifying exclusive flying rights, Civil Aviation Secretary R.N. Choubey had said last year that since routes become profitable after a certain point of time and airlines are taking risk to operate on regional routes, they should be “given some time to get fruits of the profit.”



Single-engine planes The airlines had also asked the Ministry to allow them to operate single-engine aircraft on routes under UDAN. However, the Directorate General of Civil Aviation is not in favour of the proposal due to safety reasons, according to a Ministry official. “We are persuading them to allow single-engine aircraft under the scheme,” the official said.



ICICI Bank — the largest private sector lender of the country — reported a growth of 189% in its net profit to ₹2,025 crore in the fourth quarter of 2016-17 as compared with ₹702 crore in the same quarter of the previous year. However, on a sequential basis, net profit declined from ₹2,442 crore reported in Q3. In the fourth quarter of 2015-16, the bank’s net profit plunged to a decade’s low, mainly due to higher provisioning including creation of a contingency reserve to ₹3,600 crore. However, by the end of the Q4 of FY17, the bank had exhausted its entire contingency reserves for provision for bad loans. In Q4, bad loan additions were more than ₹11,000 crore for which the bank has to make a pro-



Chanda Kochhar vision of ₹2,898 crore as compared with ₹3,326 crore. ICICI Bank wrote-off a whopping ₹5,386 crore of bad loans in Q4 as compared with ₹148 crore during the year-earlier period.



Cement sector NPA The spike in NPA is mainly due to one account in the cement sector, amounting to ₹5,378 crore, Chanda Kochhar, managing director and chief executive officer of the bank said.



“Addition to NPA was gradually declining; however, it stayed elevated during the quarter due to the cement account,” Ms. Kochhar said. She said she expected additions to NPA will be lower in the current financial year as compared with the previous one. “While the (cement firm’s) M&A transaction has received most of the requisite approvals, including the approval of the National Company Law Tribunal, it is awaiting certain last mile approvals due to which the transaction could not be concluded by March 31, 2017,” the bank said. It expects part of the loan to be upgraded on conclusion of the transaction. The gross NPA ratio of the bank was at 7.89% as compared with 7.2% a year ago while provision coverage ratio declined to 53.5% from



Apple bolstering presence in India Firm under-penetrated in country, says CEO Cook Press Trust of India New York



Bullish on India, Apple CEO Tim Cook has said that the U.S. technology giant was bolstering its presence in India’s “under-penetrated” market to tap the huge growth opportunities in the fast-growing economy amid improving 4G network infrastructure.



‘New record’ “We set a new March quarter record for India, where revenue grew by strong double digits. We continue to strengthen our local presence across the entire ecosystem, and we’re very optimistic about our future in this remarkable country with its very large, young and tech-savvy population, fast-growing eco-



Tim Cook



nomy and improving 4G network infrastructure,” Mr. Cook said in the second quarter results earnings call on Tuesday. He was asked whether the California-based company is under-penetrated in India and if it needs to work with the government to have Apple-owned stores or pro-



duction given the great opportunity in the country. “We think it’s a great opportunity too, and so we’re bringing all the things that we brought to bear in other markets that we’ve eventually done well in, and that’s from channel to stores to our ecosystem and so forth.” “And so there are a ton of things going on there [India]. And we agree that we are under-penetrated there. Our growth rates are good, really good by most people’s expectations, maybe not mine as much,” he said. Mr. Cook, who visited India last year and met Prime Minister Narendra Modi, said the company is putting a “lot of energy” in India, just like it has in other geographies that eventually wound up producing more.



61% a year earlier. The ‘drill down’ list of the banks — comprising loans identified as below investment grade — declined to ₹19,000 crore at end March, from ₹44,000 crore at the beginning of FY17. “About ₹20,000 crore of the list has turned into NPA,” she said. The bank also announced the issue of one bonus share for every 10 shares and a dividend of ₹2.50 per share. The net interest margin of the bank was 3.57% in Q4 as compared with 3.37%. in the year-earlier period. Retail loans continue to drive business, growing 19% while overall loan growth was 14%. Retail loans now constitute 52% of the total loan portfolio. The bank expects 15-16% credit growth in the current financial year, in which consumer loans are expected to rise 18-20%.



RIL seeks nod for MF investment special correspondent Mumbai



Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) on Wednesday appealed to the Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) to allow the company to invest its surplus cash in mutual funds, some of whom may be trading in the derivatives segment. Senior advocate Harish Salve, representing RIL in connection with an appeal on a SEBI order banning the firm from trading in equity derivatives segment, made the plea before the tribunal. In response, the SEBI counsel asked the company to submit an application with the names of the fund houses that it wants to invest in.



New Delhi



The government has decided to set up inter-ministerial panels to examine the financial woes of telcom and power companies and recommend solutions, Communications Minister Manoj Sinha said. While intense competition in the telcom sector has squeezed margins of some companies and raised fears of defaults on bank loans, the power segment faces a situation where distribution companies are unable to pay electricity producers. “An inter-ministerial group has been created to examine systemic issues of viability and repayment capacity and furnish recommendation for resolution of stressed assets at the earliest,” Mr. Sinha told PTI.



‘Sharper Fed rate hikes a key risk to Asia’ ADB’s Sawada also sees risk to Central Asian nations from rise in U.S. oil prices Suresh Seshadri YOKOHAMA



The U.S. Federal Reserve’s ongoing policy normalisation could potentially pose a risk to the economies in Asia and the Pacific region, especially if the trajectory of interest rate increases were to be sharper than expected, said Yasuyuki Sawada, chief economist and director general, economic research and cooperation department, Asian Development Bank. “If it is sharper than expected, the normalisation of U.S. interest rates, then there could be some heterogeneous impact on Asian economies,” Mr. Sawada said, observing that the ADB’s baseline scenario in its GDP growth projection of 5.7% for the region in 2017 and 2018 was based on the U.S. central bank raising policy rates thrice this year and four times in 2018. “Some countries may react to a sharper than anticipated increase with policy responses of their own and CM YK



Yasuyuki Sawada this could have an impact on the growth momentum,” he added. The Fed raised benchmark rates by one quarter of a percentage point in March and signalled at the time that the strengthening economy would warrant “gradual increases” — an expression that economists understood to mean two more increases this year. The ADB had, in its annual Asian Development Outlook 2017, released last month, flagged the possibil-



ity that a recent uptick in U.S. inflation could “accelerate the tightening cycle” but added that such an acceleration would likely be accompanied by a quickening in growth momentum in the world’s largest economy. Policy changes, particularly with respect to trade, in the U.S. and Europe also posed a risk to the outlook for the Asian economies, Mr. Sawada said adding that he, however, didn’t anticipate the global trade environment ever realistically returning to the interwar conditions of the 1920s and 1930s. Asia’s economies had also increased their intra-regional trade in recent decades and to that extent were therefore less reliant on the developed economies, he observed. The third key risk to the Asian growth forecast for 2017 was from a possible strong increase in U.S. oil and gas output that could potentially depress global



commodity and energy prices. While this would benefit net oil importer economies, energy exporters like the Central Asian countries of Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan would likely be impacted adversely. The ADB has projected the Central Asian economies to expand 3.1% this year, rebounding from 2016’s slowdown to 2.1%.



India’s growth India’s growth is projected by the ADB to accelerate to 7.4% in 2017-18. This, Mr. Sawada elaborated, would be mainly on account of improved terms of trade, a cyclical recovery and indications that the impact of demonetisation on cash-reliant sectors had been relatively short-term. The new bankruptcy and insolvency code and GST were also business enabling developments, he added. (The writer is in Yokohama at the invitation of the ADB) M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



INTERVIEW | SILVIO PIETRO ANGORI



‘Elegant designs do not necessarily mean high cost’ They transform automobiles into objects of desire, thereby increasing sales Lalatendu Mishra



Housing inance irm DHFL net rises 31% MUMBAI



Home loan and housing inance irm DHFL reported a 31% increase in net proit to ₹248 crore for the quarter ended March 31. Proit before tax rose 33% to ₹376 crore while total income increased 21% to ₹2,378 crore in the period. Loan disbursements and sanctions were ₹8,699 crore and ₹13,149 crore, rising 11% and 3% respectively from the same period of the previous year, the irm said.



Sundaram-Clayton net proit declines 56% CHENNAI



Sundaram-Clayton Ltd. (SCL) has reported a 56% decline in its standalone net proit to ₹38.36 crore for the year ended March 31, 2017 against ₹87.32 crore for the corresponding period in the previous year. In the period under review, the company reported a 9% dip in its turnover to ₹416 crore against ₹457 crore in the corresponding period of the previous year.



GMR in race for second airport in the Philippines HYDERABAD



The GMR Group, which is operating the Mactan Cebu international airport in the Philippines, on Wednesday said it is in the race to bag a licence to develop the Davao airport in the Far Eastern nation. The airport is the third busiest in the Paciic island nation.The Philippines government said the GMRMegawide consortium has emerged as a pre-qualiied bidder for the about $810 million airport project. PTI



CM YK



MUMBAI



Pininfarina SpA, the iconic Italian automobile designer has designed cars for marquee brands such as Ferrari, Alfa Romeo, Maserati and Cadillac since 1930. But it went through difficult times, especially after the global financial crisis of 2008. In late 2015, the Mahindra group acquired the firm. The company, which has trimmed its workforce by 90% with its exit from the automobile manufacturing business, is now aiming to achieve past glory, said its Chief Executive Officer Silvio Pietro Angori. Excerpts: Since the Mahindra acquisition in December 2015, what has changed? ■ The agreement was signed in December 2015 but the actual transfer of assets happened on May 30, 2016. So, we are 12 months into the transaction. The only thing that has changed is that we have a much stronger financial position. That was indeed something the company needed. By virtue of such a strong shareholding, we have gained so much credibility in the market. This is one of the critical success factors. We are still an independent company.We deal with several automakers who may be competing with M&M, so it is relevant that we remain independent.



Have your company’s finances improved? ■ As per the agreement, the debt of the company has been restructured therefore, the situation has improved. I cannot reveal any numbers



Manufacturing is something we discontinued in 2010. Today, we have gone back to our roots of being coach builders. This means what we manufacture are the one-offs and limited series up to 10 or 20 or 50 cars in total. We don’t plan to go back to manufacturing in mass vehicles.



because now we are in a silent period.



■



How has Tech Mahindra benefited from the acquisition?



Tech Mahindra is a services company. What probably is not known is that they have a large-sized business in manufacturing engineering. They serve clients that are complementary to our clients. We operate at an arm’s length, but when we combine our capability, we are among the largest engineering houses in the world. The major difference is that we have the design capability that others don’t have. We can do strategic design, can design the product as well the experience of the appliance and then we can engineer those.



■



We have not seen many customer names added or significantly higher impact of Pininfarina’s skills in Tech Mahindra’s financial metrics, after the acquisition.



We got a large contract two months back. We have shown three vehicles at the Shanghai Motor Show just last week. These are concept vehicles which will be rolled out in three to four years. One of the reasons we were able to gain this large contract is because we offered Italian design with Italian and Indian engineering. That means we are offering a true competitive advantage to our clients. The investment by the Mahindra Group has been highly



■



vehicles < > Concept shown in Shanghai will come out in three to four years beneficial for our future. How can you be relevant to emerging markets like India? ■ Though we are best known for designing the Maserati, the Ferrari, the Rolls Royce and other luxury cars, 70-80% of our designs are for mass vehicles. In 2015, we were awarded for having designed the best SUV of the year in China. This was among 52 new SUVs. That car was sold for €12,000 in that market. So, beauty does not necessarily mean high cost. In reality beauty makes your products become objects of desire and therefore they can sell more.



After the transaction, how many new clients have you added? ■ The business is growing. I can’t comment on details. Tech Mahindra has over 800 clients, we have 160. If 10% of Tech Mahindra clients are acquired by us that would mean 80 new clients. So, I have responded to you.



You were manufacturing cars. That was stopped...



How have your employees reacted? The unions had originally expressed displeasure. ■ The company had gone through a difficult journey. In 2007, when I joined the company, we had 5,000 people. We were producing 70,000 cars per year in four factories. We had €900 million debt. All of a sudden the market disappeared, the economy collapsed in 2008. The market for contract vehicle manufacturing disappeared. Therefore we decided to exit that business and repositioned the company. Now [we have] 550 people. So, 90% [of staff ] has gone. We have €40 million debt. We have paid most of the debt. The company is no longer a contract vehicle manufacturer. It is a pure design and engineering services company that manufactures limited series vehicles. It was a painful process. Despite the fact that everyone has been affected [somewhat] due to the changes, to a certain extent people are happy that the company has emerged from that terrible period in a different form and shape now, and that it is going back to its past glory.



Coal India production target cut Special Correspondent KOLKATA



Coal India Ltd.’s (CIL) production target for the current fiscal FY18 has been fixed at 600 million tonnes against 660 million tonnes envisaged earlier. This would require the company to grow at about 10% over the 550 million tonnes it touched in 2016-17. It closed April 2017 with a production of 38.4 million tonnes which was 88% of the target. However, drawing from its stock of 60 million tonnes (at March-end, 2017), it despatched almost nine million tonnes more than its output. CIL sources said the 2016-17 target had to be reworked on the basis of demand from the power sector which accounted for 75% of the consumption. “These numbers, which were fixed in tandem with the one billion-tonne target, had to be revisited in view of the tepid demand,” sources said.



L&T Tech buys DSP design irm Esencia Eyes large orders, double-digit growth Piyush Pandey MUMBAI



The board of L&T Technology Services (LTTS) has approved the acquisition of U.S.-based Esencia Technologies Inc, a provider of design services in digital signal processing for communications, video, security and networking. A technology arm of engineering giant Larsen & Toubro, LTTS is also betting on big orders from multi-billion dollar global firms for double-digit growth in revenues in FY18, above industry body Nasscom’s projections. “We are likely to sign a deal with a $50-billion firm by May-end; that gives me confidence to close this year with double-digit growth in revenues,” said Keshav Panda, CEO & MD, LTTS. LTTL won a notable deal from a European OEM for design, development, implementation and standard-



isation of its digital engineering framework. The company reported a 11.5% fall in net profits to ₹96.5 crore even as foreign exchange fluctuations weighed on profitability. However, revenues rose 1.4% to ₹812.3 crore while in dollar terms the revenue grew by 3.4%. Meanwhile, the acquisition will deepen LTTS’ offerings to global customers, in the realm of perceptual computing, Internet of Things, advanced silicon products and wireless networking technologies, said a company statement adding that Esencia has a team of more than 100 embedded, ASIC design and semiconductor experts in Silicon Valley. LTTS’ board also elevated A.M. Naik’s successor, S.N. Subramaniyan, at the EPC major parent to the position of vice-chairman from that of non-executive director.



Exim Bank to provide $15 bn credit to Asian countries Plans to raise $2.5 billion from overseas markets this year N. Anand CHENNAI



Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) will be providing lines of credit worth more than $15 billion to Asian countries over the next three to four years, said a top official. The countries getting credit support include Bangladesh ($9.5 billion), Sri Lanka ($3 billion), Nepal ($1.5 billion) and Myanmar ($1.5 billion). “We are extending credit support of $1.6 billion for setting up a super-critical ul-



tra thermal power plant in Bangladesh,” said David Rasquinha, MD, Exim Bank. “Another $2 billion will be for supply of buses and railway wagons, among others,” he said.



Railways, water Sri Lanka will get credit support of $3 billion for developing railway and water projects among others. Nepal will use the credit for developing its transportation system. The bank is also planning to extend cross-border financing to Cambodia and



Vietnam. For the current year, Exim Bank is targeting a growth of 8-9% as key markets have started to recover. In the current year, the bank plans to raise $2.5 billion from overseas markets. “Right now, we are very liquid and might think of raising money after July. The current liquidity will last till December. Currently, we are watching a few markets — Thailand, Poland, Australia or Singapore — and might tap them, if there is an opportunity,” he said.



M ND-ND
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Tripathi blitz sets up Pune’s victory Delhi Daredevils has the momentum



The opener’s 52-ball 93 makes light of a target of 156 Y.B. Sarangi KOLKATA



Rahul Tripathi continued with his superb showing as an opener to score his second half-century of the season as Rising Pune Supergiant defeated Kolkata Knight Riders by four wickets in the Indian Premier League match at the Eden Gardens on Wednesday. After limiting Knight Riders to 155 for eight with some tidy bowling, Supergiant rode on Tripathi’s sparkling 52-ball 93 to earn its seventh victory, with four balls to spare. The Maharashtra allrounder has been rather lowprofile on the domestic circuit, but has made a massive impact in his debut IPL season with his remarkable consistency, briefed with giving Supergiant brisk starts. This was Tripathi’s seventh 30plus score, and his highest yet. Tripathi’s match-winning knock on Wednesday contained nine fours and seven sixes, and by the time he was held at midwicket off Chris Woakes, he had taken his team to the threshold of victory. Sighting the ball early and quick on his feet, Tripathi clobbered pacers Nathan Coulter-Nile and Umesh Yadav all over the ground as Supergiant reached 50 off 23 balls, and 100 off 63. The 26-year-old was especially severe on Coulter-Nile, bludgeoning him for three fours and a six in the third over and two fours and a six in the sixth. Tripathi underlined his dominance by slamming three successive sixes off a Kuldeep Yadav over. Earlier, in the field, Supergiant showcased its expertise in applying the brakes on the run-scoring. It strangulated



the Knight Riders batsmen, giving away just 41 and getting three wickets in the PowerPlay, as the host — missing Robin Uthappa due to a hamstring niggle — recorded its second slowest start of the season. Jaydev Undakat was impressive in getting the ball to move and using the bounce. He had Sunil Narine caught and bowled as the first over was a wicket maiden. Young off-spinner Washington Sundar then claimed Sheldon Jackson hit-wicket, pushing him back and forcing him onto the stumps. Washington also picked up the prized scalp of Gautam Gambhir, getting the Knight Riders captain to hole out to deep mid-wicket after being hit for a four and a six off consecutive balls.



SCOREBOARD



IPL-10



Lions’ superior ielding could be the diference Imran Tahir struck in his second over, trapping the dangerous Yusuf Pathan in front to leave Knight Riders at 59 for four off 10 overs. Manish Pandey (37 off 32 balls) and Colin de Grandhomme (36 off 19) put on 48 runs off 30 balls for the fifth wicket in Knight Riders’s first respectable partnership. de Grandhomme muscled Tahir for two soaring sixes before mis-timing Unadkat to backward point. Suryakumar Yadav, who replaced Uthappa, dazzled in a cameo 16-ball 30. He punished Unadkat in his last over, helping Knight Riders cross the 150-mark and ensuring that they had something to bowl at.



Uthra Ganesan NEW DELHI



Encouraged by a return to winning form at home, Delhi Daredevils would be hoping to carry the momentum when it takes on fellow straggler Gujarat Lions here on Thursday. Yet again it would be a battle of Delhi bowling and Gujarat batting, even though the latter is yet to consistently live up to its reputation and the former struggled against Sunrisers Hyderabad and had to be rescued, for once, by its inexperienced batsmen. The win helped DD leapfrog Gujarat into sixth place despite an equal number of points but with an extra game in hand. A collective batting effort helped DD overcome a stiff 186-run target with useful contributions from everyone despite no stand-out brilliance. Karun Nair finally got some runs, as did Corey Anderson and Sanju Samson. It was also one of the few occasions when DD’s bowling faltered. While Jayant Yadav and Amit Mishra did stop the run flow in the middle, Kagiso Rabada had a forgettable outing and, in the continued absence of Zaheer Khan, the team would be hoping for a better effort from its bowlers but not really concerned about it. What would be a concern for Delhi would be its poor fielding that saw SRH score more than it should have. That is one department where Gujarat has a clear edge and may well make the difference to the result on Thursday. With the likes of Suresh Raina, Ravindra Jadeja and



KNIGHT RIDERS VS SUPERGIANT



Kolkata Knight Riders: Sunil Narine c & b Unadkat 0 (6b), Gautam Gambhir c Rahane b Washington 24 (19b, 3x4, 1x6), Sheldon Jackson hit wkt. b Washington 10 (9b, 2x4), Manish Pandey c Rahane b Christian 37 (32b, 4x4, 1x6), Yusuf Pathan lbw b Tahir 4 (9b), Colin de Grandhomme c Washington b Unadkat 36 (19b, 3x4, 2x6), Suryakumar Yadav (not out) 30 (16b, 2x4, 2x6), Chris Woakes run out 1 (3b), Nathan CoulterNile c Washington b Stokes 6 (5b), Umesh Yadav (not out) 2 (2b); Extras (lb-5): 5; Total (for eight wkts. in 20 overs): 155. Fall of wickets: 1-0 (Narine, 0.6 overs), 2-19 (Jackson, 3.6), 340 (Gambhir, 5.5), 4-55 (Yusuf, 9.1), 5-103 (Pandey, 14.1), 6-119 (de Grandhomme, 16.2), 7-129 (Woakes, 17.4), 8-152 (CoulterNile, 19.3). Rising Pune Supergiant bowling: Jaydev Unadkat 4-1-28-2, Ben Stokes 4-0-24-1, Washington Sundar 2-0-18-2, Shardul Thakur 3-0-21-0, Imran Tahir 40-36-1, Dan Christian 3-0-23-1.



Rising Pune Supergiant: Ajinkya Rahane c Jackson b Umesh 11 (9b, 2x4), Rahul Tripathi c sub b Woakes 93 (52b, 9x4, 7x6), Steve Smith b Woakes 9 (9b, 1x6), Manoj Tiwary b Woakes 8 (9b, 1x4), Ben Stokes c & b Narine 14 (15b, 1x4), M.S. Dhoni c Jackson b Kuldeep 5 (9b), Dan Christian (not out) 9 (10b, 1x6), Washington Sundar (not out) 1 (3b); Extras (b-4, lb-2, w-2): 8; Total (for six wkts. in 19.2 overs): 158. Fall of wickets: 1-11 (Rahane, 1.4), 2-59 (Smith, 4.6), 3-88 (Tiwary, 8.2), 4-131 (Stokes, 13.3), 5-139 (Dhoni, 16.1), 6-150 (Tripathi, 18.4). Kolkata Knight Riders bowling: Nathan Coulter-Nile 3-0-41-0, Umesh Yadav 4-0-23-1, Chris Woakes 4-0-18-3, Sunil Narine 4-0-28-1, Kuldeep Yadav 4-035-1, Colin de Grandhomme 0.2-0-7-0. Toss: Rising Pune Supergiant. Man-of-the-match: Tripathi. Supergiant won by four wickets with four balls remaining.



Remarkable run: This was Rahul Tripathi’s seventh score over 30 in IPL-10, and his highest yet. AFP *



Need to ire: Basil Thampi has to be incisive if Gujarat Lions hopes to rattle a Delhi Daredevils batting line-up that came good in its last home game. AFP *



Brendon McCullum in its ranks, it was GL’s fielding that helped it take a seemingly lost game against Mumbai Indians into Super Over before losing out.



DD v GL Sony Six, Sony ESPN, Sony Max (SD & HD), 8.p.m.



Overall struggle All but out of the race for the playoffs, the team that finished an impressive third on debut last year has struggled for form on all fronts and, seventh on the table, has little to lose here-on. The presence of big-hitters like McCullum, Aaron Finch, James Faulkner, Raina and an impressive Ishan Kishan has meant big



totals racked up but the bowling has let down the team. The all-Indian bowling unit of Basil Thampi, Pradeep Sangwan, Dhawal Kulkarni, Ankit Soni, Nathu Singh, Irfan Pathan and Praveen Kumar has failed to impress much in terms of results and Andrew Tye’s injury has only weakened it further.
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Hayden changed my perception about training: Johnson The Australian says there is a big change in the itness levels of fast bowlers G. Viswanath



POINTS TABLE



MUMBAI



Mitchell Johnson has admitted he was initially lazy to put in the extra yards in training, but after watching Mathew Hayden extend his net-session immediately after a three-hour stint, his perception of workout and practice changed. The Australian left-arm fast bowler, who unveiled the ‘Bowlfit’ app along with Jock Campbell (former head strength and conditioning coach/ physical performance manager for the Australian team) on Tuesday, revealed what changed his attitude towards training. “When I was playing for Queensland, we had completed a net session of three hours...it’s humid like Mumbai. I was stretching and watched Hayden walk from one net to the end-net, which had a bowling machine, and he began hitting ball after ball. It made me think...what is he doing? We



Yuvraj rues Nehra’s absence NEW DELHI



A blazing 70 by Yuvraj Singh could not prevent Sunrisers Hyderabad from continuing its losing streak away from home, going down by six wickets against a struggling Delhi Daredevils, here on Tuesday, and the senior batsman admitted that the absence of the injured Ashish Nehra cost the team. “We have been relying a lot on Bhuvi (Bhuvneshwar Kumar) and Rashid (Khan). When Ashish (Nehra) is fully fit, it will make our bowling line-up a lot more stronger. I think we gave a lot of runs in the first six overs. It wasn’t a great start by our bowlers and we did not pick wickets in the middle. All their guys got 30-40 runs,” Yuvraj said. His own form was reassuring for SRH after a few low-scoring outings but Yuvraj also admitted that he was lucky to be dropped early on. “I was lucky, I could cash in on it in the later overs. It was important for me to get some runs. It was a bit tough CM YK



when we were batting as the ball was gripping, so I thought of hanging around and go for the big shots after the 16th over,” he said. On its part, the win kept DD alive in the competition but leg-spinner Amit Mishra insisted that the team was not thinking too far ahead



and only focusing on next match. “We are very positive from now, we will go step by step. We have a very good team and we clicked today. We did well in batting and bowling but our fielding was not up to the mark,” Mishra said.



M 10 11 11 11 9 9 10 11



W 8 7 7 6 4 3 3 2



L 2 4 4 4 5 6 7 8



NR 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1



PTS 16 14 14 13 8 6 6 5



NRR +0.427 +0.725 -0.123 +0.659 +0.228 -0.094 -0.323 -1.441



*After the KKR-RPS match



Technical tool: Mitchell Johnson and Jock Campbell during the launch of the ‘Bowlit’ app. PTI *



just had a massive training session and why is he hitting more balls, that does not make sense to me. “After some time it clicked. He plays for Australia and I found out that he was doing some extra running and training as well.



That opened my eyes and made me think that if I want to play for Australia, I have to do that extra stuff.” The 35-year-old, part of the Mumbai Indians team, felt that there is a big change in the fitness levels of fast bowlers.



‘Protect interests of Indian cricket’



“The Australian people like to see fast bowling. When I first came to the MRF Pace Foundation at the age of 19, I worked with Dennis Lillee. That was the time I saw fast bowlers going to gyms. I have noticed an improvement in the physique of fast bowlers in the last 2-4 years; it is unbelievable, the elite ones have amazing physique and look good. It actually works because they are doing the right thing. I was speaking to Shane Watson and he said the same thing; they work hard and



want to improve. They want to get better.” “Having the knowledge after being involved in the Australian team, I have been able to work for 300 videos in the app. Now I have to get into some consultancy/ teaching role as I realise I have some knowledge. Over 300 videos is a lot of stuff on how to bowl slower balls, a swing ball, a bouncer...my favourite ball. If you are playing professionally, you need to get your body right. It doesn’t matter at which level you are playing.”
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Business as usual



CoA tells BCCI to adopt ‘mature, well-considered’ approach G. Viswanath



Special Correspondent



TEAM Mumbai Indians Kolkata Knight Riders Rising Pune Supergiant Sunrisers Hyderabad Kings XI Punjab Delhi Daredevils Gujarat Lions Royal Challengers Bangalore



MUMBAI



The Committee of Administrators (CoA) has warned the BCCI against “any drastic step which may result in the breakdown of negotiations” with the ICC and other cricket boards. The CoA was referring to the Board’s intention of revoking the Members’ Participation Agreement (MPA) for ICC events. This follows the world body’s meetings in Dubai, where the BCCI was outvoted and new structure and revenue models passed.



No revoking MPA Revoking the MPA will result in India missing all ICC events between 2017 and 2023, starting with next month’s Champions Trophy — an eventuality the CoA indicated it will not permit. In a 15-point note to the BCCI, the CoA said it would fully support a “mature and well-considered decision at the SGM [on May 7] which protects the interests of Indian cricket”. “However, in the ex-



tremely unlikely event that the decision ... is one which, in our view, is against the interests of Indian cricket, we would be duty-bound to ... communicate our views to the Hon’ble Supreme Court and seek its intervention .. [and] take such other steps that we consider necessary to protect the interests of Indian cricket.” The CoA also spelt out its view on the negotiating position the BCCI should adopt and advised a middle path. “The decision regarding what amount/share and changes to the ICC governance structure the BCCI should finally agree to in the course of negotiations with the ICC and other cricket boards is certainly one that needs to be taken by the General Body of the BCCI as it has long-term implications,” the CoA said. “It is in the interests of Indian cricket for the BCCI to continue negotiations ... to arrive at an amount/share that is somewhere between that envisaged under the financial model that was put in



place in 2014 and that which is envisaged under the revised financial model.” The CoA cited an audio recording of the SGM held on February 19, 2016, which “reveals that there was a recognition that the BCCI should work in a collaborative framework with ICC and negotiate a lower amount that is acceptable to all. BCCI should continue to adopt this approach in its negotiations with ICC”. The Supreme Court-appointed panel further pointed out that “specific details of the maximum reduction in the amount/share that the then President and Secretary of the BCCI were authorised to negotiate and agree were verbally agreed although the same does not find mention in the minutes of the said SGM”. The CoA said that such a negotiated settlement should have been the way forward at the ICC Board meeting in Dubai instead of asking the ICC to defer taking a decision or voting against the changes.



No let-up: A couple of days before Royal Challengers’ home game against Kings XI, Virat Kohli was as intense as ever during the team’s practice session at the Chinnaswamy Stadium in Bengaluru on Wednesday. G.P. SAMPATH KUMAR *



M ND-ND
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DDCA audit: fresh proposals sought



Mandeep does the star turn



IN BRIEF



His hat-trick helps India overcome Japan and occupy the second spot



Gaurav Gill nominated for Arjuna Award again NEW DELHI



Gaurav Gill is hoping to become the first Arjuna awardee from motorsports after the FMSCI recommended his name for the second time in three years. “Yes, we have recommended him for the honour. He deserves the award and hopefully he will get it this time,” FMSCI president Akbar Ebrahim confirmed. PTI



FIH’s home-and-away league from 2019 LAUSANNE



The International Hockey Federation (FIH) on Wednesday announced that 15 National Associations, including India, have advanced in the selection process for the forthcoming global Home and Away League, beginning in 2019. Thirteen National Associations remain part of the selection process for the women’s League. Argentina, Australia, Belgium, England, Germany, India, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand and Spain submitted applications for men’s and women’s teams.



New Warner Stand opened at Lord’s



NEW DELHI



Ipoh (Malaysia)



With the investigation into Delhi and Districts Cricket Association’s past accounts continuing to remain a work in progress, Justice Vikramjit Sen, on Wednesday, sought fresh proposals from auditing firms to undertake the court-ordered Special and Forensic Audit. Justice Sen, appointed by the Delhi High Court as DDCA administrator pending external, independent audit of the past three years’ accounts and conduct of fresh elections of office-



Prince Philip opened the new Warner Stand at Lord’s on Wednesday following a £25 million reconstruction project. The rebuilding of the 2,656-seater stand is the first phrase in a major overhaul of the famous ground that will take place over the next two decades. AFP



Special Correspondent



Double delight: Mandeep Singh, second from right, celebrates with teammates after netting India’s fourth goal to complete his hat-trick against Japan on Wednesday. AP



New Delhi



Union Sports Minister, Vijay Goel, announced a wide spectrum of fields including sports that would fetch the national youth awards.



AELTC yet to decide on Sharapova wild-card LONDON



Wimbledon chiefs will wait until June 20, days ahead of the qualifying event, before deciding whether to give Maria Sharapova a wild-card. Returning after a lengthy ban, she re-entered the WTA rankings at 262 and will hence have to hence rely on a wild-cards to enter Wimbledon where the cut-off for qualifying entry will be around 200. AFP



Addressing a press conference here on Wednesday, the minister pointed out that instead of the States nominating the persons or organisation for the National Youth Awards, it would be an online process henceforth.



AZLAN SHAH CUP In other matches, tabletopper Australia prevailed over Great Britain 2-1, while New Zealand edged out host Malaysia 1-0. The results: India 4 (Rupinderpal 8, Mandeep 45, 51, 58) bt Japan (Murata 10, Yoshihara 43, Mitani 46); Australia 2 (Trent Mitton 44, Matt Dawson 52) bt Great Britain 1 (Mark Gleghorne 51); New Zealand 1 (Kane Russell 25) bt Malaysia 0.



Instead of one organisation, the award would be given to ten organisations every year for their services. The award has been enhanced to ₹200,000, a trophy and a certificate. The individual awards of ₹50,000 each, increased from ₹40,000, apart from a medal and certificate would be given to 25 eligible youth in the age group of 15 to 29 years, for their good work and excellence in various fields.



Maradona to visit Kolkata in Sept.



Shapath impresses with sixth place LARNAKA, CYPRUS



The 15-year-old Shapath Bharadwaj finished an impressive sixth in double trap event of the shotgun World Cup here on Wednesday. He had qualified for the final in the fourth place with a score of 135 (24, 30, 27 27 and 27), before shooting 26 out of 30 for sixth place. The results: Double trap: 1. Daniele di Spignio (Ita) 78 WR (138)15, 2. Artem Nekrasov (Rus) 72 (138)16, 3. Davide Gasparini (Ita) 56 (135)21; 6. Shapath Bharadwaj 26 (135) 22; 17. Sangram Dahiya 127; 19. Ankur Mittal 127.



To be part of a celebrity match Special Correspondent KOLKATA



Diego Maradona is expected to be in Kolkata on September 19 and 20 to take part in a celebrity football match. The specifics of the duration of his appearance in the ‘Match for Unity’ are being worked out, said Moksh Sports Ventures’s Satadru Dutta, who is the promoter of the trip. “Apart from the match and a football clinic with the



KOLKATA



Dronacharya award winning wrestling coach Captain Chand Roop passed away in Delhi on Tuesday evening. He was 87. Chand Roop, who hailed from Sundana village of Rohtak district of Haryana, was admitted to a private hospital in Delhi after complaining of breathing problem. “On examination, the doctors declared him dead,” said Ashok Dhaka, Chand Roop's nephew and a coach at his Delhi-based akhara. Chand Roop took up wrestling after joining the



*



Online process henceforth: Vijay Goel Special Correspondent



Ramkumar Ramanathan beat Ryan Shane 6-4, 7-5 in the first round of the $75,000 Challenger here on Tuesday. At the $50,000 Challenger in Gimcheon, Yuki Bhambri lost 6-2, 1-6, 6-3 to the second seed Konstantin Kravchuk in the second round. Haadin Bava made the quarterfinals of the $25,000 Futures in Abuja, beating Ivan Marrero Curbelo 7-6(2), 6-2. In the $15,000 ITF women’s tournament in Hua Hin, Karman Kaur Thandi lost 7-5, 6-3 to Japan’s Chihiro Muramatsu in the round two.



bearers to the association, said in his mail that none of the proposals of interest received so far had been satisfactory enough to get the mandate. As such, fresh proposals were being invited from auditing firms. “We were unable to accept any of the proposals submitted as the concerned audit firms did not have any requisite experience for the special audit mandated by the HC. We are once again calling for fresh proposals. The last date of submission is May 15 (7 p.m.),” the letter states.



Captain Chand Roop passes away



Sports in the national youth awards



LONDON



Sports Bureau Savannah, USA



Special Correspondent



Press Trust of India



Striker Mandeep Singh scored a brilliant hat-trick to hand India a fighting 4-3 victory over lower-ranked Japan in a round robin match of the 26th Azlan Shah Cup hockey tournament, here on Wednesday. Having squandered the early lead provided by a penalty corner from Rupinderpal Singh in the eighth minute, India was trailing when Mandeep got into his goal-scoring act in the second half. Neutralising India’s lead through Kazuma Murata’s fine deflection in the 10th minute, Japan led twice with goals coming from Heita Yoshihara (43rd) and Genki Mitani (46th), but it could not overcome Mandeep’s brilliance. Mandeep got into the goalscoring act with a fine touch on a through ball from Harmanpreet Singh in the 45th minute. He then came back to tap in a square ball from Sardar Singh in the 51st minute and then ensured three points for India by capitalising on a diagonal from Rupinderpal in the 58th. India, with seven points from four matches, is second in the standings, ahead of Great Britain on goal difference and has a chance of making a second successive final.



Ramkumar advances



kids, we have not finalised anything. There will be lot of activities which will discussed with his agent and finalised.” Maradona will arrive in the city on September 18, before formally beginning his two-day visit. While this is a privately organised event, Maradona is also expected to be a part of the build-up programme to the Under-17 World Cup in October planned by FIFA.



Sreejesh ruled out Press Trust of India Ipoh



India captain and goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh has been ruled out of the ongoing Sultan Azlan Shah Cup owing to a knee injury he suffered in the match against defending champion Australia. Sreejesh has a painful right knee due to a ligament injury that



generally takes two to three months to heal, a team source said. “The scan on his right knee revealed the extent of injury. He will play no role in the ongoing tournament and could even miss the World League Semifinals in London in June,” said an official on condition of anonymity.



Other results (all first round): $75,000 Challenger, Savannah: Andre Ghem (Bra) & Ramkumar Ramanathan bt Damon Gooch (RSA) & Wil Spencer (USA) 6-4, 6-4. €64,000 Challenger, Ostrava: Franko Skugor (Cro) & Jeevan Nedunchezhiyan bt Marco Cecchinato & Matteo Donati (Ita) 6-3, 6-3; Roberto Carballes Baena & Ruben Ramirez Hidalgo (Esp) bt David Poljak (Cze) & Sumit Nagal 6-2, 4-6, [10-7]. $50,000 Challenger, Gimcheon: Brydan Klein (GBr) & Yuki Bhambri bt Chung Yunseong & Kwon Soon Woo (Kor) 4-6, 6-4, [10-3]. $15,000 ITF womens: Cairo: Sowjanya Bavisetti bt Anna Slovakova (Cze) 2-0 retd; Riya Bhatia bt Tea Faber (Cro) 6-0, 6-2; Rishika Sunkara bt Kerstin Peckl (Aut) 6-2, 6-3.



Indian Army in 1948. He was a former National champion who became a coach to train the Army wrestlers. There he produced Asian Games bronze medallist and former Bharat Kesari title winner Netrapal and anther prominent wrestler Vijay Kumar. An NIS qualified coach, Chand Roop, started his own akhara in Azadpur area of Delhi in 1979 and produced many international wrestlers, including several Olympians and five Arjuna award winners — Ombeer, Ashok Garg, Rohtash Dahiya, Ramesh Kumar and Dharmender Dalal.
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Nishant in last-eight



AC Sports in inal



Sports Bureau



\ DELHI ROUND-UP \



Abhishek Bansla (79, 70b) and Gaurav Chitkara (73, 50b) scored quick-fire half centuries as AC Sports beat Defence Accounts Sports Control Board by six wickets to enter the final of the 27th all-India Om Nath Sood memorial cricket tournament. The scores: DASCB 260 for six in 40 overs (Priyank Tehlan 69, Gurkeerat Ahluwalia 41, Shalabh Shrivastava 34) lost to AC Sports 262 for four in 33.3 overs (Abhishek Bansla 79, Gaurav Chitkara 73, Vikram Dhariwal 57 not out).



Vaibhav scalps eight Vaibhav Rao (eight for 49) set up Wonders Club’s 13-



run win over Players Academy in the Sardari Lal Makkar memorial cricket tournament. The scores: Wonders Club 157 in 34.6 overs (Kavish Jain 47, Himanshu Kumar 30, Rohit Malik four for 31, Simranjeet Singh three for 47) bt Players Academy 144 in 29 overs (Rajat Gautam 61, Mihir Dhawan 31, Vaibhav Rao eight for 49).



RP Academy advances RP Academy beat Vijay Dahiya Academy by 70 runs to enter the prequarterfinals of the 33rd all-India Laxman Das Chhabra memorial cricket tournament. The scores: RPA 210 for eight in 40 overs (Sarang Rawat 30, Akhil Pant 28, Gurdeep Singh



three for 33) bt VDA 140 in 34.1 overs (Ankur Julka 46, Priyank Tehlan 36, Arish Alam three for nine).



Quickire century by Abhishek Abhishek Jain scored a 63-ball 123 while Hritik Shaukeen picked up four wickets and Ayush Badoni three as Modern SchoolBarakhamba Road beat Delhi Public School-Meerut by 121 runs in the SIS T20 tournament. The scores: Modern School 217 for nine in 20 overs (Abhishek Jain 123, Arjun Gupta two for 16, Sarthak Sharma two for 40) bt DPS 96 in 16.2 overs (Akshat Dadu 38, Hritik Shaukeen four for 20, Ayush Badoni three for 15).



bt Ajay Malik & Nitin Jaipal Singh 6-2, 6-3; Deepender Grewal & Dhruv Tangri bt Sushant Dabas & Divesh Gahlot 6-2, 2-6, [10-5].



CHANDIGARH



Nishant Dabas beat Krishan Hooda 7-6(7), 7-6(12) in the pre-quarterfinals of the Zenlabs Ethica AITA National Series (under-16) tennis tournament on Wednesday.



Girls: Second round: Prinkle Singh bt Sandeepti Singh Rao 6-4, 4-6, 6-3; Ishita Singh bt Kashish Bhatia 6-4, 7-6(5); Sanya Singh bt Smriti Singh 3-6, 6-2, 6-1; Bela Tamhankar bt Sarah Dev 6-2, 7-6(6); Sristhti Dhir bt Harleen Kaur 6-2, 4-6, 6-2; Kaavya Sawhney bt Ameek Kiran Batth 6-1, 6-2; Vanshika Choudhary bt Chandrika Joshi 6-2, 0-6, 7-5; Prerna Vichare bt Yana Dhamija 7-5, 6-3.



The results: Boys: Second round: Shashikant Rajput bt Krish Patel 6-3, 6-2; Sushant Dabas bt Aaryan Pandit 7-6(5), 6-4; Uddayvir Singh bt Naresh Badgujar 7-5, 6-2; Drona Walia bt Nitin Jaipal Singh 6-1, 6-0; Kushan Shah bt Jaishvin Singh Sidana 6-2, 7-5; NIshant Dabas bt Krishan Hooda 7-6(7), 7-6(12); Ajay Malik bt Subham Saini 6-4, 6-3; Divesh Gahlot bt Dhruv Tangri 6-0, 6-0. Doubles: Semifinals: Bhupender Dahiya & Krishan Hooda



Doubles: Semifinals: Kaavya Sawhney & Prinkle Singh bt Vanshika Choudhary & Sandeepti Singh Rao 6-4, 6-1; Sarah Dev & Prerna Vichare bt Ishita Singh & Smriti Singh 6-3, 6-0.



Thomas scores 53 in Boston Celtics’ win Agence France-Presse Washington



Isaiah Thomas scored a career-high 53 points and dedicated the effort to his late sister as the Boston Celtics defeated the Washington Wizards 129-119 in a secondround NBA playoff game on Tuesday. Thomas scored 20 points in the fourth quarter and nine more in a game-closing 15-2 over-time run that gave the host Celtics a 2-0 lead in the best-of-seven Eastern Conference series, which shifts to Washington for game three on Thursday.



On what would have been his recently deceased sister's 23rd birthday, Thomas connected on 18-of-33 shots from the floor and 12-of-13 from the free throw line. “The least I can do is go out there and play for her,” Thomas said. “There was no way I couldn't play on her birthday. I wanted to win for her.” In the Western Conference, Golden State beat visiting Utah 106-94 in the opener of their secondround series. Celtics centre Al Horford contributed 15 points and 12



rebounds while Jae Crowder and Avery Bradley each added 14 points for Boston. But the only Celtics player to ever score more in a playoff game was John Havlicek, who struck for 54 in 1973. In Oakland, Stephen Curry scored 22 points while Draymond Green and Kevin Durant each added 17 points and Klay Thompson had 15 as the Warriors showed no rust from a week off after a first-round sweep. The results: Western Conference: Golden State 106 bt Utah 94. Eastern Conference: Boston 129 bt Washington 119 (OT).



Driving through: Boston Celtics’ Isaiah Thomas evades John Wall of Washington Wizards during game two of the Eastern Conference semiinals. AFP *
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■ ACROSS 1 Death row not rebuilt. It's straightforward (4-2-5) 9 After end of recruitment, sailor gets the French musical instrument (5) 10 Manufacturing salt in Goa leads to longing for old times (9)



CM YK



(set by Incognito)



11 There's no roundabout in Tripoli - stick to locality in 8 (10) 12 Mark's vehicle (4) 13 European police take English city (5) 15 Live around Uganda initially taking some soup and leftovers (8) 17 Posts stolen unwanted advertisement materials (8) 19 Giant bird's article (5) 22 Popular actor returned animals (4) 23 Story spread about commencement of amour (your and mine) after initial vibes is positive (10) 26 Tidying without using water by cleaning without using lac compound? (9) 27 Permission for vacation (5) 28 Valet hid gin cocktail - it was a miserable life (6,5) ■ DOWN 1 At irst, Delhi University mum left Indian city for city in the Middle East (5) 2 Persons without much strength (you and me) get a King ishes (9) 3 Violent Scot in medicinal waters (6)



FAITH



SUDOKU



Sway of Time



4 13 churches get substance (7) 5 Growl "Right propeller" (4) 6 Judicial institution where a drunk may be produced? (4,5) 7 Figure can be seen by all in country (6) 8 Sailing armadas dropped anchors initially in old city (6) 14 Saul consumed mixed paint and became an apostle (5,4) 16 Amongst other things, bury boxer with initial stage of amnesia (5,4) 17 Port in Myanmar in Asia (6) 18 Talk about egg supply (7) 20 "Wanted" journalist in demand (6) 21 Spoilt egg consumed by ish having teeth (6) 24 Removed irst nail from bench for a seaside place (5) 25 Fuel spilled around setter may produce drive (4)



Solution to puzzle 11997 G T P G B



A N N O D O M I N I



A M R N G



D O G N A C E E



S B M T A D AM A T M T OM A N U A T E N D S E I S P A G E I M T O P A L W E E A R E D N A U T I C A C I Y K K



P O A S A P P L E Y U S C E S T O R H E I N S T E P C I S B U G S L H A C A R T E W C E A N K L E T R O N D U P T O S T H



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



Among the many attributes of the Lord is ‘Kala,’ or Time, in which is subsumed all action and activities in creation. Everything happens against the backdrop of this Kala and realised souls are ever aware of this, pointed out Srimati Jaya Srinivasan in a discourse. Bhishma conveys this truth during his last moments in the august presence of Krishna, who graces Bhishma with transcendental knowledge of the sastras and wills that Yudhishtira should listen to his exposition of dharma and find solace in it. Bhishma recalls the life of the Pandavas that has been beset with untold sufferings. The atrocities they had to face with heroism, courage and righteousness; the death of Abhimanyu in the battlefield; and many such sorrows that they experienced in their life time flash across his mind. Bhishma attributes all this to the spirit of Time to whose sway all worlds and beings are compulsorily subordinate. Otherwise how could a royal family that has the son of Dharma as its head, has the protection of the powerful Bheema with his mighty mace, the archer Arjuna with the Gandiva, and above all Krishna as an ally and friend, be subjected to so many dangers, he exclaims. Bhishma advises Yudhishtira to accept that all this has happened according to the will of God and take up the kingship in the right spirit and guide the subjects. Krishna might be their cousin, but He is the Supreme Lord of the universe. He has been their advisor, ally, messenger, charioteer, and has been with them through all their difficulties, protecting them unfailingly. Earlier during the war, when Krishna grants Arjuna the vision of His cosmic form with its all encompassing grandeur and fearsomeness, a bewildered Arjuna had asked Him, “Who are You?” and the reply he gets is that He is the powerful force Time, Kala, capable of destroying all the worlds. M ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Mike Powell slams record rewrite plans



Ronaldo torments Atletico yet again His three goals put Real on verge of third inal in four years



LONDON



Long jump world recordholder Mike Powell said plans to rewrite world records set before 2005 are “a slap in the face” and vowed to fight the move. “There are some records out there that are kind of questionable, I can see that, but mine is the real deal. They would be destroying so many things with this decision.” AFP



Campbell welcomes call for ratiication LONDON



Former Olympic gold medallist and 4x100m European record holder Darren Campbell has welcomed European Athletics’ proposal to rewrite majority of the pre-2005 world records. “I will sacrifice whatever it takes to save the sport and give its credibility back.” REUTERS



Three Indian paddlers in top-100 CHENNAI



For the first time three Indian paddlers figure in the world’s top-100. Harmeet Desai breached the three-digit ranking barrier to reach No. 95. A. Sharath Kamal and Soumyajit Ghosh are the other two Indian players in the list.



TV PICKS West Indies vs Pakistan: 2nd Test, TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD, 7.30 p.m. Europa League: TEN 2, 11.30 p.m. NBA: Sony Six & Sony Six HD, 5.30 a.m. (Friday)



CM YK



Extraordinary: Cristiano Ronaldo followed his hat-trick against Bayern in the quarterinal second leg with another treble, his 42nd for Real. REUTERS *



Reuters Madrid



A ruthless Cristiano Ronaldo scored a dazzling hat-trick to lead Real Madrid to a crushing 3-0 victory over city rival Atletico Madrid in the first leg of its Champions League semifinal on Tuesday. The Portuguese forward put his team on the verge of its third final in four years and took his tally to 103 goals in the competition as he helped Madrid vanquish its neighbour at the Santiago Bernabeu. It was another demoralising European defeat for Atletico at the hands of Real, which had beaten Diego Simeone’s side in two of the competition’s last three finals. The plaudits, however, belonged once again to the extraordinary Ronaldo, who followed up his hat-trick against Bayern Munich in the quarterfinal second leg at the Bernabeu with another superb treble, his 42nd in all for Madrid.



CHAMPIONS LEAGUE



BFC sufers irst reverse Maldivian Club Maziya swamps Mohun Bagan Sports Bureau Dhaka



A ten-man Abahani Dhaka beat a near-full strength Bengaluru FC 2-0 at the Bangabandhu Stadium on Wednesday to hand the 2016 finalist its first defeat of this year’s campaign. With the score 0-0 and 11 minutes left, BFC was handed a big advantage when Mohammad Nasir’s hand-ball earned the Abahani player his second yellow card. But it was Abahani which took the lead in the 87th minute when Saad Uddin tapped home a cross. The second goal came two minutes into injury time when Rubel Miya robbed Amrinder Singh of the ball and chipped into an empty



Three book medals and Worlds slots Press Trust of India



< >



I am happy, lucky and human



Ronaldo



Ronaldo headed home in the 10th minute after Casemiro’s bouncing cross caught out Atletico’s defence, before putting his team on the verge of another final appearance after the break. Karim Benzema set him up to smash home his second on the half-volley in the 73rd and he finished from close range with four minutes remaining. The visitors’ best chance came during an intense first half, when Kevin Gameiro broke through after 17 minutes but was foiled by Keylor Navas as he tried to round the Madrid goalkeeper. Diego Godin lunged in to divert an Antoine Griezmann free kick inches over the crossbar as Atletico sought an equaliser but after



that it was one-way traffic as Madrid imposed its dominance. Simeone’s side did not offer its usual fight in the second half as Madrid killed the game off, and perhaps the tie, with Ronaldo, playing in a centre-forward role alongside Benzema, the executioner. His unstoppable strike from the edge of the box doubled Madrid’s lead and he completed his hat-trick shortly before the end after good work by substitute Lucas Vazquez. Ronaldo also scored all three goals as Madrid beat Atletico by the same scoreline in La Liga last November and Tuesday’s treble means Atletico’s final European game there next week is now likely to be a sombre affair. The result (semifinal, 1st leg): Real Madrid 3 (Ronaldo 10, 73, 86) bt Atletico Madrid 0.



Aizawl FC threatens ‘fast’



TASHKENT



Fourth seed Shiva Thapa (60kg), Sumit Sangwan (91kg) and Amit Phangal (49kg) have qualified for the boxing World Championship and assured themselves of medals by advancing to the semifinals of the Asian Championships here on Wednesday. Sumit stunned thirdseeded Chinese Fengkai Yu 4-1 while Amit got the better of fourth seed Cornelis Kwangu Langu of Indonesia 4-1. Shiva assured himself of a third successive medal by sailing past Chinese Taipei’s Chu-En Lai in his quarterfinal bout. It was heartbreak for Gaurav Bidhuri (56kg) as he lost 3-2 to China’s Jiawei Zhang. However, all is not lost for Bidhuri as he can still claim a place in the Worlds if he beats Japan’s Ryomei Tanaka in the box-off.



AFC CUP goal from a distance. After four matches, BFC shares the top-spot with Maziya Sports and Recreation Club, which beat Mohun Bagan 5-2 at Male, on nine points.



Precarious position After narrowly missing out on the I-League title, Mohun Bagan now finds itself on the verge of elimination following the defeat on Wednesday. Maziya opened up an early lead through Yasfaadh Habeeb (13th) and Mohamed Umair (27th). When Alexsander Rakic (45th) added a third, the game appeared over as a contest.



Bagan, which needed a win to stay afloat in the tournament, pulled a goal back through Kingshuk Debnath in the 48th minute. However, it fell further behind as Abdulla Asadhulla struck from the penalty spot before Rakic (60th) added a second. Though Jeje Lalpekhlua scored from the spot in the 78th minute, it could not prevent Maziya earning a win. The results: At Dhaka: Abahani Dhaka 2 (Saad Uddin 87, Rubel Miya 90+2) bt Bengaluru FC 0. At Male: MSRC 5 (Yasfaadh Habeeb 13; Mohamed Umair 27, Alexsander Rakic 45, 60, Abdulla Asadhulla 54) bt Mohun Bagan 2 (Kingshuk Debnath 48, Jeje Lalpekhlua 78).



Press Trust of India New Delhi



Aizawl FC has threatened to go on a ‘fast’ if it is not allowed to play in the top tier next season. AIFF is mulling a restructuring of domestic football into three tiers. According to the plan, the top one will comprise existing ISL teams and twothree I-League clubs. The second is likely to be made up of the remaining ILeague clubs. There will be no promotion to the top league from the lower tiers at least for seven years. Fearing that it will be consigned to the second tier, Aizawl has written to the AIFF to allow it to remain in the top group in any scenario.



West Indies scrapes ahead Agence France-Presse Bridgetown (Barbados)



West Indies lost two more wickets as it worked itself into the lead at 112 for three at lunch on the fourth day of the second cricket Test against Pakistan at the Kensington Oval here on Wednesday. Pakistan struck an early blow after the West Indies resumed at 40 for one when Mohammad Amir bowled Shimron Hetmyer before the



left-hander could add to his overnight score of 22. However Kraigg Brathwaite continued to bat resolutely in partnership with new batsman Hope, the pair putting on 56 for the third wicket despite the varying challenges posed by the tourists’ combination of pace and wrist-spin. It was the more experienced of the two leg-spinners, Yasir Shah, who provided the breakthrough



SCOREBOARD



Misbah missed a century by one run for the second consecutive match. AFP *



when he removed the obdurate Brathwaite for 43. Yasir managed to get a delivery to bounce and turn sharply to take the shoulder of the bat for Younis Khan to pull in his fourth catch of the match diving to his right at slip. Fresh from a century in the first innings, Chase started confidently alongside Hope, who reached the interval on 25 with his fellow Barbadian on 12.



WEST INDIES VS PAKISTAN



West Indies — 1st Innings: 312. Pakistan — 1st innings: Azhar Ali c Dowrich b Bishoo 105, Ahmed Shehzad c Hope b Bishoo 70, Babar Azam c and b Gabriel 0, Younis Khan c Gabriel b Bishoo 0, Misbah-ul-Haq c Hope b Holder 99, Asad Shafiq lbw b Holder 15, Sarfraz Ahmed c Powell b Gabriel 9, Shadab Khan c Chase b Gabriel 16, Md. Amir c Hope b Holder 10, Yasir Shah c Dowrich b Gabriel 24, Md. Abbas (not out) 1, Extras (b-16, lb-16, nb-12): 44; Total (in 140 overs) 393. Fall of wickets: 1-155, 2-156, 3161, 4-259, 5-316, 6-325, 7-



329, 8-354, 9-384. West Indies bowling: Gabriel 32-6-81-4, Joseph 19-5-48-0, Chase 19-2-74-0, Holder 2911-42-3, Bishoo 41-11-116-3. West Indies — 2nd innings: K. Brathwaite c Younis b Yasir 43, K. Powell c Sarfraz b Abbas 6, S. Hetmyer b Amir 22, S. Hope (batting) 25, R. Chase (batting) 12, Extras (b-4): 4; Total (for three wkts. in 43 overs, at lunch): 112. Fall of wickets: 1-8, 2-41, 3-97. Pakistan bowling: Amir 10-327-1, Abbas 12-4-27-1, Yasir 134-28-1, Shadab 8-0-26-0.



M ND-ND
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Sushant, Kendall Jenner dazzle Vogue cover



Justin Bieber to be served cuisine 4,000-year-old garden found outside Egypt tomb representing 29 States of India The singer will visit iconic tourist spots during his Purpose tour Mumbai



Sushant Singh Rajput, who is having a golden run in Bollywood, is in no mood to stop. The actor has now graced the cover of Vogue India’s May issue with supermodel Kendall Jenner. On Wednesday, the 31-yearold actor shared a picture of him striking a pose with Ms. Jenner on Instagram. ANI



Grammy Award-winning Canadian singer Justin Bieber, a fan of Indian food, will be served authentic cuisine representing the 29 Indian states during his maiden visit to the country later this month. Mr. Bieber will be here for his highly anticipated Purpose Tour to be held at D.Y. Patil Stadium on May 10. But apart from making his fans groove to his songs like Where are u now, Boyfriend and Love yourself, he will also do all things “touristy”. The singer will arrive on May 8 on a private jet after his performance in Dubai, said a source. He will be received and welcomed by Arjun Jain, founder and managing director of White Fox India, the sole promoter company of the Purpose World Tour, India. The first day of the visit will entail a lavish dining experience that will explore the nuances of the finest cuisines served by butlers from Rajasthan. Traditional gold- and silver-plated thalis are being customised with engravings of the artiste’s and his entourage’s names on the din-



‘Humans must leave the earth in 100 years’ LONDON



Humans will need to colonise another planet within the next 100 years to survive climate change, asteroid strikes and overpopulation, according to noted British physicist Stephen Hawking. In a new BBC documentary, Hawking claims that time is running out for human beings on the earth. PTI



Scientists ind enzyme that ups midlife obesity WASHINGTON



U.S. researchers have identified an enzyme that may play a central role in the development of obesity in midlife. In two groups of mice being fed high-fat foods, those who received an inhibitor that blocked the enzyme had a 40% decrease in weight gain compared with those that did not get it. IANS



urvedic spa session. The third day will witness the mega concert followed by a private yacht party with some live karaoke. The final two days will include a visit to New Delhi and Jaipur and a trip to the iconic Taj Mahal in Agra.



Indo-Asian News Service



NEW DELHI



Teen idol: Singer-songwriter Justin Bieber. ner plates in Devanagari script. The 23-year-old will get to taste authentic cuisine representing the 29 States of India. Adding a touch of opulence, the overall ambience will resemble an imperial fortress with flautists and sarangi players elevating the



*



AFP



dining experience. The second day of the visit will entail a tour of Mumbai.The Gateway Of India, Kala Ghoda and Mani Bhavan are some of the venues that may be covered. The city tour will be followed by a luxurious Ay-



List of demands According to information posted on music journalist Arjun S. Ravi’s Twitter account, Mr. Bieber’s India tour comes with many riders. Mr. Ravi shared a document that states that Mr. Bieber’s tour management has requested that the singer’s dressing room be entirely draped with white curtains. Other demands include thirst quenchers (24 still water bottles, 24 alkaline water bottles, 4 energy drinks, 6 vitamin water bottles, 6 cream sodas as well as a cooler packed with assorted juices). The rider also lists four natural juices, four vanilla protein drinks and almond milk. According to the document, the Canadian star has also requested vegetables seasoned with ranch sauce, diced fruit, organic bananas and seedless grapes.



It may have played a role in funeral rites, say researchers Agence-France Presse Cairo



Archaeologists have discovered the remains of a nearly 4,000 year old model garden outside a tomb in the ancient Egyptian capital of Thebes, the Antiquities Ministry said on Wednesday. The find was made by a Spanish team in the Draa Abul Nagaa necropolis across the Nile from the modern-day city of Luxor, the ministry said. The three metre by two metre garden consists of equally divided square plots, each about 30 centimetres across. It was found in an open courtyard outside a Middle Kingdom (2050 to 1800 BCE) tomb. The garden “probably had a symbolic meaning and must have played a role in the funerary rites,” the ministry cited the head of the Spanish team, Jose Galan, as saying. “The like has never been found in ancient Thebes.” The Ministry’s head of ancient Egyptian antiquities, Mahmoud Afifi, said the tiny square plots seem to have each contained different species of plants and flowers. “In the middle there are two elevated spots



The annual ‘Goa Food and Cultural Festival 2017’ will be held from Thursday to Sunday at Campal near here. The State-owned Goa Tourism Development Corporation, GTDC Ltd, in association with the State Department of Tourism, is holding the festival to showcase the unique aspects of Goan culture, traditions and cuisine. An array of stalls dedicated to arts and crafts would be set up, said a GTDC official. A cooking competition will be held on Sunday. Some of Goa’s leading restaurateurs will dish out authentic cuisine that range from exotic seafood to mouth-watering desserts.



Rock bands ready National-level rock bands such as ‘The Local Train’ from Delhi, ‘Antariksh’ from



Press Trust of India Washington



NASA scientists have designed an inflatable greenhouse that astronauts could one day use to grow fresh food and produce oxygen on Mars or Moon. The prototype involves an inflatable, deployable green-



house to support plant and crop production for nutrition, air revitalisation, water recycling and waste recycling. While astronauts have successfully grown plants and vegetables aboard the International Space Station (ISS), NASA wants to develop long-



term methods that could help sustain pioneers working in deep space. “The new approach uses plants to scrub carbon dioxide, while providing food and oxygen,” said Ray Wheeler, lead scientist at the Kennedy Space Centre in Florida.



Mr. Wheeler noted that astronauts exhale carbon dioxide, which is then introduced into the greenhouse, and the plants then generate oxygen through photosynthesis. The water cycle begins with water that is brought along or found at the lunar or Martian landing site. Wa-



ter is oxygenated, given nutrient salts, and it continuously flows across the root zone of the plants and returned to the storage system.



Tests on prototype Tests involving the Prototype Lunar Greenhouse at the University of Arizona in



Fruit offerings “Next to it, a bowl was found containing dates and other fruits, which could have been presented as an offering.” In ancient Egypt, the dead were traditionally surrounded by objects they enjoyed in life, so they could continue to enjoy them in the afterlife. The team also



discovered a small mudbrick temple attached to the tomb containing three stone slabs, one of which contained a dedication to the Egyptian gods Montu, Ptah, Sokar and Osiris. The Draa Abul Naga necropolis is located near the famed Valley of the Kings, where many of the pharaohs, including Tutankhamun, were buried. It is where a separate team of archaeologists found several 3,500 year old mummies and more than 1,000 funerary statues in a discovery announced by the ministry last month.



Agence France-Presse Paris



Hatchetfish, tiny “alienlooking” creatures known for an uncanny ability to hide out in open water, use mirror-like scales to deflect and diffuse light to make themselves invisible to predators, scientists reported on Wednesday. Like other silvery fish, hatchetfish are known for using their reflective, aluminium-like skin as a mirror to confuse fellow sea creatures in ambient light.



Traditional journey: Nepalese members of the Newar community pull the Rato Machindranath Chariot in Lalitpur, Nepal. The 15-metre-tall wooden chariot is taken on a procession to pray for good rainfall and a bountiful harvest. AP *



Agence-France Presse Prague



Novel spin: Players engrossed in an informal game of footballpool in Prague. AFP *



No cues are needed as the players kick the white ball, walking on the pitch. “I’m not much of a football fan



lunar or Martian surface to support missions lasting for months or years. “We are mimicking what the plants would have if they were on Earth and make use of these processes for life support,” said Gene Giacomelli, Professor at the University of Arizona.



Makes good use of mirror-like scales



Delhi, ‘Lagori’ from Bengaluru, ‘Bombay Bassment’ from Mumbai are set to perform at the festival. ‘Bad Blood’ from Goa is also a part of the line-up.



Legends to perform The festival will also present Goa’s own entertainment legends such as Sonia Shirsat, Joe D’Costa and Lorna Cordeiro. “The nationallevel bands will cater to both tourists and locals,” said GTDC chairman and MLA Nilesh Cabral on Wednesday. The sound and lights are being managed by one of the country’s leading sound engineers, Roger Drego. Leading lighting designer Michael Nazareth too is part of the event. The festival will also feature Goa’s very own brew, feni, with a live distillation unit to educate tourists about the feni-making process, Mr. Cabral said.



the U.S. have included determining what plants, seeds or other materials should be taken along to make the system work. NASA scientists and engineers are developing systems to harness resources such as water that should be available in certain areas of the



Trick of light: How the hatchetish hides



Prayer for prosperity



As the world’s irst ‘footballpool’ league kicks of in Prague, the pioneers of the hybrid sporting event set sights high



CM YK



for a small tree or bush,” the ministry cited him as saying. “At one of the corners, the root and the trunk of a 4,000 year old small tree have been preserved to a height of 30 centimetres.
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Enthusiasts take to football on a board A dark-haired girl kicks a white football gently towards a black eight ball, then wrings her hands in despair as she fails to sink it in the corner pocket for a win. Katerina Ziegelova, a 26year-old clerk, is one of the pioneers of footballpool, the latest addition to the hybrid sports family. The Czech footballpool league has just kicked off in Prague, after the sport made its debut in world championships in the Czech capital in February. A combination of football and pool, the sport uses inflatable footballs — white, solids and stripes like in pool — and a playground with six corner and side pockets, proportionately larger than the regular pool table.



AFP/EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES MINISTRY



The new approach uses plants to scrub carbon dioxide, while providing food and oxygen for those working in deep space



Tourists to get a taste of art and craft Panaji



*



NASA’s inlatable greenhouse could feed astronauts on Mars



4-day fete to showcase Goan culture, cuisine Prakash Kamat



Neat plot: The remains of an ancient garden at the Draa Abul Nagaa necropolis on the west bank of river Nile in Luxor.



but I like pool, and this combination is very interesting,” says Ms. Ziegelova, who has teamed up with her boy-



friend Lukas. Clad in blackand-yellow shirts complete with numbers and names, they lost their opening league tie against a team led by Jiri Novotny, who has organised the competition together with a friend. Mr. Novotny is no stranger to ball games, having scored 20 goals in 89 matches for the Czech Republic national futsal team, according to the Czech Football Association website. “I saw a video on Youtube where two Americans played the game in a garden, drinking beer and doing a barbecue,” the wiry 28-year-old futsal defender said. “So we designed the table, set up a footballpool association and started calling it a sport,” he said, adding this was the first such competition in the world.



Footballpool pits two teams with two players against each other, with each player taking on each opponent in two matches. This was the formula used at the first world championships at a shopping mall in Prague.“We had 70 teams from countries including Algeria, Kyrgyzstan, Brazil, Afghanistan, Germany, Slovakia,” says Mr. Novotny, adding that a Czech-Slovak team won. Prague is also scheduled to host the next worlds in February 2018. Shopping malls are a typical venue for the sport as Mr. Novotny said he leased the legless footballpool “tables” to companies like bowling alleys which then charge clients a fee to play. “This is really a game for anyone — at the tournaments



we have organised, we had children, pensioners, women, men,” said Mr. Novotny. The footballpool association currently has 15 playgrounds across the Czech Republic. In May, it expects to install another 20.



Big names in Mr. Novotny has managed to lure some big football names, including former Hearts and West Brom striker Roman Bednar and ex-Dortmund and Liverpool midfielder Patrik Berger to the sport. “It’s not just kicking the ball, I like sports that require some thinking and precision, like this one,” said Mr. Bednar. “I must say I fell in love. It’s not a bad sport at all, and it’s for everyone who likes new things.”



Evading predators But scientists have long wondered how they manage to hide in deeper water, where a mirror would reflect incoming searchlight beams and reveal their position to predator fish. These include eel-like dragonfish, which zap rays of light around in the deep ocean to spot prey. Now, a research team believe it has shed light on the hatchetfish’s bag of tricks. “If you look at silvery fish in blue water you are going to see blue water reflecting in front of the fish and you are also going to see blue water behind it, so the fish is going to disappear,” said Alison Sweeney, a researcher at the University of Pennsylvania and lead author of a study published by the Journal of the Royal Society Interface. “The fish found a way to both simultaneously have this mirror-like property in ambient light, and a stealth technology when it comes to predators looking directly with directed beams,” she said. Softening the beams For their study, Ms. Sweeney and a team flashed a laser beam alternatively onto a mirror, dull aluminium, spectralon (a highly reflective material) and hatchetfish skin in



A hatchetish.



*



NOAA



the lab. The fish’s skin did not reflect the beam straight back, but diffused it in different directions, softening the light, they found. This effectively reduced the fish’s luminosity, which in real life would help keep it hidden from their hungry enemies. “A predator has to be twice as close to a hatchetfish to see it” compared with a mirror, Ms. Sweeney said. And that is not the hatchetfish’s only optical trick. Some of the incoming predator light is redirected downward, towards the ocean floor, through bioluminescent organs in its stomach, the team found.



Deflecting downward “You are in big trouble if you get zapped by a search beam so the best option for getting rid of that light is always to dump it downward,” where the predator is less likely to look, she said. Scientists say they believe it is a unique combination of rectangular and elliptical scales — each reflecting light in a different way — that allows hatchetfish to adapt its light response to different conditions. The study is the first to investigate how reflecting rather than absorbing light from search beams allows deep-water creatures to camouflage. Other species in similar conditions hide from the light with transparent bodies, or by changing colour to go undetected. M ND-ND
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3 markets await revamp



DMRC marks Foundation Day



Checks at 20 petrol pumps



Meet the lively inisher



The DDA has plans to renovate Nehru Place, Bhikaji Cama Place and Basant Lok Market Page 2



L-G Anil Bajial lauds DMRC managing director Mangu Singh and his team at 23rd Foundation Day Page 2



Government teams conducted surprise checks at 20 petrol pumps on Wednesday Page 3



Cricketer Sam Billings doesn’t bring his adventurous streak on the ield to the table Page 4
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IN BRIEF



Amanatullah suspended, Vishwas appeased Temporary truce? Vishwas promoted as Rajasthan in-charge; disciplinary panel to probe allegations levelled by Okhla MLA



BJP running campaign against me, says Goel Staff Reporter



IIT-D to revise curriculum to tackle pressure



New Delhi



Delhi Assembly Speaker Ram Niwas Goel has accused the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) of running a “malicious campaign” against him and spreading rumours of his exit from the AAP. At a press conference on Wednesday, Mr. Goel denied the alleged rumours of him joining the BJP. His statement comes on a day the AAP addressed its internal troubles by suspending MLA Amanatullah Khan and appointing Kumar Vishwas as in-charge of the Rajasthan unit.



NEW DELHI



Concerned over the numerous cases of student suicide at IITs, the Indian Institute of Technology-Delhi (IIT-D) has decided to revise its curriculum in a way that helps them tackle study pressure efectively and keep suicidal tendencies at bay. The move comes against the backdrop of the HRD Ministry asking all IITs to take initiatives to stem the trend of student suicides. CITY



쑺 PAGE 2
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Two held with 4 kg heroin in Uttam Nagar NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police have arrested two men with 4 kg of heroin worth ₹16 crore from Uttam Nagar. One of the accused, Darbara Singh (48), had allegedly jumped parole after being awarded a combined sentence of 32 years in diferent cases of drug traicking. The other accused was identiied as Ajay (19). The police said the drug may have been brought from Afghanistan or Pakistan. CITY



쑺 PAGE 3
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Attack on Manoj Tiwari’s house: four get bail NEW DELHI



A Delhi court on Wednesday granted bail to four of the seven accused of barging into and ransacking the residence of Delhi BJP chief Manoj Tiwari, and attacking his staf. Metropolitan Magistrate Harvinder Singh granted bail to Jagdish Chander, Sunil Kumar, Jai Kumar and Jaswant, on a personal bail bond of ₹25,000 each with one surety of like amount. CITY 쑺 PAGE 3 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Calm before storm: Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sishodia with AAP leader Kumar Vishwas after a three-hour meeting at Arvind Kejriwal’s residence on Wednesday. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR Soumya Pillai New Delhi



Some peace finally returned to the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) on Wednesday after its Political Affairs Committee (PAC) suspended Okhla MLA Amanatullah Khan for the allegations he levelled against founder member Kumar Vishwas.



Verdict on Khan awaited Party sources, however, said that this was just ‘temporary’ calm as a verdict on Mr. Khan would be delivered only after a disciplinary committee conducts an inquiry. In a three-hour meeting at national convenor and Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal’s residence, the PAC formed a three-member disciplinary committee. The panel



headed by AAP national secretary Pankaj Gupta will now investigate the charges made by Mr. Khan. Among the other members on the panel are senior leaders Ashutosh and Atishi Marlena. Also, the PAC decided to appoint Mr. Vishwas as the party in-charge for Rajasthan, where elections are due next year. “The PAC found that the allegations made by Mr. Khan were grave. He has been suspended. We have formed a committee that will decide what will happen to him after the allegations are investigated,” said Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia after the meeting. Mr. Vishwas had turned to the media on Tuesday even-



accept and < > Irespect the decision. I will present my case before the disciplinary committee whenever asked to Amanatullah Khan AAP’s Okhla MLA



ing to express his displeasure at the party failing to take action against Mr. Khan for calling him a “BJP agent”. He said that if such allegations were made against Mr. Kejriwal or Mr. Sisodia, Mr. Khan would have been kicked out of the party immediately. On Tuesday night, Mr. Kejriwal and Mr. Sisodia, accompanied by Sanjay Singh, Ashutosh and Kapil Mishra,



had visited Mr. Vishwas’s at his residence in Ghaziabad’s Vasundhara. Around 11 a.m. on Wednesday, the PAC met amid speculations of Mr. Vishwas leaving the party. However, the party succeeded in placating him. “I stand by my party and supporters who were with me in this difficult time,” said Mr. Vishwas after the meeting. He reiterated that he had no desire to be the Chief Minister. He said, “The party needed a course correction and that is going to happen just like I said.” After the meeting, Mr. Sisodia went to meet Mr. Khan and inform him of the decision. “I accept and respect the decision of the party and the PAC. I will present my



case before the disciplinary committee whenever I am asked to,” Mr. Khan told The Hindu over the telephone.



Expert speak Experts and party insiders, meanwhile, said that Mr. Vishwas’s image of a ‘reluctant politician’ might help the party start afresh in Rajasthan after its recent losses in Punjab, Goa and Delhi. “Unlike Mr. Kejriwal and Mr. Sisodia, whose image is marred by the consecutive election losses, Mr. Vishwas does not have any poll baggage. He has maintained a distance from active party politics in all of these elections. He also has mass appeal independent of the party’s image, which might work for the AAP,” said Dr.



Rajbir Nautiyal, a political analyst. Mr. Vishwas now faces the challenge of establishing the party’s image in a State that is the turf of BJP’s doyen Vasundhara Raje. Before being assigned the role of Rajasthan’s prabhari (incharge), Mr. Vishwas was taking care of the party’s overseas funding. Many in the party also believe that allowing Mr. Vishwas to exit the party would’ve cost it heavily as he has a strong volunteer base. “It needed to be established that the AAP isn’t a one-man party like the others. With this decision, the party still remains a space that has scope for discussions and dialogue,” a party source said.



‘Will not exit AAP’ Mr. Goel said that he had received messages and calls asking whether he would join the BJP, a party he had been a member of till January 2014, which is when he joined the AAP. He added that he decided to clear the air when the rumours persisted even after the poll results were announced last week. “Some people in the BJP were spreading the rumour that I would join the party. I have not spoken to any BJP leader about this, nor will I do so. I will be a member of the AAP till my last breath,” he said.



Ram Niwas Goel.
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Knife attacks leave 6 injured, two in ICU Ajay Maken to stay on as Delhi Cong chief Monetary dispute allegedly led to the brawl in Sangam Vihar; four arrested Staff Reporter New Delhi



A day-long brawl between a father-in-law, his son-in-law and their relatives over an alleged monetary dispute ended on a bloody note in south-east Delhi’s Sangam Vihar on Monday night. The encounter left six persons injured in knife attacks by around 10 people. All six were rushed to a hospital, where two victims are said to be critical. The police have arrested four of the accused. It all started on Monday morning, when 32year-old victim Ramavatar Singh Chamoli was allegedly attacked by his in-laws, including father-in-law and three brothers-in-law, at his



Familial discord: Those arrested include victim’s father-in-law and three brothers-in-law. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



home. “Mr. Chamoli’s wife had called up her family as she was unhappy with her father-in-law opening a shop outside their residence. There were other issues too. Her family came and thrashed her husband,” said Mr. Chamoli’s relative



Jitender Kirad.



‘Want ₹5 lakh returned’ Mr. Kirad, who lives nearby, rushed to Mr. Chamoli’s house along with his brothers — Shishupal, Tarun, Ranjeet and Vishvender — and cousin Dharmendra Rajora. Accord-



ing to Mr. Kirad, Mr. Chamoli’s in-laws also demanded the return of ₹5 lakh they had lent him about a month ago. At 10.30 p.m. on Monday, Mr. Chamoli and his in-laws got into another argument, which ended with his wife’s family launching an attack with knives. Jitender Kirad’s brothers, cousin and Mr. Chamoli were rushed to the AIIMS Trauma Centre. While three of Mr. Kirad’s brothers and cousin were discharged, Mr. Chamoli and Vishvender are in the ICU. Mr. Chamoli’s father-in-law Chandrabhaan and his brothers-in-law Mukesh, Narender and Kartar have been arrested.



Says party will act against those who worked against it ahead of the civic elections Damini Nath NEW DELHI



Members of the Delhi Congress who worked against the party ahead of the recently-concluded municipal elections would face disciplinary action, the party said on Wednesday. The results declared on April 26 had placed the Congress at a distant third with the party winning only 30 out of 270 wards. The same day Delhi Congress president Ajay Maken had offered his resignation.



‘Poll result encouraging’ At a press conference on Wednesday, Mr. Maken said that the party’s vice-president Rahul Gandhi had asked



Damage control: Delhi Congress president Ajay Maken at a press conference on Wednesday. V. SUDERSHAN *



him to continue. “The party has seen the results as encouraging. Our vote share has gone up from 9% to 22%. This shows that traditional Congress voters are return-



ing to the party,” said Mr. Maken, adding that the party would continue to function as an Opposition. Earlier in the day, Mr. Maken and All-India Con-



gress Committee (AICC) incharge of Delhi P.C. Chacko met all 270 of the party’s candidates. The Congress has now decided to take action against those who campaigned against the party after receiving complaints in this regard. “We have asked candidates to register complaints with the disciplinary committee, which will probe allegations about leaders working against the party,” said Mr. Maken. Referring to the AAP’s internal issues, Mr. Maken said that not just Kumar Vishwas, but Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and Manish Sisodia too were backed by the RSS and the BJP.



Pakistani student delegation asked to head back



Najeeb probe: court quashes directions on lie detector test



Students sent back to Lahore after bilateral ties see strain due to beheading of two soldiers in Kashmir



Students say notice claimed HC asked cops to conduct test
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Jaideep Deo Bhanj



had reached Delhi on May 1 and were supposed to meet their Indian pen friends. However, they said that “keeping in view the security and sentiments of fellow Indians, the delegation had been sent back to Lahore safely”.



New Delhi



Students from Pakistan, who had come to the Capital on May 1 as part of an exchange programme, had to cut short their trip and return to Lahore on Wednesday. The move comes in the wake of the beheading of two Indian soldiers in Jammu and Kashmir.



Had reached on May 1 The delegation of around 50 students and their teachers was scheduled to interact with their Indian counterparts and the media at the Pakistan High Commission on May 5. The exchange programme CM YK



Tough stance: The students were to participate in a programme at the Pakistan High Commission in Delhi on May 5. FILE PHOTO *



is an initiative of Routes 2 Roots, an NGO that attempts to bridge socio-cultural distance between India and other countries through art and culture.



Rakesh Gupta and Tina Vachani, founders of the NGO, said that around 50 Pakistani students aged between 11 and 15 years, along with their teachers,



‘Children have no bias’ The fourth edition of the exchange programme was organised to allow students from both countries to foster peace and harmony. The students were to travel to Agra on May 4 and participate in a programme at the Pakistan High Commission on May 5. The NGO said in a



statement that it had been organising the programme since 2010 as “children have no bias”. According to the statement, the delegation represented the children of Pakistan. It added that, as part of the programme, an exchange of ideas and expressions had been taking place through exchange of letters, postcards, collages and audio recordings between children from various schools in India and Pakistan. “The endeavour is an attempt to enable students to become familiar with each other’s culture and inculcate harmonious affiliation between the two countries,” the NGO said.



the Delhi High Court had directed the Delhi Police to conduct a lie detector test.



Nirnimesh Kumar New Delhi



A sessions court here has quashed orders issued by the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate (CMM) of the Patiala House Courts, which directed nine students of Jawaharlal Nehru University ( JNU) to appear before him and record their consent or refusal for a lie detector test in the Najeeb Ahmed case.



Najeeb Ahmed went missing from JNU last year. FILE *



Revision plea allowed Quashing the orders on a revision petition moved by the students, Additional Sessions Judge Sidharth Sharma said, “The present revision petition is allowed. The impugned orders are



PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



set aside.” Counsel for the petitioners Sidharth Luthra said that the investigating officer had wrongly mentioned in his notices to the students that



‘HC didn’t issue direction’ Disposing the objections of the students to the police’s notice, the CMM had observed that the contention of the petitioners was correct to some extent as the notice gave the impression that a lie detector test was being done with reference to the High Court order, Mr. Sharma said. The sessions court added that the High Court had issued no such direction. It was only a submission by the counsel for the State, the Judge added. B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Why not ban chewing tobacco, asks HC NEW DELHI



Why should chewing of tobacco not be banned, as such a step would end the problem posed by 'gutka' and 'pan masala', the Delhi High Court said on Wednesday. The court asked FSSAI whether such a step has been taken by the Centre or any of the State governments. “If you say that chewing tobacco is per se harmful, has anyone banned it? You know, if you (authorities) ban it the whole problem would be over," the court said. PTI



Alwar lynching: students, activists stage dharna NEW DELHI



Several students’ groups and rights organisations on Wednesday staged a dharna outside the Bikaner House here, demanding a ban on cow vigilantes across the country and justice to the family members of 55-year-old dairy farmer Pehlu Khan who was lynched in Rajasthan. At the protest, JNUSU president Mohit Kumar Pandey said the number of such incidents had gone up and it showed how minorities were being targeted. PTI



IIT-D may revise curriculum DDA to revamp Nehru to take pressure of students Place, two other markets Move aimed at addressing suicidal tendencies among overstressed students



An estimated ₹80 crore has been allocated for the project Press Trust of India



becomes “difficult for them to survive for another 3 years”. “Hence a major rehaul was necessary to reduce the theory component and introduce more hands-on training so they can simply go to the lab and apply what they have learned so far,” Mr. Rao said.



Press Trust of india New Delhi



Concerned over the rising number of students’ suicide cases at IITs, the Indian Institute of Technology-Delhi (IITD) has decided to revise its curriculum in a way that helps them tackle study pressure effectively and keep suicidal tendencies at bay. The move comes against the backdrop of the Ministry of Human Resource Development asking all IITs to take initiatives to stem the trend of student suicides.



Less theory The revised curriculum, which is likely to be implemented from next year, will have reduced focus on theory and students will be offered more hands-on experience. The departments at IIT have been asked to draft a revised curriculum, which will then be approved by the Governing Body. “There is constant effort at the IITs to help students cope with stress, but there are always one or two suicide cases. All IITs are undertaking initiatives, but nothing seems to be enough,” IIT-D director V. Ramgopal Rao



told PTI. Mr. Rao said that in an internal survey done by IIT-D, it was found that there is a mismatch between the students’ and the institution’s expectations. “By the time students come to IIT, they are tired of



endless studying and they want to enjoy a bit. We, unfortunately, do not offer any scope for that,” Mr. Rao said. He added that it was important to guide students at the fresher-level because if they start developing “coldfeet” and have “backlogs”, it
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Windy Wednesday



Wellness centres The IIT Council, the apex coordination body for the 23 IITs, had last week decided at a meeting chaired by Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar that all IITs will have wellness centres to help students deal with mental stress; and introduce nonacademic induction programmes for freshers. The issue drew attention after the recent suicide by an IIT Kharagpur student, the third such case at the institute this year. There is no consolidated data on the number of student suicides across IITs. However, it has been a matter of concern for previous governments as well. In 2011, the IIT Council had decided to set up a task force to address students’ mental health needs.



New Delhi



Work on refurbishment of three prime market spaces in south Delhi, including Nehru Place, is likely to begin soon as the area’s civic body has handed over their upkeep to the Delhi Development Authority (DDA). The commercial centres to be renovated under the plan are: Nehru Place, Bhikaji Cama Place and Basant Lok Market. Sources said about ₹80 crore has been allocated for the project, with ₹55 crore for the renovation of Nehru Place.



Path clear “The South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) has handed over the areas to us and work is likely to begin soon. The Union Urban Development Ministry has given in-principle approval to the projects and the DDA has also got the no-objection certificate from the corporation,” a senior DDA official said. As part of the refurbishment, the DDA will repair the facade of the buildings, develop piazzas, renovate pavements, fix toilets and build new ones and build



In need of a facelift: Nehru Place is one of the busiest markets in the Capital. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *



pedestrian pathways. Nehru Place is one of the busiest markets in the Capital. The location of an eponymous metro station contributes to the footfall.



Urban spaces Bhikaji Cama Place, located on the Ring Road, houses corporate offices and a big market. Basant Lok Market in Vasant Vihar is one of the oldest markets in Delhi and is known for its restaurants. “The SDMC is not in a position to maintain them, so



BJP welcomes investigation into BRT corridor project Gupta alleges ‘whimsical expenditure of public exchequer’



they have handed them over to us. These markets in a way also are the face of our urban spaces. And, even foreign visitors go there, so they need refurbishment,” the DDA official added. Once work in Nehru Place is finalised, the DDA will start work at Bhikaji Cama and Basant Lok. Redevelopment of Basant Lok Market has been under consideration for a long time and traders have been running from pillar to post to get the work done.



Put details of vacant seats in schools online: HC Akanksha Jain



Freak weather: People caught in a sudden dust storm on Wednesday afternoon. The storm was followed by light drizzle that brought down temperatures and provided some relief from the scorching heat. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR *



DMRC marks 23rd Foundation Day Metro parking lots may be handed over to DDA, civic bodies Staff Reporter New Delhi



Parking lots under the Delhi Metro may soon be handed over to the Delhi Development Authority (DDA) and the municipal corporations. Addressing the 23rd Foundation Day of the Delhi Metro, Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal said the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) has taken an in-principle decision to execute the proposal. “We had a preliminary discussion on parking spaces available with the Delhi Metro. If they (DMRC) are not able to develop it, I would like them to hand it over to the DDA and the municipal corporations,” Mr. Baijal said. The final decision will be taken by the Centre and the Delhi government, which hold equal equity in the



are transporting < > We about 28 lakh passengers with the help of about 3,100 train trips while maintaining punctuality of 99.97% Mangu Singh DMRC managing director



DMRC. Mr. Baijal also stressed upon the need for last-mile connectivity and parking space at and near metro stations. Out of 160 metro stations, there are 97 parking lots managed by the DMRC. The L-G lauded DMRC managing director Mangu Singh and his team for making efforts to bring in last-mile connectivity and ensuring that the entire electricity requirement of Delhi Metro’s phase three would be met



with solar power. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Singh highlighted the various initiatives taken by the Delhi Metro in the past year. “Last year was a very satisfactory year as far as operations are concerned. We are transporting about 28 lakh passengers with the help of about 3,100 train trips, maintaining a punctuality of 99.97%,” Mr. Singh said.



‘Best Metro Station’ The Chandni Chowk Metro station was named the ‘Best Metro Station’. The head station controller at the Rajiv Chowk station, Shrikant, was awarded the ‘Metro Person of the year award’. The Metro Woman of the Year Award was given to Kumari Tara, station controller/train operator, Yamuna Bank Crew Control.



Good service: L-G Anil Baijal hands the ‘Best Metro Station' award to Halim Ansari, station manager at Chandni Chowk, on Wednesday. DMRC head Mangu Singh is also seen. PTI *



CM YK



Staff Reporter



NEW DELHI



New Delhi



In a move aimed at bringing about transparency in admissions to primary schools run or recognised by the municipal corporations, the Delhi High Court has ordered the three civic bodies to put on their websites details of seats available in these classes by February 1 every year. Details of seats vacant in primary classes after the admission process will also have to be put in the public domain by April 1.



The Leader of the Opposition in the Delhi Assembly, Vijender Gupta, has welcomed the inquiry ordered by Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal into the erstwhile Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) corridor in south Delhi. Alleging “whimsical expenditure of the public exchequer” in both the “construction and subsequent dismantling” of the corridor, Mr. Gupta demanded an “impartial investigation” in the matter. Mr. Gupta said that a full probe must be done into the construction of the 4.5-kmlong BRT — from Moolchand Hospital to Ambedkar Nagar — at a cost of about ₹180 crore by the then Congress government in 2008, and its dismantling at a cost of around ₹11 crore by the Aam



Flawed: The BRT corridor began operation in April 2008 and was dismantled in January 2016. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR *



Aadmi Party government.



(AAP)



Many questions The LoP stated that “the L-G may consider” inquiring into whether the government had surveyed the volume of traffic on the stretch and whether the suggestions of the then five MLAs of the area were taken before according administrative approval for construction of the BRT corridor.



“Who were the consultants engaged for preparation of the concept report for the BRT? What were the criterion of appointment and money paid for the job? What were the standards fixed for construction of the BRT? Were there any shortcomings in design or concept responsible for the decision to dismantle the BRT? Was the construction material used below standards?” Mr. Gupta asked.



HC relief for buyers, Supertech



Metro to connect HUDA station with Gurugram railway station



Correspondent



Proposal will be sent to Haryana government soon



Noida



In a big relief to home buyers, the Allahabad High Court on Wednesday directed the U.P. government to decide on the representations submitted by real estate giant Supertech regarding revised sanction plan for 1,908 units. The Bench also issued directions that the allottees whose flats in Supertech Czar Suites were sealed can approach the authority for de-sealing them. On April 18, the Allahabad HC had ordered sealing of more than 1,000 flats in the residential project of Greater Noida as they were allegedly constructed without due approvals.



‘Will review action’ “We had sealed around 125 housing units, including villas and flats. After this order, we will review the action,” said a Greater Noida authority official. A High Court Bench comprising Chief Justice D. B. Bhosale and Justice Yashwant Varma had passed the April 18 sealing order when the builder failed to provide details regarding the number of flats wherein third party rights had already been created and those that had already been transferred to buyers. However, the Supertech group has insisted that all flats were built as per approvals.



Ashok Kumar GURUGRAM



Here is some good news for residents of Old Gurugram. Soon, the HUDA City Centre metro station will be connected to the Gurugram railway station by the metro. The government is considering two alternate routes for the link and a Detailed Project Report may be prepared soon. In a meeting held in Chandigarh on Wednesday, and attended by senior Haryana Urban Development Authority and the Department of Town and



Country Planning officials, it was decided that a proposal would be made to the State government.



‘Politically sensitive’ “A feasibility study was done six months ago to explore the possibility of connecting the HUDA City Centre metro station to Dwarka via the Gurugram railway station and the project was found to be both technically and financially viable,” said a source in the Haryana government. “Later, another study was commissioned to explore



whether metro connectivity between the HUDA City Centre metro station and the Gurugram railway station alone was feasible. It too was found to be feasible. So, in the first phase, the metro will be extended from HUDA City Centre to the railway station. It may then be connected to Dwarka in the next phase,” said the source. He said that two different routes were being considered to connect the Old and New Gurugram, but refused to divulge the details saying that it was a “politically” sensitive issue.



For transparency “All primary schools, whether run by the municipal corporations or recognised by them, shall forward a complete list of vacancies in all classes as obtained on December 31 every year to their respective municipal corporations. This statement shall include the number of vacancies with regard to the lowest class of the school as well,” a Bench of Acting Chief Justice Gita Mittal and Justice Anu Malhotra ordered recently. The order came on a petition filed by Anurag Kundu highlighting the lack of transparency on the number of seats in primary classes at civic body schools. The petitioner’s counsel Parag Jain and Kumar Shanu produced snapshots of the North Delhi Municipal Corporation website showing that “admissions are not opened” and “submissions of online RTI application has been suspended due to updation of software [sic]”. Stating that the website had been like this for the past three years, the counsel added that the civic agency had failed to control the affairs of primary schools it had granted recognition to.
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Can a refugee be deported, HC asks Centre Provisional visa expired, Yemini national pleads to remain in India to pursue Ph.D Press Trust of India New Delhi



Can a person with refugee status be deported back to his country, the Delhi High Court asked the government on Wednesday. The query was posed by Justice Sanjeev Sachdeva, who was hearing a Yemeni national’s plea for a student visa to pursue his Ph.D in the Capital. The student, whose provisional visa expired on Wednesday, had moved court in January after he was detained by authorities who



wanted to deport him. The court listed the matter for hearing on May 11 and extended its interim order protecting him from any coercive action till then. Though the foreign national has been granted refugee status by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the government said he can get a student visa only if he surrenders that status. The foreign national, who arrived in India in 2013, said he can’t give up his refugee status and that his admission



could be affected if he wasn’t granted a student visa. The petitioner, in a plea filed through advocate Gunjan Singh, contended that he is a Sunni Arab and his community has been targeted by Houthi rebels, the government there and others including Al-Qaeda. According to the plea, his visa was valid till October 31, 2016, after which he was kept at the detention centre in north-west Delhi’s Narela. He added that he has already completed his postgraduate in commerce from



Pune University. The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) and the Foreigner Regional Registration Office (FRRO) had earlier said that the foreign national’s provisional visa would be extended for three months to facilitate his stay for seeking admission in the Ph.D programme at Delhi University. The MHA and FRRO had said that he would be granted regular visa extension if he got admission. However, if he failed to get admission, he would be asked to leave the country. B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Two held with ₹16 cr heroin One of the accused had jumped parole after sentence of 32 yrs for drug traicking Canada and South Africa through courier and other modes,” Mr. Yadav added. On Singh’s past criminal record, the police said he has been active for over two decades and often his arrest has resulted in major seizures of different drugs – the combined weight on two occasions coming to several tonnes.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Fire at restaurant in Antriksh Bhawan NEW DELHI



A fire broke out on Wednesday evening at a restaurant located on the top floor of Antriksh Bhawan, adjoining CP, but no one was injured, the fire department said. “A call was received around 6.15 p.m. that fire broke out in the kitchen shaft of the Parikrama restaurant," said an officer from Delhi Fire Services. Seven fire tenders were rushed to the spot and the blaze was doused within 15 minutes. PTI



Blaze at North Block, none injured NEW DELHI



A fire broke out in the North Block, which houses the Ministries of Home and Finance, on Wednesday due to a short-circuit in the underground cable, leading to a blackout in the building for nearly an hour. The fire started near gate number eight of around 3 p.m. Nobody was injured in the incident. At least four fire tenders were called to douse the blaze. No minister was present in the building at the time of fire. PTI



Partially burnt body found in north Delhi NEW DELHI



A partially burnt body of a man was found in a park in north Delhi’s Civil Lines on Tuesday evening. The body had stab injuries in the abdomen and thigh, and the hands were tied with a piece of cloth. The police said exact cause of death will be known only after autopsy. No arrests were made or accused identified as of Wednesday evening. A police officer said that burning indicated an attempt to hide the victim’s identity . STAFF REPORTER



DELHI TODAY Talk: “China’s Foreign Policy and its Regional Impact” by Professor Shen Dingli, Professor of International Affairs, Fudan University, Shanghai at Conference Room – I, Main Building, India International Centre (IIC), 5:30 p.m. Dance: Odissi recital by Pompi Paul from Jalpaiguri, West Bengal at C.D. Deshmukh Auditorium, India International Centre (IIC), 6:30 p.m. Music: Vocal music recital by Madhumita Ray of compositions of Sui saints and Bhakti poets such as Kabir, Baba Bulleh Shah, Raskhan, Rahim, and Mira Bai at The Stein Auditorium, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 7 p.m. Art: "Ataraxy" - solo art show of abstract landscapes by Supriya Sathe at Art Gallery, Annexe Building, India International Centre (IIC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: A solo show of sculptures and paintings by Gurmeet Goldie at Triveni Gallery, Triveni Kala Sangam, 205, Tansen Marg, Mandi House, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: "A(Void)" a group show of artists Dilip Chobisa and Tanmoy Samanta at Gallery Espace, 16 Community Centre, New Friends Colony, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Exhibition: “Moving Lands” - High Commission of Malta presents a solo drawing and landscape painting exhibition by Robert Zahra. Curated by Mathew Attard at Open Palm Court Gallery, India Habitat Centre (IHC), 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Screening: "Au Bord Du Monde" French ilm screening with English subtitles at M.L. Bhartia Auditorium, Alliance Francaise De Delhi, 72, Lodhi Estate, 6:30 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected])



The Delhi Police have arrested two men with 4 kg of heroin worth ₹16 crore from Uttam Nagar. One of the accused, identified as Darbara Singh (48), had allegedly jumped parole after being awarded a combined sentence of 32 years in different cases of drug trafficking. The other accused was identified as Ajay (19).



Supply from Pak The police said they suspect that the heroin was brought from Afghanistan and Pakistan and was being supplied to different parts of the country, including Delhi-NCR. “On May 1, information was received that



< >



Singh has been active for over two decades and often his arrest has resulted in major seizures of diferent drugs



Delhi police officers



Nabbed: Darbara Singh and Ajay.



the two accused would receive a huge consignment of heroin. A trap was then laid and the accused were nabbed while they were in a car,” said Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Cell) Sanjeev Kumar Yadav. The police said that during questioning, the duo revealed that they used to get their supply of heroin from a person residing in Uttam Nagar. “They also disclosed that these suppliers used to get their supply of heroin directly from Afghanistan and Pakistan.



*



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



They also said that carriers from Afghanistan and Pakistan used to smuggle the drug in their stomachs by ingesting capsules of heroin,” said Mr. Yadav.



Smuggled in stomach According to the police, these carriers would hand over the heroin to suppliers in Delhi and would further be supplied to dealers in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana. “These suppliers also used to send consignments of heroin to other countries including England, France,



Earlier cases “He and a few others were arrested in a case under NDPS Act in Hoshiyarpur for possessing 3 tonnes of poppy straw. After getting bail in that case, he re-indulged in supplying drugs. In 1998, he was again arrested with four others for possessing 1,600 kgs of poppy straw in Jalandhar. After getting bail, he was arrested for possessing 680 kgs of poppy straw in PS Nawansehar, Punjab. He was then convicted for all three cases and was undergoing imprisonment when he was granted parole and absconded,” said Mr. Yadav.



Govt conducts surprise checks at 20 petrol pumps Action follows reports of short dispensing of fuel Staff Reporter New Delhi



Government teams conducted surprise checks at 20 separate petrol pumps on the first day of a dedicated exercise against alleged illegal activities at such establishments here on Wednesday. The ongoing surprise checks are part of an intense review ordered by Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs Minister Imran Hussain, following reports of illegalities at different petrol pumps in neighbouring States causing distress to consumers.



Calibration of machines “On the first day of the surprise checks at petrol pumps across Delhi to curb illegal activities such as short dispensing of petrol and diesel, teams of Weights & Measures Department have conducted 20 checks at various pumps,” said a senior gov-



Right measure: The authorities kicked of a dedicated exercise against fuel theft at pumps. FILE PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR *



ernment official. Secretary (Legal Metrology) has informed the Minister that Weights & Measures and Legal Metrology Department is now sending several teams across Delhi for surprise checking of petrol pumps to check instances of short dispensing of petrol and diesel by petrol pumps. Rule 21 (5) of the Delhi L.M. (Enforcement) Rules, 2010 states that for ensuring proper delivery of the petrol



and diesel pumps, the retail dealer of the pump shall keep a verified 5 litre and 10 litre capacity measure in his premises and check the output from the pump every day to ensure its correct delivery. “In case of any short delivery the dealer shall stop the delivery through the pump immediately and inform the legal metrology officer concerned to recalibrate the pump,” the official added.



Nigerian jumps from building



Burglar arrested after dramatic chase



30-year-old woman injured in incident, admitted to AIIMS



DCP shares clip of constable jumping on accused’s car, overpowering driver



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



A 30-year-old Nigerian woman allegedly jumping from the third floor of a house in Mehrauli early on Wednesday. The woman was rushed to the hospital where she is undergoing treatment. The woman, who has been identified as Cope (30), allegedly forcibly entered Choice Apartments in Mehrauli at 3:45 a.m. after pushing aside Pramod, the guard of the gated apartment. Intoxicated, she went to the third floor of the



building and jumped from there, said Additional Deputy Commissioner of Police (South) Chinmoy Biswal.



Not aresident According to the police, the woman was not a resident of the said apartment but that of Chhatarpur Enclave. The police said that the entire incident was caught on camera. “CCTV installed in the building has footage of the woman entering and falling. We have recovered the footage for further investigation,” said Mr. Biswal.



Attack on MP’s house: 4 get bail



Cope was rushed to AIIMS Trauma Centre where she is being treated. The police said she has suffered a leg injury and was operated upon, due to which she was unfit to reveal details of the incident. “Statements of eyewitnesses, including one Divyanshu and guard Pramod, have been recorded. We are trying to establish the reason for the extreme step,” said Mr. Biswal, adding that no case has been registered so far as the matter is under inquiry.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



An alleged burglar was arrested in Sarai Rohilla after a dramatic sequence in which a constable jumped on top of the bonnet of a car the accused was driving before overpowering him, CCTV footage shows. The incident took place early on Monday when the arrested man, Vineet, and five others allegedly barged into a general store and were spotted by the patrolling staff — assistant sub-inspector (ASI) Mahender



Singh, in-charge of the patrol van, and Constable Amit Kumar.



Vehicle blocked A 31-second-long clip shared by DCP (PCR) Monika Bhardwaj shows how the PCR van first successfully blocked the accused’s car from moving ahead. Vineet’s bid to reverse his car is foiled thanks to a a parked tempo, effectively sandwiching his vehicle. Then, one of the two policemen is seen jumping out of the police van and running



towards the burglars’ car. Soon, the police van driver joins his colleague. Seeing this, the five occupants of the car hurriedly step out of the car and attempt to flee.



Stolen goods recovered However, before one of the occupants could escape, the policeman jumps onto the bonnet of the car to reach the driver’s side. He then manages to overpower the burglar, the video footage shows. Several stolen goods were also re-
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All lined up



Three others sent to judicial custody



Staff assaulted The court sent the other accused — Parshu Ram, Pardeep Kumar and Om Parkash — to judicial custody till May 17. The accused persons had allegedly barged into the official residence of Mr. Tiwari in the high-security Lutyens’ Zone in the early hours of this past Monday. They had allegedly assaulted two of his staff members before ransacking the house.



*



FILE



PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



According to the police, 42-year-old Jagdish works as a cook at the Rashtrapati Bhavan and is the elder brother of Jai Kumar and Jaswant. According to the police, the car in which Jai Kumar was travelling had bumped into a vehicle driven by one of Mr. Tiwari's staffers just outside his house. He then called his friends, who allegedly arrived armed with rods and sticks, entered the MP's residence and thrashed his staff, the police said.



‘Honeytrap’: woman’s house raided NEW DELHI



New Delhi



The accused with cops.



Car also stolen Ms. Bhardwaj said that on questioning, the apprehended person disclosed to have stolen these articles from another shop prior to this burglary. “One iron rod that was used by these burglars to break open the shutter of the shop was also recovered from the said car. On verification the car too was found to be stolen from the area of PS Sultan Puri,” said Ms. Bhardwaj.



Staff Reporter



Staff Reporter



A Delhi court on Wednesday granted bail to four of the seven accused of barging into and ransacking the residence of Delhi BJP chief Manoj Tiwari, and attacking his staff. Metropolitan Magistrate Harvinder Singh granted bail to Jagdish Chander, Sunil Kumar, Jai Kumar and Jaswant, on a personal bail bond of ₹25,000 each with one surety of like amount.



covered from the car.



Water wait: People queue up to ill potable water from a tanker in New Ashok Nagar on Wednesday, The Delhi Jal Board plans to soon generate 914 million gallons per day (MGD) of treated water, an increase from last year’s 900 MGD. V. SUDERSHAN *
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High Court takes suo motu note of doctors’ safety concerns



The Delhi Police, on Wednesday, raided the house of the woman who was arrested on Tuesday for allegedly trying to extort ₹5 crore from a K.C Patel, BJP MP from Gujarat’s Valsad. The woman is currently in police remand. Special Commissioner of Police Mukesh Kumar Meena said “videos, pen drives and incriminating documents” were recovered from her residence in Ghaziabad’s Indirapuram. The police also found that she had previously treated two politicians in a similar manner. “She had filed a rape case against an MP in Tilak Nagar Police Station and a molestation case against an MLA from Uttarakhand. Another case was registered for theft of her car, details of which turned out to be contentious. This shows her source of income is probably just extortion,” said Mr. Meena.



Court acquits Dargah teacher in rape case



Increasing incidents of violence against hospital staf ‘compels’ HC to demand status report on security provisions in 10 days



Says complaint lodged in it of anger Akanksha Jain NEW DELHI



Taking suo motu cognisance of increasing incidents of violence against doctors in government hospitals , the Delhi High Court on Wednesday called for a status report in 10 days from the Centre, the Delhi government, Indian Medical Association and AIIMS Resident Doctors’ Association with regard to security provisions for doctors, nurses and staff.



High patient load A Bench of Acting Chief Justice Gita Mittal and Justice Anu Malhotra also directed the Centre and the Delhi government to furnish details of operationalisation of all public hospitals in Delhi as well as the increase CM YK



in their patient load. “Compelled” to take up the issue on its own and register the same as a writ petition, the Bench said: “Judicial notice can be taken of the fact that since the time hospitals commenced operations, patient loads have grossly increased. There is no evidence at all of any change in the number of medical experts put in place by those in authority to man these hospitals and provide patient care.” The Bench has also sought the details of the facilities for patients; number of doctors and actual patient load, both in terms of out patients and in-patients, in Delhi hospitals. The court made the observations while taking



AIIMS Resident Doctors’ Association has decided to train its doctors in taekwondo to protect themselves.”



Taking no chance: A doctor wears a helmet outside AIIMS during a protest to highlight lack of security for them. REUTERS *



note of a media report on self-defence training for AIIMS doctors.: “The report would suggest that one in two doctors in public hospitals faces violence and that there has been an



increase in incidents of violence against the doctors in public hospitals. It also appears that the violence is not only verbal, but also physical. Matters have reached such a pass that the



‘Violence against violence’ Emphasising the expression “self-defence”, the Bench said: “The very expression “self-defence training” would suggest that doctors are contemplating violence in retaliation to the violence targeted at them. This is certainly not the answer. Looked from any angle, violence from either side cannot be tolerated or permitted... The matter seems to have attained such proportions that it deserves imperative attention.” The Bench said it was compelled to take



cognisance of the “alarming situation” as the two problems of doctors facing violence and non-availability of adequate medical attention to the patients have to be considered in tandem and undoubtedly involve public interest. “One of the reasons for such incidents is the grievance of patients/ attendants of what is perceived as delay in receiving medical attention. On the other hand, the doctors point out their being grossly overworked. Perhaps doctors are the only professionals who officially discharge 24-hour duty regimes. These hardworking doctors take lifesaving decisions in split seconds in the most difficult working conditions,” the Bench noted.



Press Trust of India New Delhi



A Sufi teacher, accused of raping a divorced woman on the pretext of resolving her troubles, has been let off by a Delhi court saying the woman had lodged the complaint in a fit of anger.



‘No more financial help’ The court observed that the woman, who had entered into her second wedlock with the accused, a 'khwaja' (teacher or a preacher) at the Hazrat Nizamuddin shrine here, had filed the complaint in anger as he had stopped maintaining her financially. “Testimony of the woman shows that when the accused stopped coming to her, bearing her expenses



and told her that he does not consider their marriage as valid, she contacted his son but he refused to intervene in their matter. This enraged her. She then took legal advice and made the complaint,” Additional Sessions Judge Sanjiv Jain said. In her complaint, the 39year-old said she had gone to the shrine in 2012 to pray as she was upset after losing her job. There she met the Khwaja, who asked her to visit his office daily where he would pray for her. The complaint says she visited him regularly for several months, where he intoxicated her and raped her. Later he married her by taking advantage of her semiconscious condition, the complaint alleged. B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



TABLE FOR TWO



Meet the lively inisher Sam Billings doesn’t bring his adventurous streak on the cricket ield to the table but I do not like cooking for myself. I prefer cooking for others because that gives you more satisfaction,” he says. And what would be the Sam Billings special? “Scallops to start with and then lamb in a red corn and orange sauce, like a gravy, with roasted vegetables and mashed potatoes,” he says grandly. His favourite meal, he declares, is the Sunday Roast. “It’s probably the most English thing ever. So you have the roast chicken, roast lamb, roast beef, roast pork and then roasted potatoes and vegetables and gravy and Yorkshire pudding — that's my absolute favourite. I am very English that way, I like all the different flavours. My Indian friends, though, say there is no flavour, only spice! But I just can’t have spicy food. I do not enjoy the feeling on my mouth on fire,” he quips.



Uthra Ganesan



Celebrating dance Afro-Latin Weekender, a three-day dance carnival, was held recently that saw audience groove to the beats and indulge in a big dance party. Organised by Reebok in association with Salsa India, Latin Dance school in India, the celebration saw a number of people from all walks of life who share a passion for dance. They came together not only to shake a leg but also learn about new dancing techniques. They enjoyed performances by master trainers. The event emphasised that dancing is gradually growing into a popular fitness regime with the youth celebrating and exercising rigorous dancing styles.



Korean culture Korean Cultural Centre India has announced that it is hosting grand finale ‘2nd Korea-India Friendship Quiz Competition 2017’ at NCUI Auditorium on May 4. It will be a test for students who are curious about cultural heritage of this Asian nation. For students from schools based in Delhi and NCR this will be an opportunity to showcase their knowledge on Korean culture. Taekwondo, traditional musical performances and a surprise audience quiz are also on the cards.



Multiple books A book release function of six poetry collections and one anthology of author Neelam Saxena Chandra was held at ICCR. The books released included two of her English poetry collections titled “The Soul Unbound” and “Trove of Musings” with co-poet Raksha Hegde. Four Hindi poetry collections “Main Bahane Lagi Hun”, “Maine Ramg Diye Alfaaz”, “Maine Tarashe hain Alfaaz” and “Rangi Main Tere Rang Mein” and an anthology “Ek Sahar Ummid Bhari” were also released. It was followed by rendering of ghazals by Shakeel Ahmed.



He is the archetypal modern professional – well travelled, eager to explore and making the most of the short career lifespan of sportspersons. Sam Billings, at 25, is still making his mark in international cricket but is no rookie when it comes to life experiences. Retained by Delhi Daredevils for the 2017 edition of the Indian Premier League, the Kent wicket keeper-batsman is excited to be back in India. Though the team hasn’t exactly set the leader board on fire so far, Billings is satisfied with his own performances. Not one to throw his starry weight around despite being aware that cricketers rank pretty high on the social scale in the country, Billings is a few minutes early for our meeting at Pluck, the speciality restaurant at Hotel Pullman in Aerocity. He is on a deadline – the team would leave in an hour and half for its training — but that is no reason for him to rush through. He likes his food, he admits, but adds that he is not one to linger on a meal for too long. “I take 2-5 five minutes to finish,” he declares. He is also pretty clear about what he wants, and is preference is more towards Cafe Pluck, a level below, than anything from the fine dining section of the restaurant across the lobby. The staff is more than willing to cater to one of their regular guests – it is, after all, the official Delhi Daredevils’ team hotel. There is no need for a menu or suggestion either.



Farming the strike: Sam Billings at the Pluck restaurant in Hotel Pullman New Delhi



Billings refuses a starter, ignores the complimentary lettuce, requests some sparkling water and jumps straight to the main course, asking for Chicken Parmesana with a side of mashed potatoes and broccoli. “No chips, please,” he adds before settling down for conversation. And it is indeed a delight talking to the youngster. Cricket for long was considered an elite sport, played



by those (back in England) who had a lot of time and money and little to do. Even in India, till a generation ago, the number of players from the hinterland were few and far between as the game was considered dominated by the metropolitan cities. But nothing prepares you for the clipped, university educated person whose family owns a huge farm back in Kent and who loves escaping the rigours of the tour by simply returning to a more rustic lifestyle once in a while. Billings has been around the T20 leagues across the world – India, Australia, Dubai (for the Pakistan Super League) – besides being a regular with the English national side. “They all pose a different challenge — the fan base, the culture, the competition and the conditions themselves are very different. Here the tracks are more spin friendly and a bit



*



SANDEEP SAXENA



slower, the grounds are smaller. In Australia, the pitches are bouncier and quicker, at home the ball moves more through the air and swings more. All of it makes you a better player. There is no doubt that in the last one year my cricket has improved a lot by playing in all these leagues,” he explains.



Life as a journeyman It is tough, he admits, specially for a 25-year-old who loves his family and farms and home-cooked food, but doesn’t dwell too much on it. “My family doesn’t like me anyway, they sent me away to boarding school at the age of 10!” he laughs with a mock-complaint, but then insists that he is used to it. “You spend a lot of time away from home and that’s the bit where people only see your performances on field but not the other stuff. I have been home for two weeks



since the beginning of November. “I think I am very lucky that I went to boarding school early and then to university and as such you get used to being pretty independent. I can happily go and have lunch or a coffee on my own, read a book, I have no qualms with that. But honestly, you are too busy to miss home, really – I know it sounds bad but I wouldn’t change it for anything in the world. This is your job, this is what you signed up for, so no complaints,” he shrugs. His girlfriend Sarah Cantalay often travels with him and that takes care of some of the loneliness. What he does miss is his mother’s cooking. A Cordon Bleu qualified chef, she is the one person who has spoilt him, he laughs. “Sometimes when I am in a remote place and I miss mum’s roast lamb on a weekend



and then those are the times you feel like being home,” he says. “I do pester a lot and my mum spoils me completely. A couple of years ago I missed Christmas at home and I was back around May, and mum got my cousins and family around, about 20 of us and we celebrated Christmas in May, just because I wasn’t home in December. Bless her, she does spoil me silly,” he smiles, the fond memories clearly still fresh. Ask if he likes cooking and there are mixed reactions. “My girlfriend Sarah is the breakfast queen, you ask it and she can make it. But I have lunch and dinner covered. I can cook anything



can cook anything < > Ibut I do not like cooking for myself. I prefer cooking for others because that gives you more satisfaction



Exploring India Even though he loves playing in India – and elsewhere too – Indian food is something he has stayed away from. Neither the food nor the weather has been able to keep him away from exploring the country, though this time around the schedule is too packed for a break, he complains. The Champions Trophy beginning a week after the IPL ends is reason for that but Billings would be gone much before, being named in the England squad to play a series against Ireland starting May 5. At the end of the day, he says, he is just a lucky farm boy who gets paid to travel the world and follow his passion as a profession. “My father said to me to just enjoy my cricket. ‘You have got about 10-15 years to play this game, live this life, travel the world, play cricket. The farm will always be there when you get back,’ he said. It’s always gonna be there once I pack up my cricket. Yeah, that would be me, just have a good time on the farm,” he signs off, foregoing dessert and ready to get his shoulders taped for the gruelling session ahead.



The long search for water Surviving tsunami Paanipath, inspired by true events, is part of National Geographic Mission Blue Stories



In “Disaster and Tsunami Management”, seasoned cop A.K. Singh relates how the magnitude of loss can be reduced by proper planning of 18. Worse, it happened on Children’s day, leaving the father almost inconsolable. That is when he summoned inner reservoirs of strength to pen together the tsunami story in the form of a book “Disaster and Tsunami Management”. Almost inevitably, he has dedicated the book to his daughter, Sonal.



s. ravi



National Award-winning filmmaker Hansal Mehta’s son, Jai Mehta, makes his directorial debut with a short fiction film, Paanipath, which was unveiled recently as a part of National Geographic Mission Blue Stories. The short is presented by Hansal Mehta. Inspired by true events, Paanipath confronts the disturbing reality of the water crisis through the victims of a flawed and politicised water management system. The 18-minute short film starring Tejaswini Kolhapure and Nagesh Bhonsle is available for viewing on www.missionblue.in and Hotstar. The National Geographic Mission Blue initiative aims to spread awareness and inspire change for the cause of water conservation, with specially created content by Indian filmmakers such as Hansal Mehta, Imtiaz Ali, Madhur Bhandarkar and Aniruddha Roy Chowdhury. Talking about the inspiration for the storyline, Jai Me-



Water woes: Jai Mehta and Tejaswini Kolhapure



hta says, “Last year, drought hit many parts of our nation. What I observed was how unaffected certain privileged parts of our society remained, while people scrambled for days without water. Some protested for weeks, some walked and waited for hours in the scorching heat, while some even gave up their lives. The class divide and the stark disparity in the availability of a fundamental resource



disturbed me, and I felt the need to give a voice to those that aren’t represented, through my film. I feel the politicisation of water and the unfair distribution are giving way to a dangerous way of living that is slowly spiralling out of control. The sooner we realise that water cannot be treated as a luxury but as a basic fundamental right, the better we can prepare for future generations.”



It is not often that a public tragedy touches a personal chord. More so if you are a weather beaten top cop who has seen myriad stories of grief and disillusionment devolve into nothing. Yet, the unusual, maybe, even rare thing did happen with A.K. Singh, a seasoned cop who has been at the helm of the forces in places like Goa, Puducherry, Arunachal Pradesh and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. It so happened that he happened to be posted at the islands when the tsunami struck. It



book is an < > The emotional attempt to narrate how the earthquake and tsunami took a toll on the Andaman and Nicobar islands on December 26, 2004 A.K. Singh



Ready for action: Safety drill to be followed during tsunami being practised PHOTO M. PRABHU *



sent life into a tailspin for everyone involved. And left in its wake a tale of unprecedented loss of life and property. Singh, as the Superintendent of Police at that time, found himself with unenviable task of trying to rescue people, rehabilitate them. He had to motive his team to put the public life ahead of personal life. For long days and nights, many helpless men and women, were rescued from the jaws of death. The experience left an in-



delible mark on the cop's heart. Yet in the subsequent years he went about his business as usual! It was as if tsunami was a bad dream that was mercifully over. But experiences such as tsunami only recede to the backburner; they never ever go away completely. So it was with Singh. Some five years after dealing with public loss in Andamans, tragedy struck his own life. His daughter, on the brink of big things in life, passed away in a train accident in Jaipur at the age



Nature’s fury Today when he speaks of Sonal, it is hard to understand that he is professionally a tough cop who is now Joint Commissioner of Police in New Delhi. He speaks only as a father. “A brown belt in karate and an enthusiastic badminton player, Sonal was a keen athlete. She was an avid reader....Her infectious smile, her everlasting energy levels...,” he goes on. It is only then that one understands that “the book is an emotional attempt to narrate how the earthquake and tsunami took a toll on the Andaman and Nicobar islands on December 26, 2004”. Singh had never ima-



gined “such a horrible nature with corpses of men, women and children, uprooted trees and devastated buildings all around. With no hope of life, survivors immediately wanted to leave the islands. There was chaos and panic everywhere but we maintained our cool. I took charge of the situation with initially the least available manpower and resources. We had to cremate hundreds of bodies, make our way through the destroyed forests to rescue and rehabilitate the victims of nature's fury.” Mission accomplished. Singh went on with his life. Then Sonal met with an accident. And his heart went out to those who too had lost their children in the tsunami. Result? A nearly 400 page book that is a practical study and guide to tsunami management. That is okay, but what can't be as easily managed is a personal loss. That is where nature with its relentless momentum of time, acts as a healer.



5 EVENTS WORTH-YOUR-WHILE



RADISSON BLU PLAZA



FOODHALL



THE TAJ MAHAL



ROYAL CHINA



BUENO CAFE



Summer coolers



Cinco De Mayo Festival



Summer escapade



Special drinks



Dessert Festival



Beat the heat with Summer Coolers at Radisson Blu Plaza which is offering red fusion (watermelon, beetroot and pomegranate), tropical thunder (mango, banana, pineapple), strawberry jazz (strawberry, honey, yoghurt) and sunrise cooler (pineapple, carrot and basil). Venue: National Highway 8, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.



At this special festival Foodhall outlets will be offering live salsa, guacamole and other Mexican dips at their stores. Jalapeño pineapple salsa, chipotle tomato salsa, chipotle sour cream and the fivelayered dip will be made in front of the customer. Venue: All outlets Time: 10 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.



As temperatures soar, Emperor Lounge presents an array of scrumptious salads and innovatively crafted iced teas. These include arugula grape mango and melon seed salad, layered cornbread and turkey salad, grilled peach and mozzarella salad and chicken edamame and vegetable salad. Venue : No. 1, Mansingh Road Time: 1 2 noon to 10 p.m.



Offering an array of dishes to choose from in their picture-perfect restaurant, Royal China’s menu includes summer special drinks like rose sangaria, berry punch, chilled caramel custard and frozen kiwi margarita, cinnamon and chilly martini with smoking strawberry martini. Venue: Eros Corpoate Tower, Nehru Place Time: 7 p.m. to 11.45 p.m.



Outlets of Buéno Cafés bring special desserts festival. The menu includes gooey dark chocolate brownie, banoffee, red velvet cake and blueberry cheese cake with all products being handcrafted and natural with no preservatives, no artificial flavours or colours. Venue: Akshardham Metro Stn/MGF, Gurugram Time: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
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